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This is a work in progress and therefore incomplete, based on an
Oriental supplement that we originally wrote using the Warhammer
Fantasy Roleplay rules.

Our intention with Tetsubo now is to convert it to the Fabled Lands
RPG (itself a work in progress) and modify the setting to Akatsurai,
the easternmost country of the Fabled Lands. As well as fully
revising the background, we will reinstate the missing sections
(marked here in red) and add a scenario section.

The new work will then be released as the FL RPG and the first of
twelve planned sourcebooks. And yes, we are hoping to do that this
lifetime.

Other Tetsubo material can be ordered from Robert Rees here.

Dave Morris
Jamie Thomson

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Warhammer-Fantasy-Roleplay-Perilous-Adventure/dp/1844162206
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Warhammer-Fantasy-Roleplay-Perilous-Adventure/dp/1844162206
http://carnel.sdf-eu.org/tetsubo/
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* CHARACTER RACES *

Like the Old World, Yamato has four potential races to which
player-characters could belong.  However, Yamatese society is
not the multi-racial amalgam found in the West.  Most Yamatese
people have never laid eyes on a nonhuman, and would not want
to.  The position of the nonhuman character races in Yamato is
something that the GM must give some thought to.

Our assumption is that humanity forms the overwhelming dominant
really the only - culture.  As humans are notoriously intoler-
ant even of other humans, this causes difficulties for any
nonhuman type who wants to move freely in human society.  If a
Shikome were spotted skulking about in a city, the passers-by
would be sure to point and scream and mill about until a samu-
rai came along and proved his bravery by killing the wretch.
Shojo are not quite so villified (being less repulsive in their
appearance and habits than Shikome), but they generally stick
to rural areas and have as little to do with Mankind as possi-
ble.  A Shikome or Shojo whose beginning career is "Ashigaru",
say, will not actually be a foot soldier in a Daimyo's army.
Instead, a career for a nonhuman betokens his position in his
own culture, or represents in an abstract sense the collection
of skills that he has acquired.  Within the campaign, nonhuman
characters can mix with humans quite freely on the fringes of
society - perhaps living with a Shugenja in his forest hermit-
age, or fraternising with human Ninja.  But a nonhuman player-
character will never be able to rise within the ranks of formal
human society to become a Hatamoto, a Magistrate or a pupil at
a Martial ryu.  Nonhumans are quite adequately compensated for
this limitation by their superior abilities and magical poten-
tial, so there is no need for the GM to be lenient.

Kitsune (Fox Folk) are in a different position.  They enjoy
human company and are able to pass themselves off as humans for
indefinite periods.  A Kitsune player-character will be able to
infiltrate Yamatese society and live as a human for years if he
chooses to.  Other player-characters may never be aware their
companion is a Kitsune - though there should be enough odd
goings-on for them to eventually suspect something.

In general, if you are going to allow nonhumans in your games
then there should be some point to it.  Shojo are wasted if
just treated as "jolly people", Shikome as "ugly people", etc.
The nonhumans of Yamato retain a whiff of mystery from their
primeval origins.  They are not merely ethnic minorities, but
eerie reminders of the still stranger things that lurk in
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Yamato's wild, forlorn areas or come tapping on the shoji
screen by night.  Use them weirdly or not at all.

----------------------------------------------------------------
                 Character Creation Table
----------------------------------------------------------------
       MAN           SHOJO         SHIKOME         KITSUNE

 M    D3 +2         D2 +2         D3 +2           D3 +4
 WS    2D10 +20      2D10 +10      2D10 +30        2D10 +10
 BS    2D10 +20      2D10 +10      2D10 +20        2D10 +10
 S    D3 +1         D3            D3 +1           D3
 T    D3 +1         D3 +1         D3 +3           D3 +2
 W    D3 +4         D3 +6         D3 +2           D3 +2
 I    2D10 +20      2D10 +30      2D10 +20        2D10 +40
 A    1             1             1               1
Dex    2D10 +20      2D10 +30      2D10 +20        2D10 +30
 Ld    2D10 +20      2D10          2D10 +20        2D10 +20
Int    2D10 +20      2D10 +20      2D10 +10        2D10 +40
 Cl    2D10 +20      2D10 +40      2D10 +10        2D10 +30
 WP    2D10 +20      2D10 +20      2D10 +30        2D10 +20
Fel    2D10 +20      2D10 +40      2D10 +10        2D10 +20
 Hn    2D10 +20      2D10 +30      2D10            2D10 +10
 K    D8 +2         D3 +4         D3 +2           D3 +3
----------------------------------------------------------------
Note that there are two additional characteristics not featured
in the standard Warhammer rules.  These are Honour and Karma.
They are explained later in this chapter.
----------------------------------------------------------------

* HUMANS *

The people of Yamato are on the average slightly shorter and
stockier than Old Worlders.  They tend to lack bodily hair (a
hairy Yamatese is always thought of as a bit of a thug) and
skin colour is virtually the same as in the Old World but
sometimes with a very slight olive hue.  Orientals have a
subcutaneous fat layer missing in people of the West, which
generally gives even the most muscular Yamatese a softer appear-
ance than one sees in the scrawny, rugged adventurers of the
Old World.

 Speak               Yamatese
 Night Vision        zero
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 Height              5' +D10" (male)
                      5' +D6"  (female)
 Psychology          No special psychology rules
 Beginning Skills    Etiquette

Correct behaviour is very important in Yamato.  It is a densely
populated country, and the people are hot-tempered and con-
scious of their status.  Thus a rigorous code of conduct is
needed to ensure that everyone's honour is observed and remarks
do not give offense.  All beginning characters who are native
to Yamato have the Etiquette skill (see Chapter     ) - and,
perhaps surprisingly, this applies to nonhumans as well.
Etiquette is absolutely essential for day-to-day living in
Yamato.  An Old Worlder arriving in Yamato can get by for a
while without it
because the Yamatese know that gajin (foreign devils) have no
manners and therefore expect nothing better of them.  However,
if a player wishes to transplant his OLd World character to the
Yamatese setting he is advised to seek out an Etiquette tutor
as virtually his first priority.

* SHOJO *

Shojo are much like humans to look at, but rather shorter and
very much fatter.  This obesity can be deceptive.  Many a
fighter has come to grief from having challenged a Shojo,
unable to believe that such a rotund, jolly creature could be
handy with a sword.  Shojo are also instantly distinguishable
by their milk-white skin and vivid red hair.  In a sense they
are the Halflings of Yamato, as they are extremely partial to
eating, drinking and having a good time.  A Shojo's typical
response to urgent business is "It'll keep".  They can consume
cup after cup of sake without any effect beyond a mild tipsi-
ness.  They are also able to breathe underwater, as a result of
their fabled relationship with the Dragon King of the Sea.

 Speak                  Yamatese
 Height                 4' +D6"
 Beginning Skills       Etiquette; Consume Alcohol

* SHIKOME *

Shikome are the goblin-folk of Yamato.  Legend has it that they
were once the denizens of the Deep Land - the underworld where
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Shinto souls went to reside after death.  Since the coming of
Bukyo to the land, people no longer undergo Shinto burial when
they die but now simply return to the cycle of rebirth.  As a
result, the Deep Land became depopulated and Shikome had to
come to the surface world to find employment.  This may well be
no more than a fable, but it is true to this day that all
Shikome hate Bukyo priests, and lose no opportunity to berate,
denounce and torment them.
   Shikome come in a variety of shapes.  Often they are essen-
tially humanoid but with ugly, wide-lipped mouths, popeyes,
pointed ears, hairy limbs, and/or hunchbacked bodies.  They are
never more than five feet tall.  Some people say that Shikome
faces resemble that of a particularly ugly old crone - an
observation which outrages Shikome because it compares them to
humans.  They are physically tough and can be skilled fighters.
Though inclined to be short-tempered, they are mischievous
rather than malicious.  A Shikome is best thought of as having
the mentality of a spoilt, somewhat unpleasant child.

 Speak               Yamatese
 Night Vision        40 yards
 Height              4' +D10"
 Beginning Skills    Etiquette; Shinto Doctrine
 Psychology          Hatred for Bukyo priests

* KITSUNE *

Kitsune are magical foxes with the ability to assume human form.
They have a strong element of the Trickster in their disposi-
tion, which sometimes leads them into trouble as they cannot
resist getting up to various convoluted schemes and pranks.  In
most Kitsune this characteristic manifests itself as simple
mischievousness, but a few can be quite malicious.

Player-character Kitsune are very young - no more than Hundred
Year-Old Foxes - so their powers are greatly more restricted
than those of the Millenial Foxes, or Kiubi no Kitsune, de-
scribed in the Creatures section.  Even so they can change into
human shape and will be able to generate a kitsune-bi (as the
Kusa spell Foxfire) once per day.

It takes a Kitsune several minutes to change its form.  General-
ly it does not try to copy the appearance of a specific human
it has seen.  Kitsune can attempt such a thing, but unless they
are very familiar with the person they are trying to imitate
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then they will probably make some mistake in the disguise.  The
tail might be left unchanged, for instance, or the impersonated
form might retain the whiskers or gold eyes of  a fox.  A
Kitsune who simply gives itself a generalised human form with-
out trying to copy anyone will not make any such mistake.  The
natural human form of a Kitsune is always of a slightly-built,
lithe and very comely individual.

 Speak               Yamatese
  Night Vision        30 yards
 Height              5' +D8"
 Beginning Skills    Etiquette; Acrobatics; Rural Shinobijutsu
 Psychology          Fear of sumotori (wrestlers)

* AGE *

As in Warhammer, players determine the age of their characters
randomly.

Humans:  Ro  ll 5D6 +3 for a young person, 5D12 +5 for an older
one.  If the result is less than 16, roll again and add the new
score to the original.  This gives an age range for Human
characters of from 16 to 80 years.  Yamatese have just marginal-
ly greater average life-spans than Old Worlders.

Shojo:  Despite the  ir vast consumption of sake, Shojo enjoy
long lives.  Roll 6D6 +3 for a young character, 5D20 +10 for an
older one.  If the result is less than 16, roll again and add
the new score to the original.  The age range of a Shojo charac-
ter will be between 18 and 125 years.

Shikome:   Shikome were very lo  ng-lived in former days, but
the vitality of this race has waned since they left their
ancestral homeland of Yomi.  Roll 8D4 for a young Shikome, 8D6
for an old one.  If the result is less than 16, roll again and
add the new score to the original.  This gives a potential age
range of between 16 and 63 years.

Kitsune:   All player-characters begin   as young Kitsune.
(Old Kitsune are too powerful!)  Roll 5D10 +50 for an age range
of 55 to 100 years.
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* ALIGNMENT *

The TETSUBO rules do not use alignment, replacing it instead
with Honour which is a more fundamental concept.  This does not
mean that characters cannot be righteous or wicked, only that
such concepts do not have any cosmic significance.

Players entering a TETSUBO campaign may have some trouble with
this at first.  Accustomed to the alignment system, they might
feel stranded in a moral vacuum and need a period of adjustment
to Yamato's different scheme of values.  To give these players
guidelines, it can generally be taken that the following align-
ments would be assigned to the Yamatese character races if they
existed in the Old World:

 character race      equivalent alignment
         Human       Neutral tending to Good
         Shojo       Good
         Shikome     Neutral tending to Evil
         Kitsune     Neutral

NEW CHARACTERISTICS

In addition to the characteristics used in standard Warhammer,
there are two new characteristics that apply to Oriental charac-
ters:

HONOUR (Hn)

A character's HONOUR score indicates the degree to which the
character feels obligated to act according to the unwritten
code of correct behaviour that pervades Yamatese life.

A character with high Honour finds it very difficult to compro-
mise his ideals of duty and propriety, and is likely to take
offence quickly at any remark that might cause him to lose face.
Conversely, a character with a low Honour score has a nature
which is governed more by his own free will than by the dic-
tates of tradition.  Because a character might have no Honour
does not mean that he has to be a scoundrel.  He might indeed
be amoral, secretly conniving in his own self-interest behind a
facade of nobility - but he might as easily be an enlightened
Zen Master, free of the sense of shame and duty that forces the
actions of most Yamatese.

Honour is expressed as a number between 1 and 100.
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KARMA (K)

The KARMA attribute measures a character's merit, built up over
the sum total of all his good and bad deeds in previous incarna-
tions.  In the game, a character who begins with a high Karma
score gets a head start in life over a character with lower
Karma.

Karma also functions in place of Fate Points, which are not
available to Oriental characters.  A person with high Karma is
likely to be be more fortunate than someone whose past misdeeds
have no caught up with him in the form of low Karma.

Karma is expressed as a number from 1 to 10.  As it represents
the character's merit from all PREVIOUS lives, by definition it
cannot be increased during the character's current existence.
The only exception to this is by means of Buddhism: Amida
Buddha may alter a character's Karma tally if He chooses to,
and a Zen Master who attains Enlightenment is no longer subject
to Karma.

CAREERS

The four career classes of Yamato are directly equivalent to
those followed in the Old World.  They are:

 Bushi      (Warrior)
 Musashuka  (Ranger)
 Yakuza     (Rogue)
 Gakusha    (Academic)

A character choosing one of these career classes must meet the
same basic requirements applied in Warhammer.

Taking one of the listed career exits from your current career
still only costs 100 experience points, as per standard Warham-
mer rules, but any irregular transition between different
career types is more difficult in Yamato's stratified society.
To switch to another basic career within the same Career Class
a character must pay 150 experience points.  To switch to a
basic career from another Career Class costs 250 experience
points.  An additional 100 experience points must be paid when
jumping to a career that carries a higher intrinsic status than
your current career.  Yamatese life is directed by tradition,
and abrupt career changes that require a character to go
against this inevitably require more effort.
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For the same reason, Yamatese characters are not as versatile
as Old World characters.  Skills are almost always regimented
and taught in formal ryu (schools).  There are few casual
opportunities to pick up a skill.  Characters start with the
skills listed under their initial career, but (apart from those
given to every character because of his race) there are no
extra skills acquired before the campaign begins.

TRAPPINGS
Characters start with trappings determined according to their
Career Class.  These are as follows

Bushi
clothing; sack, backpack or travelling-box; blanket; bowls and
chopsticks;   hand weapon; 3D10 copper Zeni and 1D6 silver
Chugin

Musashuka
sturdy but weather-worn clothing; old pair of geta (clogs);
travelling pack containing bowls, chopsticks and cooking-pot;
flint and tinder; waterskin; blanket; knife and D2 other weap-
ons (often a bow); 2D10 Zeni and 1D4 Chugin

Yakuza
clothing; knife; hand weapon; dice (sometimes weighted); 3D10
Zeni and 2D4 Chugin

Gakusha
clothing (usually quite fine); hand weapon

Yamato's class-based society limits the weapons that individu-
als are allowed to carry.  Only someone belonging to or origi-
nally born into the Buke (gentry) or Kugyo (nobility) is
entitled to wear the dai-sho, comprising the longsword (katana)
and shortsword (wakizashi).  Others must make do with a wakiza-
shi only or else some other weapon such as a spear, staff, club
or halberd (naginata).  Naturally, these restrictions do not
apply to those who live outside the law.  A pirate, for in-
stance, is hardly going to care whether a katana is found in
his possession when he gets caught by the Shogun's Admiral.

DETERMINING THE INITIAL CAREER
The accompanying tables give random dice rolls which can be
used to decide a character's initial career.  The principle is
worthwhile, as the very diversity of careers represented within
one group of player-characters can spur the GM to create in-
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triguing storylines to explain the situation.  On the other
hand it can be a pain when the GM is forced to devise tortuous
reasons why this Kabuki Actor and this Wrestler are forever
accompanying a group of Samurai on their missions.

CHARACTERS

BUSHI (Warrior) BASIC CAREER CHART

 Yojimbo (bodyguard)
 Labourer
 Sumotori (wrestler)
 Ashigaru
 Goshi
 Junsa (policeman)
 Sohei (naginata-users)
 Seaman
 Servant
 Kugyo (Court Noble)
 Buka (martial artist)

 MUSASHUKA (Ranger) BASIC CAREER CHART

 Yamabushi
 Ronin
 Outlaw
 Kago bearer
 Fisherman
 Farmer
 Woodcutter
 Cowherd

 YAKUZA (Rogue) BASIC CAREER CHART

 Kawara-Mono (riverman)
 Beggar
 Dorobo (thief)
 Eta (nonhumans only)
 Gambler
 Tomb Robber
 Wako (pirate)
 Trader
 Ninja (0th level)

 GAKUSHA (Academic) BASIC CAREER CHART
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 Artisan's Apprentice
 Shinto Initiate
 Bukyo Initiate
 Physician's Apprentice
 Scribe
 Seer (wise woman)
 Taoist Pupil
 Shugenjutsu Student
 Masseur

An alternative is to fit all the players into mutually compati-
ble careers.  Obviously there is no problem in roleplaying the
adventures of a party of Samurai who have been comrades since
their youth and are rising through the clan ranks together.
Three easy alternatives for campaign background are provided
below.  (The GM should consult with players first, though.  If
someone has come to the game expressly to work his way up to
being a Ninja, it is a bit much to force him into the role of
an Ashigaru.)

  [1]   The Buke Option
 The player-characters are all retainers of the same lord, or
affiliated with the same clan.  Most will begin as Goshi or
Ashigaru, but others might be Initiates or Student mahotsukai
(wizards) who are members of the clan by birth but are pursuing
a non-military career.  Most adventures in this setting arise
from the directives of the lord and the clan chiefs.

 [2]  The Gajin Option
 The player-characters are all Gajin, foreigners from the Old
World.  This allows them to carry over existing Warhammer
characters to a Yamatese campaign.  It is ideal for players who
are not familiar with the Orient, as it allows their characters
to experience Yamato as they do themselves: an exotic, bewilder-
ing society full of strange customs and beliefs.

 [3]  The Wanderers Option
 The player-characters all begin as unattached freebooters,
able to wander the length and breadth of Yamato as the whim
takes them.  This makes for a powerful and versatile party, as
many careers fit into such a scenario: Buka, Sumotori, Kusa,
Ronin, Tomb Robber, Trader, Kawara-Mono, Initiate, Student of
magic.  Adventures are easy to devise.  The drawback is that
there is very little structure to this kind of campaign -
players usually require more from a campaign than just a string
of unconnected adventures.
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�M

 BUSHI (Warrior) BASIC CAREER CHART

  Human   Shojo   Kitsune   Shikome          Career
 01-11     -       01-15     01-27          Yojimbo
 12-24     -         -       16-41          Labourer
 25-31   01-08       -       42-45          Sumotori
 32-45     -       16-33     46-69          Ashigaru
 46-49     -         -         -            Goshi
 50-56     -         -         -            Junsa
 57-62   09-25     34-38       -            Sohei
 63-67     -       39-44     70-77          Seaman
 68-78     -       45-66     78-86          Servant
 79-80     -         -         -            Kugyo (Court Noble)
 81-91   26-75     67-88     87-98          Buka
 92-96     -       89-93     99-00          Go-Kenin
  97-00   76-00     94-00       -            Noh Actor

 MUSASHUKA (Ranger) BASIC CAREER CHART

  Human   Shojo   Kitsune   Shikome          Career
                                             Outlaw
                                            Kago bearer
                                            Fisherman
                                            Farmer
                                            Woodcutter
                                            Herdsman
                                             Kabuki Actor
                                             Entertainer

 YAKUZA (Rogue) BASIC CAREER CHART

  Human   Shojo   Kitsune   Shikome          Career
                                             Kawara-Mono
                                              Beggar
                                            Dorobo
                                            Eta
                                            Gambler
                                            Tomb Robber
                                             Wako
                                              Trader
                                            Kusa
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 GAKUSHA (Academic) BASIC CAREER CHART

  Human   Shojo   Kitsune   Shikome       Career
                                          Artisan's Apprentice
                                         Shinto Initiate
                                           Bukyo Initiate
                                         Physician's Apprentice
                                         Scribe
                                         Seer
                                          Shugenjutsu Student
                                         Taoist Pupil
                                         Maboroshi Student
                                         Masseur
�P

SOCIAL STATUS
Each career description includes a Status Rating.  This is the
intrinsic status associated with that career - ie, the position
in society of people who spend their whole lives in that career.
These Status Ratings, in descending order, are:

  Kugyo    (Imperial Nobility)
  Buke     (Gentry: the clan-lords and their vassals)
  Heimin   (Peasants)
    Tamin    (Craftsmen)
  Chonin   (Merchants/Townsmen)
  Eta      (Lowest of the low)

An individual might follow a career that is unusual for someone
of his background, though.  This is particularly true of the
sort of people who become adventurers.  Players should confer
with the GM to decide on their character's class of birth.  It
is possible for a scion of the nobility to end up a carpenter,
after all - but not likely.  If the GM has no special stipula-
tions about class of birth, just assume your character was born
into the profession he is pursuing when the campaign starts.

FURTHER TRAPPINGS
Characters are assumed to have gathered the necessary trappings
for their initial career during their life before the first
game begins.  These can be immediately written in on the charac-
ter record sheet.  Trappings for subsequent careers are not
acquired as a result of entering that career, they are the
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necessary prerequisites the character must get to pursue that
career.

SUMMARY OF CHARACTER GENERATION

   1.  Consult with the GM to see if he or she has any pre
planned requirements for (or restrictions on) new player charac-
ters.
    2.   Decide race, gender and name for yourself.
    3.   Note down special skills and capabilities derived from
race.
    4.   Roll for characteristics (Move, Weapon Skill, etc).
    5.   Roll to find the character's age.
  6. Select Career Class (your choice).
    7.   Decide or roll for career (if not assigned by the GM).
    8.   Receive all skills, trappings and one advance from
career.
    9.   Choose the character's social standing by birth (with
GM's approval).
   10.   Decide on other distinguishing features or foibles of
the character and write these on back of character record sheet.
These will be developed in the course of play.
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Basic careers

The following are the BASIC careers.  These are open to begin-
ning characters:

[NB: Details of SKILLS and TRAPPINGS are MISSING.]

YOJIMBO
A Daimyo or other important clan personage would always use his
samurai retainers as bodyguards.  But there are also people who
are powerful enough to feel threatened and who have no personal
retainers.  Rich merchants never venture into the seedier parts
of town at night without a couple of yojimbo, or bodyguards.
Others who might need bodyguards are travellers from the Old
World, sorcerers trying to protect their privacy, villagers
plagued by bandit raids, etc.  A Yojimbo might be a ronin or
down-at-heel ashigaru, but more often they are of peasant birth.
Even a masterless samurai has more pride than to take a job
guarding a mere merchant, after all.  For the most part Yojimbo
are like the bodyguards of the West: hired bully-boys of limit-
ed intelligence and overt belligerence.

LABOURER
Labourers are manual workers employed by craftsmen.  They do
the heavy work under the supervision of their employer - who
will usually belong to one of the "five trades of building"
which are carpenter, stonemason, plasterer, sawyer and roofer.
Sometimes they will stay in a job for some time and eventually
enter the apprentice career.  This is not common, though; the
bulk of labourers simply turn their hands to whatever pays.
Labourer is the most common single career for the average
Yamatese city dweller.  In status, they are below craftsmen,
farmers and the Buke but above merchants (who isn't?).  Thus
they are held in more esteem than their Old World counterparts,
just.  Otherwise, they can be treated as broadly equivalent to
Warhammer Labourers.

SUMOTORI
Sumo wrestlers are equivalent to the prizefighters of the West,
but sumo is an ancient sport which was originally performed at
shrines and temples during religious festivals.  People pay to
see sumo bouts, and contests usually take place over a ten day
period.  Essentially, two men, dressed in elaborate loin cloths
struggle to throw each other to the ground or out of the small
ring in which the bout is held.  Fights are preceded by much
ritual but once under way are short and swift.  Sumo referees
judge the matches with much etiquette and further ritual.
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Prizes are awarded and there is a system of ranks and tables
for Sumotori.  Sumo wrestlers are typically of great size and
can achieve considerable fame if successful - even a Daimyo can
enjoy a good sumo fight.  Sumo wrestlers are often employed by
criminals as strong-arm men and a well known sumo may be at-
tached to a Daimyo's entourage as a status symbol.

ASHIGARU
Ashigaru are light infantrymen.  As in the West, they form the
bulk of the troops actually fielded during a major battle.
Usually they come from the peasant class, but by taking service
in a lord's army they effectively climb onto the lowest rung of
the Buke.  By incisive action, bravery or luck it is possible
for an Ashigaru to distinguish himself and gain promotion
through the ranks of the Buke.  One or two great generals
started out their careers in this way, but in practice they can
never completely escape their origins.  Samurai of gentle birth
will always privately look down on someone of common stock, no
matter how much he may better himself.  To become an Ashigaru
it is only necessary to get hold of a spear and light armour.
There is no shortage of lords looking for men to swell their
army's ranks, and a would-be Ashigaru is unlikely to be ques-
tioned closely about how he came by his trappings.

GOSHI
Goshi are "country samurai", warrior-farmers with small free-
holdings.  In terms of social status they are in the lower
echelons of the Buke (but above Ashigaru or Junsa).  Sometimes
they are allied to the local clan but usually only in times of
unrest or war.  In theory a Goshi is a freeman and does not
have to ride with the local Daimyo's army.  In practice ances-
tral ties and simple pragmatism mean that the Goshi would
rarely refuse a call from the Daimyo to fight for him.  The
popular image of a Goshi is of a rustic fellow, unrefined but
dependable.  The Kugyo and higher ranks of the Buke view them
as uncouth and provincial, but it is relatively easy to move
from being a Goshi and become a "house man", receiving a sti-
pend from a Daimyo.  As members of the Buke, Goshi are entitled
to wear the two swords and have the right of katakiuchi
(vendetta), kirisutegomen and seppuku.  They are also expected
to follow the code of bushido.  In practice, Goshi often have a
more flexible approach to honour and duty than one finds among
Samurai (at least at the lower ranks).  They are quite independ-
ently minded, used to acting on their own initiative, and this
is why those Goshi who take service with a Diaimyo are rapidly
promoted.
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JUNSA
Junsa are city militia whose job is to keep the peace - they
are policemen of Yamatese cities.  Most junsa are Heimin
(commoners), but some are classed as very low-grade Buke.
These latter carry a single sword (they are not even entitled
to the dai-sho) and a jitte, while the commoners carry only a
jitte.
Junsa wear a mon on their tunics as a kind of uniform so that
people will know that despite their low station they act as
agents of the Daimyo's authority.  Sometimes they are called to
deal with troubles relating to rowdy drunken samurai - a situa-
tion which can be compared to military policemen arresting a
bunch of unruly army captains.  Junsa patrol the streets in
groups of four or five.  They vary in loyalty and honesty -
bribery is quite common as is the giving of "gifts" whilst
conducting business.
(Generally speaking a town would have 2 machi-bug yo or magis-
trates who command the Yoriki. They in turn command the doshin
or junsa - in essence, policeman on the beat who wear a kind of
uniform.)

SOHEI
Sohei are temple guards and warrior-monks.  They are usually of
the Heimin (commoner) class who have joined a temple and been
taken on as part of its guards, or in the case of some temples,
its standing army.  They are usually trained in naginatajutsu
or yarijutsu - some monks have become masters of these weapons.
Depending on the political activity of the temple heads, a
Sohei may spend his time standing sentry duty at the temple
gates or (in the case of the more avaricious or power-oriented
temples)  on continual campaign.

SEAMAN
Seaman travel around the coastal waters and inlets of Yamato,
rarely if at all venturing out to sea.  The produce of the sea
is vitally important to the diet and lifestyle of the Yamatese.
The Yamatese seaman is less rowdy and pugnacious than his
western counterpart (being less affluent) but is just as fond
of alcohol - in this case sake.

SERVANT
A servant will virtually always come from the Heimin classes,
rarely Eta (depending on the nature of the work) and of course
never Buke.  They are quite highly trained insofar as one needs
training in the procedure of serving food or drink and so on.
Even bringing a simple message to a master could involve a
degree of ceremony and correct behaviour, certainly in the case
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of a samurai master.  A servant would usually work for a
wealthy master in return for food and board and a poor salary.

KUGYO
Kugyo are "the Dwellers among the Clouds", the Imperial nobles
of the Court of Yamato.  Cultured and refined to an exquisite
degree, they possess a natural and sublime disdain of those
below them in status (ie, everyone else in Yamato).  The out-
ward extravagance of the Kugyo belies the fact that many are
quite poor in terms of income and monetary assets.  Few own
land and they thus rely on gifts and inducements from the lower
orders who wish to gain honour by association or to influence
the Imperial bureaucracy. Although having no intrinsic authori-
ty, Kugyo command great respect and honour by their position -
and some are able to manoeuvre themselves into positions of
real power.  Others become bored and may decide to become
adventurers.

BUKA
A buka is a wandering martial artist.  He will generally,
though not always, be of samurai extraction, as the Buka needs
to be independently wealthy.  These warriors are concerned only
with the perfection of their chosen martial art.  They wander
from ryu to ryu, seeking to challenge other Buka or to learn
new techniques or perfect old ones.  They like nothing better
than a challenge to duel.

YAMABUSHI
These hermits are like wandering lay-priests who live alone in
secluded mountains.  Those with a smattering of Yamatese might
suppose that "Yamabushi" means "mountain warrior", but in fact
the second character is written differently and means "one who
walks in the mountains".  In game-terms the Yambushi is a
combination of mystic and warrior, and is perhaps best visual-
ised as a kind of Yamatese Druid.  He seeks mastery of certain
arcane combat techniques and magic arts, the lore of herbs and
nature, and ultimately satori, or Elightenment, through the
study of Zen.

RONIN
Ronin are masterless samurai who have become such either
through being thrown out of their clan for some reason such as
disgrace, or because the clan has been destroyed and the lord
killed.   Ronin often spend their time wandering the length and
breadth of the land, seeking wealth,adventure or to enrol with
another master.  (The word ronin literally means "Wave Man",
comparing them to driftwood tossed to and fro by the tides.)
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Others hire themselves out as teachers, mercenaries or body-
guards.  Few people become Ronin as a matter of choice because
it technically reduces them to a par with the Heimin in status.
They are still members of the Buke (knightly class), and still
regard themselves as such, but others distrust and despise them
as they are without responsibility or a defined position in
life.  In Yamato's culture, such a thing carries a taint of
shame.  And there is also a deegree of shame, of course, in
losing your master for whatever reason.

OUTLAW
Desperate adventurers, outlaws can be of any class but rarely
the Buke.  Some Ronin do become outlaws, though; these are the
most dangerous ones.  They are simple bandits, waylaying whoev-
er they can get their hands on.  Outlaws are rural people,
living in isolated places, venturing forth to more populated
areas only to raid and rob.  Yamato's roads are very well
patrolled so an outlaw will rarely stay in the same area for
long.  Some rustics do romanticise the Outlaw's role, but to
most people they are just itinerant thugs, and one more danger
to fear in this war torn land.

KAGO BEARER
The kago is a palanquin generally with about eight bearers.
Kago bearers are always Heimin or Eta, sometimes attached to a
clan or family but more often on hire in cities and towns.  A
kago ride is notoriously uncomfortable and kago bearers notori-
ously unreliable.

FISHERMEN
Fisherman ply their trade in rivers, lakes and the coastal
waters in small junks or skiffs.  Fish is almost a staple diet
of Yamato and is of great importance.  Indeed, the Yamatese eat
almost anything they can find in the sea.  (Fish is the predomi-
nant non-vegetable food: beef eating is virtually unknown
because of the strictures of Bukyo, but some rural samurai
partake of game.)  Every riverside or coastal town will have
many fisherman out in their boats or selling fish at the near-
est market.

FARMER
The farmer, in the sense of being one who works on a farm, is
by definition always a member of the Heimin class.  (Goshi also
work on farms most of the time, but they are the farm bosses.)
The staple crop is rice.  This is the very foundation of Yama-
to's late-feudal economy and thus the farmer is regarded as of
higher status than the craftsman and merchant.  Farmers are
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actually hard=working and conscientious, but most Buke think of
them as lazy rogues.  Occasionally if farmers are badly op-
pressed they will acquire competence in the standard weapons of
the peasantry (sickle, etc) and ambush solitary samurai to loot
them of their valuables.  They are also the class that provides
the Buke with most of their wealth.  Besides rice, other crops
include soy-bean, radish, cabbage buckwheat (for noodles) and
fruit.

WOODCUTTERS
True woodcutters are Heimin, but charcoal burners are villified
here as much as anywhere else in the world and are considered
Eta.  Woodcutters (and charcoal burners) are much in demand -
wood is the principal building material and charcoal is used in
many forms for heating, including portable coals.  Naturally,
Woodcutters live in forested areas and tend to distrust outsid-
ers.

HERDSMEN
Herdsmen will be of Heimin or Eta status.  They look after
beasts of burden (oxen and donkey), but primarily deal with the
raising and training of horses for the Buke.

KAWARA-MONO
There are many inland waterways used for trade and travel
purposes.  The Kawara-mono, or Riveriverman, makes his living
ferrying people across rivers or downriver to the next town.
He also sculls out to sell wares to passengers on passing boats,
or turns his hand to entertainment or buffoonery to earn a Zeni
or two.  Kawara-Mono communities are just shanty-towns built
along the riverbank, and sometimes they will migrate en masse
if one location becomes difficult for them.  They are Yamato's
gypsies, so to speak.  They are competent boat handlers and
some will not be averse to the occasional bout of smuggling or
kidnapping.  In terms of social standing they are among the
lowest of the Heimin or the highest of the Eta, depending on
how charitable you are prepared to be.

BEGGARS
The cities and large towns of Yamato have their fair share of
beggars.  These wretched down-and-outs, often hideously crip-
pled and claiming to be veterans, are forever seeking a few
Zeni for another cup of sake (they always say it's for cha).
They are Eta, the lowest of the low.  They are classed separate-
ly from other Eta because they are usually too shiftless,
insane or diseased to be considered for any form of employment.
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   (Note that Bukyo priests also beg for alms.  This does not
make them true eta beggars, though, as the intention is to
teach humility to the priest and charity to others.  Unfortu-
nately, for every Bukyo priest there are a hundred real beggars
falsely blessing all and sundry for anything they can get.)

DOROBO
Dorobo are thieves.  Rather than plying their trade by means of
violence, like brigands, they are more of the cat-burglar or
pickpocket type.  Most Dorobo are members of criminal gangs and
as such may also engage in pimping, opium dealing and racketeer-
ing.  Anyone known to be a thief is strictly speaking an Eta,
but often Dorobo will carry on some other profession as a cover.
It has been known for Ronin who have fallen on hard times to
now and again take up the profession of thief - but in their
case usually the kind of daring antihero who steals a priceless
profession for a wealthy but unscrupulous employer.

ETA
The Eta are outcasts in society.  Basically they are the unmiti-
gated dregs who would sell their own grandmothers for a handful
of copper zeni.  They get the dirty, unpleasant or taboo jobs
that nobody else is prepared to do - so they are latrine clean-
ers, jailors, executioners, torturers (who also had to provide
the corpses for sword testing) and corpse handlers.  They are
like the cottars of the Old World, though, as rather than being
bound to the land like peasants they are able to wander about
and do any vile job that someone will pay them to do.  Any
character belonging to a nonhuman race will be considered Eta
by most Yamatese (particularly the poorer tradesmen, who need
to think that someone has a lower station in life than their
own), regardless of his or her actual profession.

GAMBLER
The Gambler is the organized criminal of Yamato's city under-
worlds. Gamblers will form themselves into gangs, attempting to
extend their control throughout the city. Almost every city or
town will have its component of gamblers. There are no national
gangs, but some  are based in provinces and will have chapters
in several towns. One or two towns are completely controlled by
gamblers especially at night but it is rare for them to survive
the attentions of the BUke. Gamblers will often employ Dorobo
and Yojimbo to do their dirtywork.

TOMB ROBBER
Many of the Yamaatese dead are cremated according to Bukyo
rites, especially in the towns. However, most high ranking
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nobles will be buried, and in the countryside burial is more
common.  Most ancient tombs will be found in out of the way
rural areas.  Thus the tomb robber frequents cities little,
forever scouring the countryside for suitable tombs to rob. It
is a lonely and dangerous career, much frowned upon by society
in general and Shinto priests in particular.  The penalty for
tomb robbing is death, but it can be a lucrative occupation.
Tomb robbers are hardened desperadoes who care for little other
than their own enrichment.

WAKO
The Wako is a pirate.  Wako patrol the coast and inland water-
ways, occasionally venturing out to sea in the hope of waylay-
ing a Cathayan or Old World ship.  Sometimes they even conduct
raids on the mainland, carrying off valuables and people to
ransom.  They sail in black junks and are ruthless and fearless
fighters, expert in combat at sea and the boarding of other
vessels.  Their bases are islands or hidden ports where they
can hide from justice and the admiral of the Shogun's fleet. A
well known wako base is on the Inari islands but it is powerful-
ly guarded and close to Ashikawa, so the Imperial fleets have
as yet been unable to move against them.

TRADER
The trader or merchant is a very low status profession in Yama-
to, only one step above the hated Eta.  Dealing with money is
seen as unseemly and uncouth, so samurai will have as little to
do with it as possible.  Some of the more astute lords who
realize that 'wealth is power' often dirty their hands in
trying to amass it, but they do so as secretly as possible.
Some traders who are successful can buy thir way into higher
circles. However, they may have power but the samurai will
still view them with some contempt.  Rich traders will surround
themselves wwith Yojimbo and Ronin in an attempt to emulate
their betters. Most traders are sharp, money-grabbing types,
who hate having to crawl to the samurai but realize it is a
neccessity if they are to make money.

KUSA
The kusa are 0th level ninja apprentices. See under the ninja
advanced career for information.

Gakusha

ARTISAN'S APPRENTICE
There is not really any difference in the profession of artisan
between East and West.
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SHINTO INITIATE
An initiate in the ancient religion of Shinto will usually be
studying under the tutelage of his father or uncle, as the
unstructured nature of the Shinto priesthood leaves such af-
fairs to be dealt with by family or friends.  Most Initiates
remain such for their whole lives, acting in their religious
capacity at festivals and following some other career the rest
of the time.  However, it is possible to train to become a full
Priest in service to one of the principal kami (spirit-gods).
See the section on Shinto for further information.

BUKYO INITIATE
An initiate into the Bukyo priesthood.  An initiate will join a
particular temple or sect.  If he joins a warrior sect he may
progress to being a Sohei, otherwise training will continue
until the Initiate career is fully completed and the character
becomes a full Priest.  See the section on Bukyo for more
details.

PHYSICIAN'S APPRENTICE
An apprentice will have long hours of work and study under the
auspices of his master, a full physician. An apprentice has the
same status as other craftsmen but once he qualifies as a
physician he becomes in effective a member of the Buke.  The
physician, in recognition of his art, is allowed to wear the
dai sho (the katana and wakizashi).

SCRIBE
Scribes are to found in most towns and cities. Some will be
employed by clans and temples, others will set up a street
stall and offer to write letters or other written works for
passersby. Those scribes who master calligraphy at its highest
level can command much respect and a good income.

SEER
The Seers are always women.  Originally such "wise women" were
a shamanistic branch of the Shinto priesthood, but gradually
they sank in status.  They will set up street stalls and offer
to tell your fortune and suchlike.  Sometimes Daimyo employ
them for the giving of auguries and finding out when is an
auspicious moment to act and so on.  They are supposed to be
capable of telling the future and are also said to be capable
of mediumship.  Often courts will engage a seer to facilitate
judgement in difficult murder cases; the seer allows the spirit
of the murdered man to enter her body and speak the name of the
culprit.  Thus it is wise to visit the seer before a trial and
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give her a few copper Zeni to ensure that the spirit will get
the right culprit.

TAOIST PUPIL
A student in the way of Tao, which involves the harnessing of
cosmic energies through the five elements, or Wu Hsing.  In
general it takes at least a year to qualify as a level one
Taoist Mage - longer if the teacher does not consider his pupil
ready to advance.  This career must be fully completed in any
case.  Further details are given in the Mahotsukai section.

SHUGENJUTSU STUDENT
A student of the magical arts.  Shugenja are the "standard"
Wizards of Yamato.  See the Shugenja advanced career for infor-
mation.

MASSEUR
The Yamatese equivalent of a modern day physiotherapist.
Masseurs are good at treating dislocations, torn ligaments and
muscle strain.  Warriors enjoy and benefit from an invigorating
massage and will summon masseurs after a battle or hunt when
the aches and pains of physical exertion need to be smoothed
away. Masseurs are found in most towns and cities, and any clan
will have one or two on a stipend.  Masseurs are often blind,
and when wandering around town they carry warning whistles so
that people won't blunder into them.  They have the status of
craftsmen.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SKILLS

Acrobatics    Known in the Yamatese tongue as Karumijutsu, this
skill is identical to the Acrobatics skill as described in the
Warhammer rulebook, except that it can also be used during
combat.  To do this the character must make a combined Dexteri-
ty Initiative test.  If successful, the unexpected manoeuvre
gives him +10% to BS for one round.  If unsuccessful, he for-
feits his next attack while regaining his balance.

Acting (Noh Drama)   This skill governs performance in the
highly stylised Noh plays which are the favoured entertainment
of the Buke.  Professional Noh actors are highly regarded, and
it is not considered at all demeaning for a Samurai to have
this skill in order to join in the drama.  Giving a good per-
formance is one way to get the ear of a lord, so Noh Acting can
give a +10% bonus to Influence rolls.
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Acting (Kabuki)   Kabuki is the style of theatre preferred by
merchants and townsfolk.  This skill carries no status, and in
fact a Samurai who displayed familiarity with it would be
looked down on by his fellows.  However, it is more practically
useful than Noh Acting and gives the advantages listed in
Warhammer.

Acute Hearing   The same skill as listed in the Warhammer
rulebook.

Ambidextrous   As described in Warhammer.

Armoury   Armourers are able to work metal and leather so as to
produce armour and some weaponry.  They do not make swords (for
which the Forge Blade skill is required), but do produce a
range of other weapons including tetsubo, tessen, yari and
masakari.  They are also able to make field repairs to armour
which has been damaged.

A character with this skill has a +10% modifier to all Con-
struct tests relating to armour and weaponry.

Atemi-Waza   A character with this skill is able to attack his
opponent's nerve points in hand-to-hand combat.  In any attack
that chooses to use the skill, his blow inflicts D3 Wounds; his
Strength and his opponent's Toughness are not counted.

Bajutsu   The skill of Bajutsu (military horsemanship) subsumes
the training, care and riding of Warhorses.  The Yamatese
Warhorse is smaller than the Old World variety, but also tough-
er and quicker.  Characters with Bajutsu can ride well under
normal circumstances, requiring a Risk test only when attempt-
ing something really unusual like crossing a river in full
flood.  As with the Warhammer Ride skill, the character gets a
+10% modifier to any Risk test.

Bajutsu includes special techniques for fighting from horseback.
This gives the character a bonus of +15 to both Initiative and
Weapon Skill against an opponent on foot.

A character who takes the Bajutsu skill twice automatically
procedes to the Jobajutsu skill (see below).

Begging   The people of Yamato have little tolerance for penni-
less drunks, so the usual pleading and grovelling of an Old
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World beggar would be useless here.  Instead, the Eastern
Begging skill encompasses various cod-religious rituals and
"holy" chants.  This skill serves the same purpose as its Warham-
mer equivalent.  It is not identical, though, as an Old World
beggar would earn very little in Yamato - and vice versa.  On a
successful test based on the average of Intelligence and Will
Power, the character will collect D4 copper Zeni.  The test is
made once for each hour spent begging.

Blather   In Yamato, a talent for spouting nonsensical drivel
is called mandan.  It can be used exactly as in Warhammer,
except that non-samurai should beware of using this skill
against their betters.  A samurai who is confronted by a common-
er using the mandan skill makes an immediate Cool check; if
this fails, the samurai becomes enraged and will attack.

Boat Building   Identical to the Warhammer skill.

Bojutsu   This is the special skill of fighting with the bo
(long staff) and the jo (short staff).  When using either of
these weapons, the character is able to Strike to Stun as per
the normal Warhammer rules.

Brewing   A character with this skill knows how to make sake
(rice wine).  He or she is able to judge the quality of ingredi-
ents and of the finished product (which depends particularly on
the water used in brewing it).  This skill adds +10% to the
chance of noticing the presence of a drug or poison in a cup of
sake.  The Brewing skill also has the advantage that it makes a
character immune to alcoholism.

Bukyo Doctrine    This is the essential prerequisite for a
Bukyo priest.  It comprises a thorough knowledge of the sutras
as well as familiarity with all Bukyo "deities" and their
functions, rites, and symbolism.  A character whose interest is
in Zen rather than traditional, ceremonial Bukyo will know less
about the rituals but instead learns a repertoire of koan
riddles ("What is the sound of one hand clapping?" etc).  All
characters with this skill learn the Segaki rite (qv).

On a successful Intelligence test, a character with the skill
can remember the powers and vulnerabilities of specifically
Bukyo-related monsters.  These are Gaki, Oni, Rokuro-Kubi and
the various types of ghost.
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Calligraphy   This is the art of beautiful writing, and it is a
skill much admired among the upper classes of Yamatese society.
Naturally the character must have the Literacy skill also.  A
petition drawn up by a character with this skill will carry
more weight than the same document written in a sloppy hand.
The character can add his Dexterity to any Influence test made
as a result of a written petition.

This skill replaces the Manufacture Scrolls skill of Warhammer.
The procedure for preparing a scroll is unchanged, except that
a Cool-Dexterity test is used in place of a Will Power test.
This is because the important factors in magical Calligraphy
are gracefulness of hand and calmness of spirit.

Carpentry   Carpenters oversee virtually all construction work
in Yamato, where wooden buildings are the rule.  A character
with this skill can also produce fine furniture, sword racks,
palanquins, chests, carved screens, and so forth.

Cartography   This is the same as the Warhammer skill.

Cast Spells   Identical to the Warhammer skill.

Cha-no-yu   Although it is difficult for Western minds to
comprehend, the Cha-no-yu (Tea Ceremony) is tremendously impor-
tant to the ruling classes of Yamato.  In the simple act of
preparing and serving a cup of green tea, a master of the skill
demonstrates his humility, inner control and tranquility.  It
is therefore not surprising that most of the great Tea Masters
are adherents of Zen Bukyo, which stresses the same virtues.  A
character acquiring this skill immediately increases his or her
Cool characteristic by 10.

The Cha-no-yu is always performed in a small outbuilding called
a Cha-shitsu ("Tea Hut").  Even in the grandest Samurai town-
house, the Cha-shitsu in the garden is only a simple rustic
affair.  This again accentuates the qualities of humility and
tranquility.  The Cha-no-yu might take a half-hour or more (any
show of haste would defeat the whole purpose) and is intended
for no more than five or six people.

A character performing Cha-no-yu for a group of guests gets a
modifier of +10% on any attempts to Influence those guests.  In
addition, any character attending a Cha-no-yu gets a +5% modifi-
er to all Cool, Initiative and Will Power tests for the next D6
hours.  This advantage cannot be deliberately exploited  ie,
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the character should not attend Tea Ceremonies every day just
for the test modifiers, as such worldliness is against the
whole spirit of the thing.  (Similarly, it would be preposter-
ous for characters to hold a quick Cha-no-yu in order to get an
edge on a Gaki they intend to tackle later!)  A reasonable
frequency for holding Cha-no-yu would be once or twice a week.
Any more often than that, and the GM is free to bar characters
from utilising the test modifiers.

Charm   As in Warhammer, this skill gives a +10% modifier to
all tests involving Fellowship.

Charm Animal   This skill is as described in Warhammer - with
the added bonus that it can be effective in dealing with Kit-
sune fox-people.  If the character succeeds in a Fellowship
test, he can befriend a Kitsune by spending a few minutes
talking to it.  The Kitsune will remain friendly unless the
character takes some obviously hostile action.

Concealed Weapon   A character with this skill has learnt the
value of keeping a weapon to hand without leaving it conspicu-
ous.  The weapon in question must be small: no bigger than a
dagger, yawara or tessen.  He can draw the weapon (which might
be concealed in his sleeve, in the back of his belt, or inside
a staff) in a split-second and use it to make an instantaneous
attack.  Against an opponent who was not aware of the weapon,
this tactic gives automatic surprise.

Consume Alcohol   As per Warhammer.

Cook   Any fool can boil up a bowl of rice - this is the abili-
ty to cook well.  Characters with this skill get a +10% modifi-
er to their chance of noticing when food is drugged or poisoned.

Courtly Graces   This is advanced etiquette for use in the
Imperial and Shogunate courts, and a character must first
acquire the Etiquette skill before learning Courtly Graces.
Without this skill, a character gets a -15% modifier on all
tests involving social interaction with Kuge and Shogunate
courtiers.

Cut Purse    This skill allows a character to filch another
person's personal possessions.  The usual form this takes is
slitting a money pouch and surruptitiously pocketing the con-
tents.  It is a useful trade to use on merchants crowding along
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the busy streets of a Yamatese town, but you should bear in
mind that Samurai almost never carry money on their person.

Unlike the pickpockets of the Old World, the cutpurses of
Yamato have never learned the knack of removing a person's
rings while shaking hands with him.  This is because Yamatese
people do not shake hands (they bow instead) and do not wear
rings or jewellery anyway.  In other respects Cut Purse oper-
ates just like Pick Pocket and can be taken several times,
giving the character an extra 10% chance of success for each
extra acquisition of the skill.

Dance   It is very difficult to draw any distinction between
dance and religion in Yamato.  Even simple peasant dances are
usually connected with fertility or hunting rites and are
intended to placate the Kami.  Comic dance is subsumed within
the Kigeki skill and theatrical dance is taken to be part of
Acting.  What is meant here by the Dance skill is knowledge of
the repertoire of kowaka martial dances.  This is a highly
regarded talent (as a mark of their rank, kowaka dancers are
entitled to wear two swords) and it gives the character a
permanent increase of +10% to Weapon Skill.  In the first round
of any combat the character also gets a +1 modifier to his
Attacks score due to dazzling technique.

Disarm   This involves mastery of the rather obviously-named
"Red Leaves Cut", a difficult technique for making one's enemy
drop his weapon.  In game-terms it is the same as the Warhammer
skill.

Disguise   Characters with this skill (called henso-suru in the
Yamatese tongue) are able to disguise themselves as members of
a different profession or social group.  Disguising yourself as
a specific individual is not possible using henso-suru - that
requires magic.  The disguised character will pass casual
examination or conversation if he makes a combined Fellowship
Initiative test.  A more rigorous examination will see through
the disguise unless forestalled by a successful Bluff.

Divining   This works just like the Warhammer skill.  As in the
Old World, there are many forms of Divination in Yamato: hydro-
mancy, pyromancy, the I Ching, and many others.  Astrology is
sufficiently interesting of itself to merit its own section
(see above) - as far as other forms of Divination are concerned,
the player should decide on the character's own method when the
skill is learned.
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Drive Cart   Wheeled transport is almost unknown in Yamato, so
this skill is rare.  Imperial nobles sometimes travel in ox
drawn carts, but these are unsuitable for the relatively narrow
inter-urban highways where one must either travel on foot, by
horse, or in a palanquin.

Embezzling   This operates like the Warhammer skill.  A very
moderate amount of embezzlment is expected of anyone working in
a mercantile profession.  It is only when greed takes over and
the missing sums become impossible to conceal that any action
will be taken.

Even when a Samurai is placed in charge of clan finance and
administration he will still not come into contact with money
very often.  He may get the chance to misappropriate small
quantities of rice or "inducement" gifts for himself.  Taking
more than       a day will inevitably result in discovery,
disgrace and demotion.

Engineering   Essentially the same as the Warhammer skill,
except that seige engines are very seldom used in Yamato and so
an Engineer is likely to do different jobs from his Old World
counterpart.  Castle design, dams, bridges, and so on - any
construction that is not technically trivial requires the
involvement of an Engineer.

Etiquette   Esentially this is the same as the standard Warham-
mer skill, except that it is indispensible to anyone who hopes
to get on at any level in Yamato's rigidly traditional culture.
A character who doesn't have this skill gets a -15% modifier to
any test based on Fellowship.

Evaluate    The same as the Warhammer skill.

Excellent Vision    As described in Warhammer.

Falconry    Despite the strictures applied by Bukyo against the
killing of animals, many lords enjoy falconry.  The skill
covers the training, care and use of birds of prey.  Characters
wishing to accompany the lord on a hunt should have Shudo as a
priority.  Falconry itself is admired, but is secondary to the
social aspect of hunting.
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Fishing    As described in Warhammer.  This is a particularly
important skill in Yamato, where fish is almost the only source
of non-vegetable protein in the diet.

Flee!   This is as described in Warhammer.  It is not consid-
ered an honourable way to leave a battle.  Members of the Buke
should avoid using this skill - at least, not when people are
looking.

Fleet Footed   This skill is the same as in Warhammer, adding
two yards to a character's movement in all circumstances.

Forge Blade    This is revered as a sacred art among the upper
classes of Yamato.  Though he is technically a craftsman, a
swordsmith is entitled to wear the dai-sho and have two names
just like a member of the Buke.  In fact he is treated like a
priest, and true masters of the art live like royalty on the
gifts of their patrons.

Note that the skill is only available to swordsmiths, and a
character must be born a swordsmith.  The secret rituals are
passed from father to son and never disclosed to outsiders.
See the Swordsmith career for further details.

Frenzied Attack    Fighting spirit, or kime, is much admired in
Yamato, but loss of control while fighting is not.  Consequent-
ly, few characters acquire the Frenzied Attack skill, which
operates as detailed in Warhammer.

Gamble    Wherever people gather with time and money on their
hands, they will gamble.  This skill is therefore no different
from its Old World counterpart except insofar as Yamatese
mathematics is not equipped with the advanced statistical
theory that has been developed in the West.  If an Old World
character bets against a Yamatese character, and both have this
skill, the former adds D10 to his Gamble roll.  This does not
represent cheating, but merely the Westerner's superior ability
to play the odds.

Popular games that form the basis for gambling include chobami
(dice), sugoroku (backgammon), tagi (tiddly-winks) and rango
(knuckle-bones).

Game Hunting    Bukyo forbids its adherents to kill animals for
food, but in practice it is very difficult to dissuade rustic
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samurai from enjoying such an invigorating pastime.  Samurai
ride out in very large groups in search of boar or deer
("mountain whales" as they are euphemistically called).  An
animal's spoor is found by the huntmaster making a successful
Intelligence test.  If he fails, other characters can attempt a
test based on Intelligence divided by 10 to spot signs that he
missed.  (Etiquette should be applied when pointing out to the
huntmaster that he's overlooked something.)  The hunt may take
several days and it is a major social opportunity for intrigue
and betterment.  Shudo is essential.

Gem Cutting   Identical to the Warhammer skill.  Players should
bear in mind that Yamatese men do not wear personal jewellery,
and a character from the Old World who struts about wearing
rings or jewelled hat-pins is going to be thought effeminate by
any Easterner he meets.

Go   This tactical boardgame originated in Cathay.  After it
was introduced to Yamato it was enthusiastically adopted by the
erudite Kuge and military-minded Buke.  Go now enjoys tremen-
dous prestige, and no great household is without its finely
wrought and lacquered Go-table.

In a game of Go, both players make an Intelligence-Initiative
test.  If both fail they roll again; if both succeed, the
winner is the one who made his roll by a wider margin.  The
skill can be acquired more than once, giving a cumulative +10%
modifier.

Go is rarely the basis for gambling.  It is not played by the
lower classes, and the upper classes would never demean the
game by playing for cash.  However, sometimes a Go contest may
be used to resolve a dispute or as the basis for an unusual
wager.  Gatumano Kenji won freedom for some children who had
been abducted by Tengu by beating the Tengu leader at Go.
Hatsuku Semari had been the nominal hostage of a great Daimyo
for many years, but after winning a series of games he was
freed and became the Daimyo's sworn retainer.

Haggle    This skill is used, with varying degrees of refine-
ment, by all classes of Yamatese society.  It gives a +10%
modifier to any Bargain test.  Haggling is sufficiently univer-
sal a skill that a Western character who speaks Yamatese can
bargain as effectively in Yamato as in the markets of the Old
World.
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Haragei   Characters with this ability are able to size up an
opponent with a glance, getting an idea of his fighting skill
from bearing, stance and general "vibes".  The Gamesmaster
should make a secret test against the character's Intelligence
when the skill is used.  If the test is successful, the charac-
ter learns the WS of the person he is observing to within 10%.
(Ie, whether it is in the range 01-20, 21-40, etc).

Use of Haragei also enables a character to mask his inner
strength to prevent others from assessing how powerful he is.
Any attempt by another character with Haragei to get his meas-
ure will fail.  The characters will both know that the other is
another Haragei-master, however.

Heal Wounds   Identical to the Warhammer skill.  If a character
with this skill also has Kuji-no-In, he recovers one additional
Wound point when treating himself.

Heraldry   Or hata-no-shonin.  A character with this skill is
able to identify heraldic devices after a successful Intelli-
gence test.  Devices fall into two basic categories.  Mon are
badges representing a clan, such as the open fan symbol of the
Shukudomi clan or the maple leaf of the Aranaga clan.  Mon are
worn on a Samurai's surcoat (kami-shimo) or painted on an
Ashigaru's armour to indicate his clan.  More specific identifi-
cation is given by the uma-jirushi, or battle standards.  These
announce the presence of specific individuals on a battlefield
and provide a rallying point for his troops.  Unlike the styl-
ized symbols used for mon, any form of illustration, motto or
poem might constitute an uma-jirushi.  Shukudomi Toshika dis-
plays an uma-jirushi with the slogan "A seedling with roots for
a thousand-year pine".  Aranaga Gaimigata's is a fierce depic-
tion of a legendary hero, Masata the Goblin-Slayer.

The Intelligence test made to recognize a mon is made with no
modifiers.  The greater variety and profusion of uma-jirushi
makes them more difficult to place, so 10% or 20% should be
subtracted from the chance of success.  This depends on the
GM's assessment of hoow likely the character is to know the
lord he's trying to identify.  Ordinarily a failed roll means
that the character is unable to recognize the device.  Failing
by 20% means he incorrectly identifies it with an allied clan
or lord.  Failure by 30% or more results in wildly inaccurate
identification - ie, with a clan or lord completely hostile to
the bearer of the device.
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Herb Lore   This is the same as the Warhammer skill.  A charac-
ter must have Herb Lore before he can begin to study Tenyaku
(herbal pharmacy).

History   Characters with the History skill have knowledge of
important events including battles and feuds between clans, the
ancestry and relationships of major Daimyos, and the lives of
famous heroes.  A test against Intelligence indicates the
extent of such knowledge.

Hypnotise   This skill is known to the mystics of the Orient,
and follows the rules given in Warhammer.

If a character with the Hypnotise skill also has Kuji-no-In, he
can attempt combat hypnosis.  To do this, the character must
succeed with a combined Initiative-Dexterity test.  Anyone
within 8 yards who is facing him has a chance to be mesmerised
by his gestures, requiring a successful Will Power test to
avoid this.  Any opponents who are mesmerised will stand still
and not be able to initiate any attack for 2-8 rounds.  If
attacked, they can defend themselves normally and will then
snap out of the mesmerism on the following round.  Afterwards
they will not remember anything they saw or heard while mesmer-
ised.  This trick is often used by Ninja masters, who seem to
their victims to have simply vanished into thin air.

Iaijutsu    Iai is the skill of quickly drawing the sword and
utilising the same action to execute an immediate attack.  It
allows a warrior to attack on the first round of combat without
first spending an action to take-up his sword.  To do this he
must test against Dexterity.  Failure means that he takes one
round to draw the sword, and serious failure means that he
drops it.

If the opponent did not have a weapon ready he must make an
Initiative test to avoid counting as prone against the Iai
user's first strike.  Even if he makes the Initiative test he
will still not have a weapon available for parrying, of course.
(If two Iai-users successfully draw against one another they
must make an Initiative test or take double damage.  This often
leads to "mutual slaying".)

Iaijutsu is one of the skills that can be honed by taking it
more than once.  Each extra acquisition adds 10% to the charac-
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ter's chance of making the draw (and, if necessary, the Initia-
tive test).

Identify Magical Object    As described in Warhammer.

Identify Plant    As described in Warhammer.

Inducement    This is more or less identical to the Warhammer
skill Bribery, but the different name indicates the different
attitude to bribery among the Yamatese.  Gifts of artwork, fine
clothing, weaponry or poetry are expected before a serious
request is even considered.  The Inducement skill insures that
the gift is specially suited to the person you are making the
request of, giving a +10% bonus to any tests involving influ-
ence or persuasion.  The value of such gifts must be determined
by the GM, taking into account account the importance of the
request and the personal wealth of the character receiving the
inducement.

Inducement can also be used for bribes of the more mundane (ie,
criminal) variety.  However, the chance of the bribe being
rejected is equal to the Will Power plus Honour of the charac-
ter being bribed.  If a samurai is offered a bribe to do some-
thing overtly ignoble (such as steal, lie or disclose clan
secrets) there is a percentage chance equal to his Honour score
that he will become enraged and attack the briber.

Jobajutsu    Mastery of horsemanship.  This includes all the
abilities listed under Bajutsu as well as the techniques called
Trick Riding in the Old World.  It includes the ability to use
missile weapons while riding without a BS penalty, and so it is
essential for participants in the yabusame - the Contest of
Archery from the Saddle.  Characters with the Jobajutsu skill
need to make Risk tests only when leaping from a horse moving
at more eight yards a round.  Even then the test is made with a
+30% modifier.  In melee against unmounted opponents, Jobajutsu
gives a bonus of +20 to both Initiative and Weapon Skill.

The skill of Jobajutsu is acquired by selecting the Bajutsu
skill twice.  It is not listed as a separate skill on the
career charts.

Kamajutsu     Practiced use of the kama (sickle) in hand-to-
hand combat, integrating the effects of the Warhammer skill
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Strike to Injure.  (When fighting with the kama, a character
with this skill can adjust the body area location roll by plus
or minus 10%.)

Kami Lore

Kawashi   This is the Oriental form of the Dodge Blow skill
described in Warhammer.

Kenjutsu   This skill comprises the higher techniques of sword-
play.  It applies to the use of the katana, the wakizashi and
the no-dachi.  When fighting with one of these weapons, the
character rolls a D8 for damage instead of a D6.  Also he can
adjust the roll for body area location by up to 15% in either
direction.  Thus, a roll of 30 (right arm) could be altered to
15 (head) or 45 (left arm) as the character chose.

Kigeki   This skill involves knowledge of various comic songs,
absurd dances, and jokes.  It gives a +10% modifier to any
Bluff, Busk and Gossip tests the character has to make.  Use of
the skill by characters belonging to the gentry or nobility is
considered demeaning.

Koppo   The bone-breaking technique used by Ninja.  The charac-
ter must first Grapple his opponent.  While he maintains his
hold, any further damage he manages to apply in subsequent
rounds is doubled (after making Strength and Toughness adjust-
ments).  This cannot be used simultaneously with Atemi Waza.

Kuji-no-In    Mastery of a series of finger-positioning ges-
tures which are used as part of the devotional ritual in cer-
tain Bukyo sects.  Kuji-no-In has no practical value in itself,
but it can be used in conjunction with Hypnotise, Heal Wounds
and Zazen.

Kyujutsu   This is the Yamatese skill of archery.  Characters
with this skill add 20% to their BS when using a bow.

Standard arrows are given fanciful names such as Willow Leaf,
Dragon's Tongue and Flying Kite which describe their shape.
There are also three types of special-use arrow.  The Flesh
Render is designed to lodge in the target's body; using such a
missile reduces the effective strength of the shot by 2, but if
the target is wounded he must then spend a round pulling the
arrow out, and he loses 1D4 Wounds in doing so unless he makes
a test against Dexterity.
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The Sword Point arrow is particularly effective against armour.
A D4 instead of D6 is rolled to determine the Wounds inflicted,
but the value of any armour the target is wearing is halved
(rounding fractions down).

The last of the three special-use arrows is the Screeching Bulb.
This is not used in combat: its value is that it produces a
shrill note while in flight and can be used for signalling.
Sometimes they are modified by stuffing oil-soaked hemp into
the bulb to make a fire arrow.  This is fine against enemy
ships or fortifications, but is too inaccurate for anti-person-
nel use.

Law -

Lightning Reflexes    Identical to the Warhhammer skill.

Lip Reading    Identical to the Warhammer skill.  It is virtual-
ly impossible to read the lips of a Cathayan, however, because
the Cathay language relies on rising and falling tones
(generated in the throat) and involves little movement of the
lips.

Literacy   This is the ability to read and write.  It really
comprises three separate skills, as the Yamatese use three
different alphabets.  These must be acquired in the following
order (ie, you must know katakana before you learn hiragana,
etc).  Most people in Yamato never get further than learning
katakana - if that.

 Katakana     The simplest of the three, this is the alphabet
used by townsfolk and general day-to-day use such as posters
and public documents.

 Hiragana     This is used for bureaucratic documents, haiku
poems, letters where the writer is striving for a formal or
elegant tone, etc.

 Kanji   This alphabet differs from the others in that it is
not phonetic.  This means that it consists of literally thou-
sands more characters and is vastly more demanding.  It is
usually only studied by nobles, scholars and high officials,
though many other people pick up a smattering of kanji.

Magical Awareness    As described in Warhammer.
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Magical Sense    As described in Warhammer.

Manufacture Magical Items    As described in Warhammer.

Mining    As described in Warhammer.

Musicianship    This skill represents the ability to play a
single musical instrument.  By taking Musicianship more than
once, a character can learn to play several different instru-
ments.  Alternatively it is possible to reach greater levels of
mastery by acquiring the skill several times over for the same
instrument.  A test based on the average of Cool and Fellowship
is used to establish whether a performance achieves a suitably
aesthetic quality.  Specialising in an instrument obviously
helps, so 10% is added to the chance for each additional time
the skill has been acquired.

Yamatese instruments include the koto (thirteen-stringed harp),
the syamisen (three-stringed banjo), the biwa (lute), the fue
(bamboo flute) and the ko (drum).

Naginatajutsu    This skill deals with the way to make effec-
tive use of a naginata.  It modifies the damage caused by a
successful hit with the naginata by +1.

Nawanuke no jutsu    Literally "the technique of extricating
oneself".  This is the skill of loosening bonds and of dislocat-
ing one's joints in order to pass through a small space.  It is
directly equivalent to the Warhammer skill of Contortion.

Night Vision   As described in Warhammer.

Nibukejutsu    This is the ability to fight with a weapon in
each hand.  Before learning it, a character must first acquire
the Ambidextrous skill (see above).  Also, the teacher will
normally expect a student to master the individual use of the
weapons before trying to use them in combination.  Usually the
weapons used would be a katana and a wakizashi, but other
combinations are possible.  The GM will specify the particular
combination taught by a given Ryu and the character must then
stick to that.

When fighting with two weapons, a character has three options
each round.  He can make two attacks, two parries or one parry
& one attack.  Multiple attacks/parries need not be against the
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same opponent.  There is one disadvantage to using two weapons
together: it is not possible to get the same power behind a
blow.  When rolling for damage, the character adds only half
his Strength score (rounding up).  This makes Nibukejutsu
reasonably effective against multiple, unarmoured opponents -
but pretty well useless on the field of battle.

Nuances    This is the Yamatese equivalent of cryptology.
Actual ciphers are unknown, but instead the language of Yamato
permits one statement to veil a whole range of readings.  The
character with this skill is good at unravelling the various
shades of meaning in a statement.  For example, you overhear
someone refer to a wise man called Yoshitori who is hoping for
an audience with the Shogun.  The word for wise man includes
the sound ken, which can also mean "sword", and yoshi also
means "reeds".  The character might be telling someone that a
swordsman will be waiting among the reeds to ambush the Shogun
when he goes hunting.  Such nuances can be decoded if a success-
ful test is made against Intelligence.  A failed roll means
that no secondary meaning can be found; a roll missed by more
than 20% indicates that a definite but incorrect meaning is
found.

Cryptic statements are often disguised in the form of a haiku
poem.  In such cases the character must also have the Poetry
skill in order to understand what is really being said.

Numismatics    Not a skill for respectable Yamatese!  Numisma-
tists are familiar with the currency used throughout Yamato
(the copper Zeni, silver Chogin and gold Koban) as well as the
coins from Cathay and other parts of the world which are in
daily use in the larger cities.

Orientation   As described in Warhammer.

Painting   There are so many different schools of painting in
Yamato that it is impossible to cover them all here.  Each
style roughly corresponds to a different social class, in the
same way that different forms of theatre appeal to people from
different walks of life.  Thus emaki-mono are small decorative
pictures illustrating the history of a clan or temple, or life
at court.  These might adorn a paper fan or the margins of a
book. Kanga art is boldly decorative, used to brighten samurai
castles in the form of murals and painted screens.  Ukiyo is
the art of the merchant class and generally depicts popular
actors, landscapes, or erotic scenarios.  Painting can be used
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to make a living (an income of around         a week is reasona-
ble), though the player should specify the general style of his
character's art so that the GM can decide if a market exists.

Palm Object    As described in Warhammer.

Pick Lock    As described in Warhammer.

Poetry   Of the many forms of Yamatese poetry, the most famil-
iar to foreigners is the haiku.  A haiku comprises three lines
of five, seven and five syllables respectively.  Ideally it
should be a spontaneous composition which evokes several levels
of emotional response through historical allusions and duality
of meaning.  There is always a visual image - often established
with a reference to the season - but the strong visualisation
summoned up by a good haiku often conceals an indistinct contem-
plative reading of the lines, less easy to define and usually
related to an emotion or mood.  Thus the famous haiku of Matsuo
Munefusa ("An old pond; a frog jumps in; plop") seems on the
surface merely to capture a scene from the garden of Matsuo's
house.  But it can be taken to refer also to the Bukyo idea of
the mind as a pool - the frog is a thought, whose ripples
spread across the mind's tranquillity.  To Matsuo's pupils it
would also have suggested the intuitive flash of Zen enlighten-
ment: "Jump in!" their teacher was telling them.

Exchanges of haiku are a favourite pastime.  Each person in
turn picks up on a reference in the previous poem and develops
on it, giving a kind of round-robin composition.  To determine
the elegance of a haiku, the GM may require an Initiative-Cool
test.  Characters who refine this skill (by taking it more than
once) get a +10% modifier for each addition time the skill is
obtained.

Printing    A character with this skill is able to manufacture
printing blocks, blend inks and bind books.  Such a character
can distinguish forged documents and tell whether a supposedly
ancient text is in fact genuine.  He can also produce fake
texts, forged documents and letters of credit if he wishes.
This requires a test based on his Intelligence plus Dexterity
minus the scrutinising character's Intelligence.  Failure means
that the item is recognised as suspicious, while serious fail-
ure means that some defect (such as wet ink) clearly shows that
it is fake.
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Puppet Playing    This skill governs the operation of the
puppets used in a Bunraku performance.  Note that three puppet-
eers, a shamisen player and singer/narrator are required to
stage a Bunraku performance.  Characters with the skill learn
the knack of remaining unnoticed, as they need to make their
audience forget they are on stage with the puppets.  This gives
them +10% on Hide tests (whether moving or stationary).  This
bonus is not cumulative with that for Shinobi-jutsu or Shadow-
ing.

Resistance to Disease    In the Orient, illnesses are known to
be caused by the agency of evil spirits.  Characters with this
talent have acquired an aura that makes disease spirits avoid
them.  They gain a +20% modifier on all disease tests, and if
they do succumb to a disease there is twice the usual chance
(ie 60%) that it is one that can be cured by Tenyaku.

Resistance to Poison   Characters with this skill have devel-
oped a resistance to organic poisons and can D20% to their
chance of making Poison tests against these.  Their resistance
to mineral based poisons is unaffected (see the Yaken skill
description).

River Lore   As described in Warhammer.

Rowing   As described in Warhammer.

Sailing   This fulfils the same function as the Old World skill,
but in fact the Yamatese have never developed large ocean-going
vessels on the scale of the galleys seen in the West.  A Ya-
matese sailor must learn this skill anew from a Westerner
before he can work as a crew member on an Old World ship.

Scale Sheer Surface   As described in Warhammer, this skill
enables a character to climb and wall or vertical surface.  A
Risk test is needed only if the surface is particularly slip-
pery or treacherous (gamesmaster's ruling).

In addition, the skill can be used to move across a ceiling by
wedging oneself between beams.  Movement is no faster than 1
yard per round, and the technique requires a combined Strength
Dexterity test for each minute spent either stationary or
moving.  If the test fails, the character loses his grip and
falls.  Nekode (metal claws) will allow the character to hold
on to the ceiling for much longer periods - he only needs to
make a Toughness test each hour to see if his grip falters -
but it is not possible to move quietly while using Nekode.
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Sculpture    Sculpture in Yamato is not easily separated from
religion, but this does not mean that every sculptor has to be
a priest.  Some masters of the art travel the length and
breadth of the land, stopping for a time at shrines and monas-
teries where they produce statues to order.  A typical rate of
pay for a sculptor would be        per week, though a renowned
master could command much higher prices (say ten or twenty
times as much).

Seduction   As described in Warhammer.

Senjo-jutsu    The character who learns this skill knows the
time-honoured tactics and battle formations laid down centuries
ago by the great general, Suntori, in his Technique of Warfare.
There is often a practical obstacle to using these tactics on
the battlefield: Samurai are apt to become over-eager, and find
it difficult to restrain themselves or their footsoldiers when
challenges are flying thick and fast.

Set Trap   /////

Shado     Mastery of the bow, incorporating the inner tech-
niques of archery which have been influenced by Zen.  A charac-
ter must have Kyujutsu as a prerequisite of this skill.  Shado
allows the bow to be used without penalty in any visibility
conditions - poor light, fog, or even total darkness.  Masters
of the skill sometimes demonstrate it by shooting blindfold.

Shadowing    As described in Warhammer.

Shinobijutsu (Rural)   The "Art of Stealth", this discipline
combines Rural aspects of the Warhammer skills Concealment and
Silent Move.

Shinobijutsu (Urban)   A skill combining the Warhammer skills
Concealment Urban and Silent Move Urban.

Shinto Doctrine   This skill involves knowledge of Kami and how
to deal with them.  By making a successful Intelligence test, a
character with the skill can identify the general nature of any
Kami he meets (eg, Fertility, Storms, Earthquakes, etc).  On a
second successful test he will get an idea of the Kami's impor-
tance and relative power, unless it is actively concealing this
from him.
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The skill is an essential prerequisite for becoming a Shinto
priest.  Without it, a character cannot petition and gain
favours from Kami.  Shinto Doctrine includes the knowledge
necessary to perform exorcisms (qv).

Shisaijutsu    This skill allows a character to cut arrows (or
other missiles) out of the air before they strike him.  The
character must have the appropriate bugei (weapon skill) for
the weapon he is using - he must have Kenjutsu to deflect
arrows when armed with a sword, for instance.

To use Shisaijutsu, a character must be able to see the missile
coming (not dazzled, blindfolded, looking the other way, etc)
and be unhindered from deflecting it (eg, not drowsy or dis-
tracted by melee).  The missile is successfully knocked aside
if the character rolls equal to or under his WS on D100.

Shisaijutsu is one of the skills that can be perfected by
acquiring it several times.  Potentially, more than one missile
can be deflected in a round - the exact number being the charac-
ter's Attacks score multiplied by the number of times he has
taken the skill.  A character with two Attacks who had taken
Shisaijutsu three times (the maximum for this skill) could
therefore attempt to parry up to six missiles a round.

This technique is useless against gunpowder weapons and slings
the projectiles are too small and move too fast.  Against chain
weapons or Western lassoes, use of Shisaijutsu will usually
result only in the parrying weapon becoming entangled.  On a
highly successful roll (less than half the score needed) the GM
may judge that the lasso, etc, has been cut.  Obviously this
will depend on the weapons involved.

Shudo    This is the art of the hunt (as opposed to the practi-
cal skill of hunting) and includes deportment, hunting eti-
quette and a knowledge of appropriate poems to quote while on a
hunt.  The actual tracking and killing of animals is secondary,
though in emergencies a character could use Shudo to hunt for
food.  The character makes a test based on half his Intelli-
gence score, with success indicating that he has found the
spoor of an animal.

Shurikenjutsu   Shuriken are small blades, spikes and stars
intended for throwing.  The shuriken counts as a specialist
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weapon in that a character must have acquired this skill before
he can use one at all.

A shuriken can be thrown to the same effective range as a
throwing knife.  The effective strength is equal to half the
thrower's Strength (rounding up).  It is possible to throw up
to six shuriken simultaneously at a single target or group of
targets.  Each additional shuriken thrown reduces the chance of
hitting by 10%, so if four are thrown the user suffers a WS
modifier of -30, etc.

A character wounded by a shuriken will often have to spend time
dislodging it from his clothing (or flesh).  The chance that he
must do this is equal to the number of Wounds lost multiplied
by 5%.  The character must then attempt a test against Dexteri-
ty each round to dislodge the shuriken.  If he attempts any
other action before he has done this, he loses another 1D3 -2
Wounds automatically.

Singing   This skill is usually learned in conjunction with
Musicianship, as many Yamatese musical works have vocal accompa-
niment.  In operates exactly like the Warhammer equivalent -
though Oriental singing would not be to the tastes of an Old
World crowd, and vice versa.

Sixth Sense    Known in Yamato as Genshin, this skill is as
detailed in Warhammer.  If the character is ambushed, a success-
ful test against Intelligence enables him to react in a split-
second, negating the enemy's advantage of surprise.

Speak Additional Language   As described in Warhammer.  The
usual second language for a member of the Kuge or Buke is
Chungtei, the language of Cathay.  This is the language of many
classical texts.  Yamatese adventurers sometimes hang around
the ports in order to acquire Old World languages, and this
also gives the opportunity for gajin (Westerners) to acquire
Yamatese in return.

Specialist Weapons    The specialist weapon skills function
exactly as in Warhammer - ie, there are certain weapons that
can only be used with a WS/BS of 10 (if at all) unless the
character has the appropriate skill.  The specialist weapon
skills used in TETSUBO are Shurikenjutsu, Kusarijutsu, Sodegara-
mijutsu, Onojutsu, Nunchakujutsu, Jittejutsu.        ???

Spot Trap   As described in Warhammer.
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Stone Working   Characters with this skill are able to con-
struct items such as stone lanterns, burial monuments, basins
and building foundations.  The character gets a +10% modifier
for all Construct tests involving stonework.

Storytelling   The people of the Orient love stories - particu-
larly tales of heroism, supernatural horror and bloodthirsty
action.  Often the merchants of a town will gather by a road-
side stall to hear a tale of a foolish samurai getting his
come-uppance, or one in which clever commoners manage to get
the better of the noblility.

Characters with this skill have a +10% modifier on Gossip and
Busk tests.  A successful roll will yield an income of
Zeni for a couple of hours' storytelling.

Strategy    Also known as gunpo, this comprises a number of
factors.  Among these are: a knowledge of the various clan
friendships and hostilities and how to influence these to
advantage; wisdom in selecting the best time and place for a
battle; arrangement of troop movement and the maintenance of
high morale; skill at placing spies (     ) and making good use
of their information; productive employment of Ninja; adroit-
ness at political intriguing and obtaining the support of
powerful non-clan factions such as Sohei.

Strongman    This talent is not quite the same as its Old World
counterpart.  Tremendously strong characters often feature in
Yamatese heroic legends.  Usually they are retainers, like
Benkei the Giant or the massively muscled Lady Kiritsubo.  They
have great courage but can never rise above Hatamoto status -
ie, they are always the trusted companions of lords rather than
lords in their own right.  Since they are generally quite
heavily built, they are apt to get into embarrasing difficul-
ties such as the occasion when Benkei's weight broke the poles
of the kaga he was travelling in.  Female characters can also
develop this skill, and will usually be found serving as the
ladies-in waiting of a particularly delicate and beautiful
noblewoman.

Strongmen (or women) gain D3 extra Wounds and increase their
Strength to 8.  If it is already 8 or more, they add 1 point;
Strength cannot then be increased any higher than this.  Their
huge appetite means that they spend twice as much on food and
drink as a normal character would.  If unable to do so, they do
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not lose their robustness but instead become subject to lassi-
tude (requiring a Will Power test to initiate any strenuous
activity) until they can resume their regular lifestyle.

A strongman is never subject to ordinary Fear tests, and reacts
to Terror tests as most characters react to Fear.  After acquir-
ing this skill, there is a 50% chance that the character will
develop both the Alcoholism and Frenzy disorders.

Sugaku    Oriental mathematics.  It is not quite on a par with
Old World maths, which derives from Classical and Arabic sourc-
es, but is equal to most numerical problems that characters are
likely to face.  On a successsful test against Intelligence, a
character is able to solve any problem connected with geometry,
arithmetic, or simple algebra.  The GM must apply his or her
discretion.  Such tools as the calculus, Cartesian geometry and
vector maths have not yet been discovered, and so there are
some problems that cannot be solved no matter how long a charac-
ter thinks about them.

Characters with Sugaku get a +10% modifier on all Gamble tests.

Surgery    This is more or less the same as the Warhammer skill,
except that Yamatese surgeons are not generally as effective as
their Old World counterparts.  The reason for this is the
absence of any kind of scientific approach in the East, where
superstition and tradition form the basis of most disciplines.
The Intelligence tests made by a Yamatese surgeon when treating
a character are thus subject to a -1D8 modifier.

Surprise Attack   A character with this skill knows how to put
an opponent off-balance by means of an unexpected manoeuvre.
In the first round of combat only, his opponent can parry but
not attack.  After the first round, the opponent gets wise to
the character's trickery and the fight proceeds normally.  The
character with the Surprise Attack skill must have a higher
Initiative than his opponent or the chance for trickery will be
missed.

Swim    The same as the Warhammer skill.

Tachi-oyogi    The technique of the "standing swim".  A charac-
ter must have acquired Swim as a prerequisite before learning
this skill.  It allows the character to swim in armour at
one-third the Cautious Movement (without Tachi-oyogi, an ar-
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moured character sinks).  The character can also fight in water
without taking any penalties that the GM would apply to charac-
ters without the Tachi-oyogi skill.

Tailor   This fulfils the same function as the Warhammer skill.

Temmon-gaku   The study of the heavens - a form of Divination
practised throughout the lands of the East.  It operates in
just the same way as Divination (ie, vaguely) but also includes
some knowledge of astronomy.  On a successful Intelligence test,
the character cann find his way by the stars.  Cyclical events
such as comets and eclipses will not surprise him, though he
may not actually be expecting them.  Unpredictable events such
as supernovae are always horrifying to an astrologer, as they
presage a period of catastrophe and upheaval.  Sometimes the
horror is unjustified, however.  A supernova appeared in the
sky shortly before Cathay's invasion fleet was sunk off the
coast of Yamato by the Shimpu ("Spirit Storm") - a catastrophe
for the Emperor of Cathay, but cause for celebration in Yamato.

Tenyaku   This is the skill of producing plant-based drugs,
antidotes and poisons.  Herb lore must be acquired as a prereq-
uisite.  All deliriants described in Warhammer can be prepared,
as well as these toxins: hitodoku (equivalent to manbane -
affects Humans and Shojo), hengeyoki suba (equivalent to true-
foil but affects weres in human form), dobutsudoku (like beast-
bane, and also affects Kitsune in animal form), kumodoku (works
against Goblin Spiders as demonbane works against Demons),
hachu-rui kusuri (identical to lizardbane), shishadoku
(graveroot), bakemono kusuri (like trollbane, affecting Mitsume,
Ogres and Giants), mizudoku (same effect on Kappa as elfbane on
Elves) and kukidoku (same effect on Tengu as blackroot on
Hobgoblins, etc).  Antidotes can also be prepared, and are 70%
effective in neutralising the poisons they are intended to
counteract.

Some diseases can be cured with Tenyaku.  There is a 30% chance
of this for any given disease.  The herbalist must make a
Intelligence test, and if successful he is able to administer a
cure.  Failure means he can try again the next day, but criti-
cal failure accelerates the course of the illness and allows no
further attempts.  Even if the disease cannot be directly cured
by Tenyaku (70% chance), drugs prepared by a herbalist will add
2D10% to the chance of successfully exorcising the disease
spirit (see Exorcism).
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A character can develop his knowledge of Tenyaku by taking the
skill more than once.  Each additional time it is taken gives a
cumulative 5% chance of learning how to prepare magical potions.
(Whenever the character takes the Tenyaku skill he rolls for
each potion in turn.  The chance of learning how to prepare a
potion is 5% the first time the skill is taken, 10% the next
time, 15% the next, and so on.)  See Chapter      for details
of potions.

Tetsubojutsu   This is the special skill of fighting with the
tetsubo - the terrible iron warhammer favoured by particularly
strong or belligerent fighters.  A character must have a
Strength of at least 5 to acquire this skill.  It has the
effect of adding 1 to the damage caused by a successful hit and
allows the attacker to modify the body area location number by
10%.

Torture    Torture is considered a very ignoble and repellent
art except when used judicially (ie, to extract a confession
from a suspected criminal).  However, there is nothing wrong
with torturing nonhumans or eta, including anyone revealed to
be a Ninja.  It works as detailed in the Warhammer rulebook.

Tracking

Unarmed Combat   This is a skill that takes many different
forms - from the devastating kicks and punches of chu'an-fa
(Zen Boxing from Cathay) to the throws, strikes and holds of
Samurai jujutsu to the uncomplicated gouging and butting of a
peasant fighter.  The styles of combat may be different, but in
game terms all have the same effect of negating the -20 BS
modifier and -2 damage modifier normally applied to characters
fighting unarmed.

Very Resilient   As detailed in Warhammer.

Very Strong    As detailed in Warhammer.

Weapon    Yamato is famed for the proliferation of various
weapon types.  Along with this proliferation has come a vast
range of martial arts schools and secret disciplines, called
okuden.  Even the common, non-specialist weapons are more
effective in the hands of someone who has studied the special
techniques connected with their use.  Thus, anyone can fight
with a sword - no special skill need be acquired.  But, when
all others factors are equal, a character with the Kenjutsu
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(fencing) skill will have the advantage in a swordfight.
Kenjutsu gives him recourse to manoeuvres that an ordinary
swordsman would not know.

The non-specialist weapon skills identified in TETSUBO are
Kenjutsu, Kyujutsu, WEAPON SKILLS MISSING

Wit    Characters with this skill have a knack for finding an
appropriate quotation, historical remark or humourous allusion
for every circumstance.  The impression they give is of being
enormously well-read (whether or not that is the case).  In the
refined upper echelons of Yamatese society, sparkling wit is
much admired.  When mixing in such circles, therefore, the
character gets a +10% modifier to Gossip tests.

Wrestling    This is called sumo in Yamatese, but in game terms
is the same as Old World wrestling.

Yaken   The alchemical art of Yamato.  It contains many of the
simpler principles of Old World chemistry, allowing the prepara-
tion of gunpowder but not Greek Fire or incendiary oils.  A
sucessful Intelligence test is usually needed, but the GM may
let a character waive this when concocting something that he
makes regularly.

Yaken differs from Tenyaku in that the compounds dealt with are
mineral-based, not plant-based.  Very simple mineral toxins
(such as arsenic compounds) can be prepared if the character
makes a successful Intelligence test.  These work like organic
toxins but are twice as noticeable when present in food or
drink.  Mineral-based blade "venoms" are weak compared to the
organic variety (one dose: drowsy; two doses: unconscious), but
have the advantage that they do not oxidize and therefore
remain effective on a weapon for 3D6 hours.

Zazen   "Sitting still".  This is identical to the Meditation
skill described in Warhammer.

A character who also has the Kuji-no-In skill can use it to
modify the standard Meditation rules.  He has the option to
enter a light trance rather than the total absorbtion of regu-
lar Zazen.  In this state he takes 2-12 minutes to recover each
Magic Point, but with the advantage that he can instantly break
the trance and act normally if attacked.
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ZEN ENLIGHTENMENT MISSING

WEAPONS

The workmanship of Yamatese weaponry is known and admired
throughout the world.  Centuries of inter-clan warfare has
developed a proliferation of weapon-types and a variety of
martial arts governing their use.

The following are ordinary weapons.  Anyone can wield one of
these weapons using his regular Weapon Skill.  In most cases
there is a specific skill which characters could learn to hone
their technique with a given weapon.  For instance, the kenjut-
su skill gives bonuses in the use of swords; however, you do
not have to have kenjutsu to use a sword.

 Aikuchi   A  dagger blade mounted for domestic use (ie, with-
out a guard) - see tanto.

 Dai Kyu   This is the composi te bow used by the Buke.  It can
be anything up to seven feet long, and can be used equally well
from the saddle as on foot.  Yamatese archers use a selection
of various arrow types - see the Skills listing for more de-
tails.

 Han Kyu   A normal arrow-shooting bow.

 Kama    This i s just a sickle.  Emphatically it is not a
samurai weapon, having been developed as a weapon solely by
rebellious farmers and the like.  In game-terms it is treated
as an improvised weapon.

 Katana    The standard, slightly curved Yamatese sword.  Its
blade varies in length from 24" to 30".  Usually wielded as a
standard one-handed sword, it can also be held in both hands
for extra strength, in which case treat it as a hand-& a-half
sword.

 Kiseru    Another improvised weapon, this time derived from a
tobacco pipe.  A smoker's weapon; Old World halflings would
like it.

 Masakari    An ordinary one-handed axe.  Sheaths for masakari
blades are crescent shaped, fitting just over the cutting edge
of the weapon.
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 Naginata    Sometimes referred to as a halber d, this is
really more like a cross between a spear and a very long-han-
dled sword.  It comprises a curved single-edged blade some 28"
long mounted on a 48"-60" shaft.  Although not useful in a
confined space, it can be wielded with great speed.  Naginata-
users often sweep the weapon in low, scything cuts, and many an
ashigaru has lost his legs in this way.

 Nodachi     The two-handed sword with a blade up to 40" long.

 Staff   Ther e are two types of staff: the jo (about three
feet long) and the bo (five or six feet long).  Usually they
are made out of hard oak, but some exponents of bojutsu prefer
plumwood for its supposed magical properties.

 Tanto    The dagger.  The blade is under 12" in length and,
although straighter and of course shorter than a sword blade,
is of comparably fine workmanship.

 Tessen    The tessen is the iron fan held by army commanders
as a mark of office and for signalling to their troops on the
battlefield.  It would count as a conventional improvised
weapon in combat if not for the fact that it parries excellent-
ly.

 Tetsubo    The name literally means "iron staff" but is some-
thing of a euphemism, as the tetsubo is actually a massive iron
warhammer.  Usually the business end of the weapon is adorned
with studs or spikes to further increase its damage potential.

 Wakizashi    The shortsword.  Worn with a katana it consti-
tutes the dai-sho ("short & long") which only members of the
ruling classes are allowed to wear.  The blade length is be-
tween 12" and 17".

 Yari   The  spear.  It has a straight blade of typically high
quality steel and (unlike Western spears) this is mounted on
the shaft by means of pegs through the tang, in just the same
way as a sword.  Sheaths are often used to protect the yari
blade, and these can be quite elaborately shaped and decorated.

 Yari-nage     The javelin, usually about three feet long and
with a blade of lower quality than a yari (because in the thick
of battle you cannot always be certain of retrieving a javelin
once you've thrown it).
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The weapons described below are specialist weapons.  A charac-
ter must have the appropriate skill to use one of these weapons
with any real effectiveness.  (Not having the right skill
forces a character using with a specialist weapon to fight with
a WS or BS of 10 and to incur Risk tests as decided by the
GamesMaster.)

 Jittejutsu   The favoured weapon of Junsa  (police).  The
jitte is like a long dagger with a strong tubular blade and a
tine extending out from the guard.  It gives +10% to the chance
of disarming an opponent (assuming the jitte-user has the
Disarm skill).  This is useful when dealing with drunken or
unruly samurai whom the Junsa wants to capture without injuring
them.  It can also be used to break a sword; this requires a
successful parry followed up by a test based on half the jitte-
user's Strength.

 Kakae Ozutsu    A very primitive mortar subject to misfires.
Its major value is in frightening opponents (remember that few
Yamatese know much about gunpowder weapons).  Some sorcerers
are able to transform the kakae ozutsu into a very dangerous
weapon, however.  Each use requires gunpowder equivalent to six
pistol charges.

 Kusari   A  generic term for chain weapons.  The most commonly
used is the Kusari-gama, which consists of a sickle with a
weighted chain attached to the end of the shaft.  The chain
section can be swung as a flail or it can be used to entangle
an opponent up to five yards away (treat as a lasso).  Once the
opponent is caught, the kusari-user can close and dispatch him
with the sickle.

 Kyotetsu-shoge    A knife tied to the end of a length of
strong cord.  A weight is attached to the other end of the cord.
The knife can be thrown and then retrieved by pulling back on
the cord.  Alternatively the weight can be swung so that the
cord snares an opponent's legs.  The opponent must be moving at
the time for this to be successful, and a failed Initiative
test means he falls prone.

 Nekode   Metal claws u sed in climbing which can also deliver
a nasty wound.  They consist of a leather strap which fits
around the hand, attached to which are four sharp spikes which
protrude out from the palm.

 Nunchaku   A wooden flail.
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 Ono   A poleaxe nearly six feet i n overall length.  It is
heavy and difficult to wield, but strikes for terrifying damage.

 Sai   Essentially the same as a jitte but with two tines on
the guard.  It is governed by the same martial skill
(jittejutsu).  Sai users usually fight with one in each hand
(combing jittejutsu with nitojutsu).  It is primarily a farm-
er's weapon, but some ryu teach the skill.  The kind of sai
used by a martial ryu will have a sword-like blade rather than
a blunted prong such as one finds on agricultural sai.

 Shuriken    These are  small metal darts, knives or stars
intended for throwing.  (Properly speaking the exact term for
throwing-stars in particular is shaken.)  Shurikenjutsu has
somehow come to be thought of as an occult art, but in fact it
was originally developed by samurai for use with the small
throwing-knives they carried as sword furnishings.  Some still
study it for that purpose, but on the whole this technique has
now been usurped by assassin-sorcerers.

 Sodegarami   The "s leeve-tangler", comprising a long pole
with criss-crossed spikes at the end.  It is used by Junsa, as
it is very effective in immobilising an opponent wearing ordi-
nary civilian robes.  After striking with the sodegarami the
wielder gives a sharp twist; if he succeeds with a Dexterity
test and the opponent fails an Initiative test, the latter's
clothing is snagged and he can be held off at the end of the
pole until he tires.

 Tonfa   Another farmer's we apon, consisting of a rectangular
block of wood with a handle coming out of the side at one end.
It developed from a rice-flail in much the same way as military
flails originated in the West.  It is held along the forearm
with the handle gripped firmly, allowing it to be used for
strong punching-strikes or blocks.

 Yawara   T he yawara is a wooden or brass rod about four
inches long with a heavy studded bulb at each end.  It originat-
ed from the vajra, a Bukyo ritual sceptre, and is still carried
by travelling Bukyo priests.  Use of a yawara automatically
allows a surprise attack against someone who has never seen one
in use before.  Most yawarajutsu ryu also teach atemi waza
(nerve-striking), as the yawara gives +1 damage when used in
combination with that skill.
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Melee Weapon Chart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Weapon        Initiative    To Hit    Damage    Parry

Masakari            --        --        --       --
Nunchaku            --        -10       +1       -10
Tonfa               +10       --        -2       -10
Sai                 --        --        -1       -10
Jitte               --        --        -1       -10
Yawara              +10       +10       -2       -20

Aikuchi             +10       --        -2       -20
Tanto               +10       --        -2       -10
Tessen              -10       --        -2       +10

Wakizashi           --        --        -1       --
Katana              --        --        --       --
Nodachi             -10       --        +2       --

Naginata            +10       --        +1       -10
Yari            +10/+20       --        --       --

Ono             +10/+20     -10/0       +2       -10
Tetsubo             -10       -10       +3       -10
Jo staff            --        +10       -1       --
Bo staff            +10       --        -1       --
Sodegarami          +10       --        --       -10

Chain weapon        -10       -10       -1       -10

Improvised
weapon (incl Kama)  -10       --        -2       -10

Nekode              +10       --        -2       -30

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The yawara strikes for D3+1 when used with the Atemi-waza skill.

The sai and jitte give +10% to the chance of disarming a foe.

When checking for hit location the user may add up to 20 to the
percentile score.  Naginata wielders tend to go for the legs.

The data given in the table above are for blades of ordinary
manufacture.  Great masters of the swordsmith's art exist, and
the katana (etc) that they make strike for extra damage: +1 for
a superior quality blade costing ten times the regular amount
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for the weapon, +2 for a master quality blade which will cost
up to one hundred times the regular amount (when available at
all).

Missile Weapon Chart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
              ________range_________                Load/Shoot
Weapon        Short   Long   Extreme       ES       time

Han Kyu         16     32     150           3       1 round
Dai Kyu         32     64     300           4       1 round

Yari-nage        8     16      50           C       1 round

Throwing
   knife         4      8      20           C       1 round
Shuriken         4      8      20           C       1 round *

Kakae Ozutsu     5     10      20         5/4/3 **  5 rounds to
                                                    load, 1 to
fire

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ES:  The Effective Strength of the weapon
C:  The Strength of the user is the Effective Strength of the
shot

*  It is possible to throw more than one shuriken at once; see the shuriken-
jutsu write-up in the Skills section for details.

**  The Kakae Ozutsu does progressively less damage at longer ranges.  This
weapon requires six normal shots' worth of gunpowder per use.

***   Special arrow types are used for which non-standard rules apply.  See
the kyujutsu entry in the Skills section.

ARMOUR

Certain specific varieties of battle harness are in use among
the Buke.  As well as being expensive, the heavier armour types
are indicative of status.  It would be very presumptuous of an
Ashigaru who had somehow got hold of o-yoroi to wear it onto
the battlefield - he would be better kitted-out than most of
his commanders!
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                                      Armour Points
Armour type                  head    body    arms    legs
Great Armour (o-yoroi)         1       3       3       2
Full Harness                   2       2       2       2
Medium Harness                 1       2       1       1
Light Harness                  1       1       1       0

These are the total protective values.  You cannot, for in-
stance, wear Great Armour on top of Light Harness to combine
their armour points.

Although the regular warriors of the Buke wear complete "suits"
of armour, it is also possible that a character may have to
make do with scavenged pieces from various types.  Ronin fre-
quently travel around in ill-assorted armour segments that they
have found, bought or stolen.  Heimin aspiring to Ashigaru
status sometimes turn up to enlist with any meagre scrap of
armour they can find.  Shikome warriors positively prefer to
customise their armour piecemeal from a random selection of
types, as an assymetric makeshift look is admired among the
Shikome race.  For these and others, the protective values of
specific sections of armour can be broken down further:

area    type                                       armour
points

head    kabuto (metal helm with neckpiece)             2
        jingasa (metal cap or open helm)               1
        mempo (facemask, worn with helm)               1

body    do (metal lamellar cuirass)                    2
        se-ita (plates worn over do)                   1
        hara-ate (mail or cuirboilli chestplate)       1

arms    sode (lamellar shoulder guards,
               worn with other arm protection)         1
        tetsu-gote (combined mail sleeve)              2
        hansho (mail sleeve or half-vambrace)          1

legs    koshi-ate (armoured kilt, worn with greaves)   1
        sune-ate (plate greaves)                       1

More than one armour type can be combined where indicated (so
koshi-ate and sune-ate together give the 2-point leg protection
of Full Harness or Great Armour).
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Gamesmaster’s
section
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*HONOUR*

Honour is a new characteristic for Oriental characters.
Expressed as a percentage, it is the probability that a charac-
ter will be forced by pressure of duty to settle any burden of
On (obligation) that he has incurred.  Any duty carries with it
an On, the value of the On indicating the loss of face the
character will suffer if he fails in the duty.

As an example, suppose a character is ordered by his liege lord
to escort a messenger safely to the castle of a rival Daimyo.
The character tests against his Honour.  A successful test
means that he is obliged to carry out his duty exactly as
specified, and if anything goes wrong with the mission he must
suffer the full weight of the On burden.  An unsuccessful test
means that the character is able to disregard the On: his lack
of honour allows him to ignore the shame if he should fail.
(This does not of course mean that he can disregard the order
of his liege.  He would certainly be punished for insubordina-
tion if he did that.  It merely means that if anything goes
wrong with the mission, he will not be required by his own
sense of honour to do anything about the On.)

Players are free to settle On burdens voluntarily without
testing against Honour.  If they do this they have the option
to increase or decrease their Honour score by 5%.  This repre-
sents the fact that the test against Honour indicates the
character's careful weighing-up of the exact limits of his
required behaviour.  A person who acts without this careful
consideration is demonstrating that he is a free agent whose
actions are not necessarily dictated by the need for public
respect.

Certain minimum Honour scores are needed before a character can
enter the upper echelons of the Buke or the Shinto Priesthood.
However, a character who does not set his sights on the ruling
class can afford to disregard Honour to some extent.  A Farmer
or Artisan is still expected to fulfil his obligations whenever
possible, but he does not have to kill himself if he fails to!
Commoners who thoughtlessly allow On to pile up on their record
sheets risk losing the esteem of their neighbours, but are not
subject to the demotion and derision that a Samurai would face
in the same circumstances.  Some career advance schemes
(notably Ninja) give the opportunity to reduce Honour.  Players
are given the choice: observe the Yamatese code of duty and get
to the top of the heap - or disregard it and remain a free
agent.
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ON
An On is any burden of obligation, and a man who allows himself
to build up a large debt of On will lose the respect of others.
This is no slight matter in a place as status-conscious and
traditional as Yamato.  A lord who has a large On and does
nothing about it will find his retainers drifting away.  A
teacher will lose his pupils.  A Shinto priest may lose the
favour of the Kami.  If a Samurai receives a very large On (25
points or more) from a single action and then fails to dis-
charge it, he may be obliged to perform seppuku.  The percent-
age chance of this is equal to the character's Honour.

 Example
 Yakaemon and Hidaro are both ordered by their liege lord to go
with a priest and see that no harm comes to him.  Unfortunately,
while passing through a forest their group is attacked by
wolves and the priest is killed.

 Both samurai must test against Honour.  Yakaemon's Honour is
55 and, on a percentile score of 13, his test is successful.
He immediately incurs an On of 25 points value.  If he is not
excused by his lord, Yakaemon will have to perform seppuku for
the shame of having failed in his duty.

 Hidaro's Honour is 30 and he rolls a 34 on the dice.  A narrow
scrape, but he manages to find some loophole that lets him
squirm out of having to perform seppuku.  He must still tally
the 25-point On in the space on his character record sheet.
The disgrace is such that he is automatically demoted from
Samurai to Ashigaru (as a Samurai cannot have an outstanding On
of greater than 22 points at any time).  Still, as he notes the
preparations for Yakaemon's seppuku, he reflects inwardly that
life without honour is better than honour without life.

When a character incurs an On, you should tell him the value of
the On (based on the guidelines below).  The maximum On a
character can safely have at any one time depends on his career.
If he goes above this maximum he will find it difficult to hold
up his head among his peers.  His influence will decline and he
may even be demoted within the Buke.  No one in Yamato has
respect for a man or woman who does not repay their On.
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On values
The following sections provide guidelines for you to determine
On penalties.  You may also decide to enforce smaller On penal-
ties for minor matters, and these can often act as a spur to
move the game-action along when players are being a little
sluggish.

When two actions conflict and a character is liable to incur an
On either way, the proper course is to undertake the action
with the larger potentional On.  The other action then incurs
no On.  This is because the character has behaved correctly,
and no-one can think ill of him because he was forced into a
dilemma.  (If ordered by your lord to refuse a challenge to
duel, for instance, you should obey him; there is no On penalty
for refusing the challenge in this case.)  This only applies if
both sides of the dilemma are publicly known, though.  On
represents public shame and debt, and even a character who
behaves correctly must accept an On if the reasons for his
action are not clear to others.

When duty conflicts with personal conscience, the proper thing
for a Samurai to do is perform seppuku.  This is also appropri-
ate when you are not satisfied with the resolution to a matter
of honour.  For example, your lord forbids you to take revenge
for an insult.  You take no On for the insult because the
command of your lord takes precedence, but you decide the shame
is too much.  You perform seppuku after making a public state-
ment against the one who insulted you.  The advantage is that
he now suffers the On for your insult and has no way to get
back at you for it.

On arising from duty to one's liege lord:
This applies especially to the Buke, who must always obey the
commands of their Daimyo.  This is the greatest loyalty a
Samurai knows.  A Samurai who fails to do the bidding of his
lord incurs an On of 25 points.  Failing to defend his lord or
avenge his murder incurs an On of 15-20 points.  A Samurai who
takes no action when his lord is insulted acquires an On of
5-10 points.  In all cases the lord himself can grant a dispen-
sation which means that the Samurai suffers no On.

A character who joins a ryu or monastery is expected to give
the same loyalty to his sensei or abbot that a Samurai gives
his leige lord.  In practice, though, the moral imperative is
not quite so strong.  On values for transgressing against one's
sensei or abbot are 5-10 points lower than those listed above.
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Rather than seppuku, large undischarged On in these circumstanc-
es will result in dismissal from the monastery or school.

Characters are not very likely to receive a direct command from
the Emperor, but it could happen.  Some people think the Emper-
or's command carries more weight even than that of their liege
lord, but such people cannot be numerous or it would be the
Emperor, not the Shogun, who wielded executive power in Yamato.
In practice the Emperor's command should be treated as carrying
a potential On just 1 or 2 points less than the command of
one's liege lord.  A Daimyo could thus countermand an Imperial
order given directly to a vassal, but would be uncomfortable if
he received the order himself.  The matter is hypothetical,
though.  Any conflict of interest between the Imperial and
Shogunate courts is conducted on much more subtle levels than
this.

On arising  from duty to one's profession or station:
A Yamatese character has a responsibility to uphold the dignity
of whatever way of life he has chosen for himself.  A Samurai
cannot allow peasants to flaunt the authority of the Buke.  A
Shinto Priest cannot permit the desecration of a shrine.  A
swordmaster will not allow a challenge from a rival ryu to pass
unanswered.

Most of the time On values must be set by the GM.  The examples
here are of quite common situations, and should serve as a
guideline:

Buke member using dishonourable tactics
   against opponent of same social class             5 points
Being beaten in an agreed duel                       5 points
Failing to master a technique (ie, to complete
    specified advances within a preset time)         5 points
Allowing oneself to be captured in battle           15 points
Buke in debt to a Chonin (merchant)                 10 points
Senior ryu member ignoring challenge from rival*    10 points

[ *  The stigma is not as much as when a direct personal challenge is re-
fused - see below. ]

On arising  from duty to one's self and ancestors:
Yamatese often refer to duty of this sort as giri.  It is
tremendously important to all people of Yamato that they should
not "lose face" in front of others.  Any disgrace that falls
upon a character's good name, or the name of his family, must
be avenged.  This is why the right of vendetta is so firmly
established in Yamatese law.
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Failing to answer an accusation of cowardice or dishonour
involves an On penalty of 10-25 points, depending upon the
source of the accusation.  An insult against a member of your
family also affects you, and if asked by your relative to
avenge the slur you must agree or suffer an On of 10-15 points.
For a Samurai, the the theft of his sword is considered a
mortal slight against his honour; if the sword is not recovered
and/or the thief punished, the character acquires an On of
20-25 points.  An insult against one's ancestors is also a
serious matter, and the person casting such a slur should be
forced to retract his words or else challenged to a duel.
Failure to do this incurs an On of 5-10 points.

Duels are important to the Buke.  Refusing a challenge to a
duel brings an On penalty of 15-20 points.  Agreeing to a duel
and then fleeing when things go against you is nearly as bad:
an On penalty of 10-15 points.  However, when challenged by a
person who is your obvious superior in a fight it is permissi-
ble to take the matter to the heads of your clan.  If they
adjudge that the duel is not reasonably even, they can absolve
you of any On penalty for refusing.  Even so, a character who
continually goes whining to his superiors about "unfair" chal-
lenges will eventually be told to get on and duel.  If he has
not studied his kenjutsu properly that is hardly the fault of
his challenger, after all.

A character's Honour score and undischarged On may limit his
progression within the Buke.  Minimum Honour and maximum On are
needed before the heads of the clan will sanction any promotion.
The scores required to reach and remain at the different ranks
of the Buke are as follows.

              to reach this rank             to retain this rank
  rank        min Honour   max On            min Honour   max On
Ashigaru            0        40                    0        48
Junsa (all)        30        20                    5        36
Go-Kenin           30        20                   30        24
Samurai            35        15                   30        20
Koshogumi          55        10                   35        16
Hatamoto           70         5                   35        12
Daimyo             75         5                    0        any*

[ * Daimyo never get demoted!  However, a Daimyo who accrues a large burden
of On without doing anything about it must expect his retainers to start
trickling away.]

MISSING note about Goshi
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Outside the Buke these limiting values are not so strictly
applied, but are still significant.  A Heimin will never get to
be headman if he ignores his proper obligations.  Even mer-
chants, to whom honour is a commodity of little worth, must
avoid incurring On in case their customers disapprove.

MISSING note about priests

When On becomes overwhelming

A member of the Buke who receives a single On of 25 points or
more must test against Honour; a successful roll indicates that
the shame forces him to perform seppuku if he is unable to
discharge the On immediately.  A non-Buke who receives a 25
point On in one go suffers an equivalent but less drastic fate,
as the disgrace may force him to flee from his home and go to a
distant province where he can try to start a new life.

* KARMA *

In Yamato it is believed that people are continually dying and
being reborn in a cycle of reincarnation that can only be
broken by attaining Nirvana.  A character's Karma is a measure
of the good and evil that he has done in his past lives.  A
person who is very spiteful and wicked in one incarnation can
accrue a lot of "black marks" in his Karma tally, and might be
reborn as a pauper, a cripple, an animal or even a "hungry
ghost" (gaki).  A person who builds up a good balance of Karma
will be rewarded by being born healthy and at a high station in
life.  It is then his responsibility to use his position to do
even more good deeds, increasing his Karma so that eventually
he can leave the rebirth cycle altogether.

In simple terms, Karma functions as "good fortune".  The Karma
characteristic replaces Fate Points, which are not used by
Oriental characters (though they can still be used by Old World
adventurers who visit Yamato).  Karma is less reliable than
Fate Points, but has the advantage that it can be used over and
over again throughout the character's life.  (Since Yamato is
an even more warlike and deadly place than the Old World, this
is just as well!)

To use his Karma, a character must make a test against Karma
x10.  If he succeeds, his chance of avoiding death is equal to
his Karma x5%.  If the test against Karma fails, the chance of
avoiding death is Karma x1%.  The character's Karma is temporar-
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ily reduced to zero, and recovers back up to its normal value
at the rate of one point each day.

Karma can be used to avoid death as a result of poison, disease,
traps, accidents or sorcery.  It can also be used, like Fate
Points, to avoid death in combat - as long as the combat was
unfair for some reason.  A character who is about to die be-
cause he was ambushed, attacked when he didn't have his sword
to hand, or otherwise disadvantaged, can always use his Karma
to try and avoid it.  Any attempt to use Karma to avoid death
in a fair combat requires that the character makes a test
against Honour; he must accept his fate if the test succeeds.

* NEW TESTS *

The unique nature of Oriental society necessitates some tests
that are not found in standard Warhammer.  Below, these are
first summarised in terms of the applicable characteristics and
modifying skills, then described in more detail:

 action       test against     modifying skills

 Boast        Leadership       History, Frenzied Attack,
                                Iaijutsu, Kenjutsu, Storytell-
ing
  Guarded      average of
   Insult      Intelligence
               + Initiative     Nuances

 Influence    special - see description

Boast
The boast is an established part of the ritual of combat.
Whenever possible before a combat starts, a samurai will deliv-
er a monologue describing the great courage, battle prowess and
ferocity of himself and his ancestors.  This is called a yusho -
"an announcement of superiority".

To deliver a crushing yusho, a character must succeed with a
test based on his Leadership.  Storytelling adds +15% to the
chance of success.  Kenjutsu and Iaijutsu add +10% if the
challenging character is known to possess them.  History
(giving a better knowledge of one's ancestors' exploits) and
Frenzied Attack (conveying a more formidable impression) both
add +5%.  If the Boast succeeds, the challenged character must
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make a Cool test or lose 10% from WS and 1 from Strength for
the duration of the combat.

A Boast which fails by more than 20% causes the challenger to
lose face (his yusho sounds weak and contrived) - he must make
a Cool test to avoid taking the WS and Strength penalties
himself.
He automatically takes an On of 1-3 points for this public
disgrace.

Players are encouraged to declaim their own yusho so that the
GamesMaster can assess how effective they sound and apply
modifiers to the test accordingly.

Guarded Insult
This is a way of phrasing an insult in such a way that your
enemy knows he has been insulted, but has no immediate excuse
for doing anything about it.  The character making the insult
attempts a test based on the average of Initiative and Intelli-
gence.  The Nuances skill allows a +10% bonus to the test.
Success means that the person insulted gains 1 point of On and
is left seething.  Failure means that the insult is delivered,
but there is nothing subtle about it: the insulted character
receives a 10-point On and is entitled to respond with a chal-
lenge of a duel.

Influence
Influence differs from direct command.  Command structures
ensure that people do as they are told because of the threat of
discipline or expulsion if they don't.  Influence works on a
more subtle level, placing people in a position where personal
feelings and peer-group pressure combine to leave them no
choice but to do what is asked of them.  Societies like Yamato,
with its complex strata of classes, make use of both influence
and command.  Players will often be affected in the latter (eg,
when given a mission by their liege lord), but continual checks
for influence are also an integral part of Yamatese life.
Broad parameters of such tests are discussed here, but the
GamesMaster must always be ready to apply modifiers or even
arbitrary rulings which abrogate these rules.

First it is worth considering when Influence tests are not
needed.  A lord or higher-rank samurai does not need an Influ-
ence test to command a lower-rank samurai of the same clan
this is a situation where the orders are just given and expect-
ed to be obeyed.  Similarly the sensei of a martial or magical
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ryu does not apply Influence to his pupils, and if they ignore
his stipulations they should simply quit the ryu.

Influence is used when dealing with someone belonging to a
different formal heirarchy than your own.  For instance: a
Daimyo is overlord of his clan and has authority over all his
Hatamoto, Koshogumi and on down to the lowliest retainer in his
castle.  Assuming a town has grown up around the castle, he
also has total (if not always enforceable) authority over the
townspeople.  As primary servants of the Daimyo, each samurai
exerts much authority in the town also - at least when the
samurai's wishes could be represented as paralleling those of
the lord.  However, a craftsman in the town has no basis for
direct authority over a merchant, even though the merchant is
nominally of lower status.  This is because the craftsman could
not claim that his requirements in any way represented the will
of the Daimyo.  Similarly, a member of the Buke unrelated to
the local ruling clan (a Ronin, say, who happened to be in the
town) might need to use Influence to coerce a swordsmith to
forge a blade for him.  (He'd also need to pay, of course.)

Player-characters will most often need to use Influence for one
or more of the following:

 1.  To gain admittance to a clan, and to rise within the clan.
  2.   To gain admittance to a ryu.
  3.   To gain admittance to a Bukyo monastery.
  4.  To be accepted as a sorcerer's pupil.
  5.     To get a master swordsmith or armourer to make them an
item of above-average quality.

Influence might also be used in dealing with a Machi-bugyo
(magistrate) - either to get someone else arrested or to get
off the hook yourself.  Vassal Daimyo visiting the Shogunate
Court often present gifts to the Magistrates of Ido (there are
two) so as to ensure special treatment for any of their guards
who get into trouble in the city.  Influence will also be used
to gain assistance from NPCs.  Samurai characters could order
Heimin who were subjects of their Daimyo to render aid, shelter,
or whatever.  The Heimin would be bound to make a show of co
operation in any case, but a successful Influence roll would
ensure they felt honour-bound to give assistance to the limit
of their abilities.

The accompanying chart breaks down Yamatese society into bands
representing relative Influence Levels.  The chart is close to
(but not exactly the same as) the relative status of the differ-
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ent social groups.  The GamesMaster should fit player charac-
ters in on this chart as seems appropriate.

How Influence is used: the character using Influence cross
-references his own Influence Level against that of the target
character.  This gives a basic chance that the attempt will
work.
       This basic percentage chance is found on the table below.
[MISSING “Influence Level of target character” down the side.]

                   Influence Level of influencing character
     1  2  3  4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16   17  18  19  20

1   60 55 50 45  40  35  30  25  20  10  05  04  03  02  01  01   --  --  --  --

2   75 60 55 50  45  40  35  30  25  15  05  04  03  02  01  01   --  --  --  --

3   90 65 60 55  50  45  40  35  30  25  15  10  05  03  02  01   --  --  --  --

4   99 70 65 60  55  50  45  40  35  30  20  15  10  05  03  02   01  --  --  --

5   99 75 70 65  60  55  50  45  40  35  25  20  15  10  05  03   02  01  --  --

6   99 80 75 70  65  60  55  50  45  40  30  25  20  15  10  05   03  02  01  --

7   99 85 80 75  70  65  60  55  50  45  35  30  25  20  15  10   04  03  02  --

8   99 90 85 80  75  70  65  60  55  50  40  35  30  25  20  15   05  04  03  --

9   99 99 95 85  80  75  70  65  60  55  50  45  35  30  25  20   10  05  04  --

10  99 99 99 90  85  80  75  70  65  60  55  50  40  35  30  25   15  10  05  --

11  99 99 99 99  90  85  80  75  70  65  60  55  50  40  35  30   20  10  05  01

12  99 99 99 99  95  90  85  80  75  70  65  60  55  45  40  35   25  15  05  02

13  99 99 99 99  99  95  90  85  80  75  70  65  60  50  45  40   30  20  05  03

14  99 99 99 99  99  99  95  90  85  80  75  70  65  60  50  45   35  25  10  04

15  99 99 99 99  99  99  99  95  95  90  85  80  75  65  60  50   40  30  15  05

16  99 99 99 99  99  99  99  99  99  95  90  85  80  75  65  60   50  35  20  06

17  99 99 99 99  99  99  99  99  99  99  95  90  85  80  70  65   60  45  25  07

18  99 99 99 99  99  99  99  99  99  99  99  95  90  85  75  70   65  50  30  08

19  99 99 99 99  99  99  99  99  99  99  99  99  95  90  80  75   70  60  40  09

20  99 99 99 99  99  99  99  99  99  99  99  99  99  95  85  80   75  70  50  10

Naturally, at the extremes of the range Influence will rarely
be utilised because the difference in status is so great as to
make the attempt redundant (or pointless).

The chance of successfully influencing someone is modified by
several other factors.  The most obvious of these is bribery.
Gifts will increase the subtle pressure on a person to do what
the influencing character wants.  For every tenth of the influ-
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enced character's income given in the form of a gift, the
chance of success increases by 5%.

Player-characters will sometimes be on the receiving end of an
Influence test from an NPC.  If the Influence test is success-
ful, the player-character should go at least part-way towards
doing what is asked of him.  Refusal means that he takes an On
equal to 20 minus the influencing character's Influence Level.

Example:
Wakeru, a wealthy merchant, has heard that the local Daimyo is
outfitting his army for an attack on a neighbouring clan.
Wakaru has been buying crossbows and guns from Old World trad-
ers, and he wants to try and convince Yamagata Hidaro, one of
the army commanders, to give him the supply contract.
     Wakeru is Influence Level 16, General Yamagata is Influ-
ence Level 5.  The base chance of success is therefore only 3%.
Wakeru makes sure to present Yamagata with various gifts includ-
ing several bolts of Cathan silk, a gilt Go-set and a lacquer
screen.  In all these are worth 350 Oban - a vast sum, but
Wakeru stands to make an even vaster profit.  The general has
an income of 3,500 Koku, so normally Wakeru's gifts would add
5% to the chance of success.  However, Wakeru has the Induce-
ment skill and has specially selected items that he knows the
general will appreciate; this gives another +10%.  In all, the
chance that Yamagata will accept the petition is 18%.
     The dice are rolled: success, and Yamagata finds this
presumptuous merchant has some convincing arguments on his side.
He could still turn the request down, but the 4-point On he
would suffer as a result seems too inconvenient.  Wakeru is
given the contract to supply the army and leaves the castle a
happy man.

*ADVANCED CAREERS*

[MISSING intro to advanced careers; sopme careers MISSING;
trappings and skills also.]

GO-KENIN
Go-kenin are "honourable housemen", the lowest rank of the
gentry.  Technically they are on a par with Goshi - the lat-
ter's independence (and likelihood of greater personal wealth)
is counterbalanced by the Go-Kenin's advantage of being a
direct vassal of a Daimyo.  In practice they are treated as
slightly less important than Goshi, whose ancestral rights
(however meagre in comparison to the great clans) command
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respect.  Some Go-Kenin have horses, but many are fielded in
battle as ashigaru (foot soldiers).  Unlike Ashigaru, Go-Kenin
are permitted to wear the dai-sho.  This career is the obvious
starting niche for players who want to rise through the ranks
of a clan.

NOH ACTOR
Of the two major types of Yamatese drama, Noh is the more
cultured.  It is a stylised form of dance drama which teaches
its protagonists self control, precision and economy of move-
ment, endurance and the ability to extemporise.  This last
quality is important because Noh is often performed before very
important lords who may become bored if the pace of action is
not adjusted to suit their tastes.  Noh Actors also learn a lot
about folklore, as most plays are based around the exploits of
famous bakemono-killing warriors.  Though regarded as craftsmen,
professional Noh Actors rarely accumulate the riches that a
leading Kabuki Actor can.  This is because Noh is expensive to
stage, but the gentry pay relatively poorly.  In Noh it is the
performance that matters, not the performers; Noh Actors never
expect or try to become stars the way Kabuki Actors do.

KABUKI ACTOR
Kabuki is the townsperson's equivalent of Noh.  It is a much
younger form of drama which has really developed only over the
last century with the slow spread of the mercantile class.
While lacking the restraint and stateliness of Noh, it has a
vibrancy which the classical theatre lacks.  Kabuki theatres
exist in numerous cities, and up until recently have been
almost exclusively patronised by Chonin.  A few of the town-
dwelling samurai are now starting to frequent Kabuki as well,
much to the disgust of more traditional Buke.  Kabuki Actors
can command high salaries because they play to capacity audienc-
es of well-to do merchants.  In terms of status, however, they
are barely above the Eta.

ENTERTAINER
Most Entertainer careers revolve around town life, where money
is plentiful and the people enjoy uncomplicated diversions.
There are exceptions, of course: Martial Dances are performed
solely for the aristocracy, and Bunraku puppet shows (though
intended for servants and children) take place mainly at cas-
tles or other Buke residences.  Entertainers will generally
have a stall by the side of the street where they perform for
all and sundry.  Dancers and Puppeteers, on the other hand, are
organised into touring companies which travel throughout Yamato
visting the castles and palaces.
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(Noh and Kabuki Actors, who are undeniably entertainers, are
dealt with under their separate career headings.)

entertainer       skills                   trappings          Status
Dancer            Kowaka Dance             Dai-sho            Buke/Heimin
Fortune-teller*   Blather; 10% Divination  I Ching coins      Chonin
Juggler           Juggling                 6 batons           Chonin/Eta
Knife thrower     Specialist Weapon:       6 knives
                     Throwing Knife                           Chonin/Eta
Musician          Musicianship             Instrument         Tamin
Prostitute        --                       --                 Chonin/Eta
Puppeteer         Puppet Playing           Bunraku puppets    Tamin
Storyteller       Storytelling                                Chonin
Taya**            Musicianship; Singing;   koto, syamisen,
                          Go; Seduction    fine clothes, etc  Chonin/Tamin
Tumbler           Acrobatics; Kigeki       --                 Chonin/Eta
Wrestler***       Wrestling                --                 Gajin

  * Streetside Fortune-tellers rarely have genuine skill in the art
 ** Kind of high-class prostitute
*** Not Sumotori but usually Toshugi-style wrestlers from Cathay

career exits
Entertainers (like most other people) generally remain in one
profession their whole lives long.  Obviously players will wish
to move on once they have got all they're going to out of an
Entertainer career.  The option of jumping to another career
within the Musashuka class - or even to one from another class -
is always open, but costly in terms of hard-won experience
points.  Certain Entertainer careers do have traditions of
further progression, however.  These are not career exits that
most professional Entertainers would take, but a respectable
minority have done so and this means that such career exits do
not go too severely against the grain of Yamatese life.

Entertainer's Possible Career Paths
Dancer:   Might enter Buke proper as a Go-Kenin; more likely to
train as Bukyo Priest or become a Buka then a Shugyosha
Fortune-teller:  Taoist Pupil or Bukyo Initiate
Knife thrower:   Might become a Buka
Prostitute:  Will progress to being a beggar in old age.
Taya:  Likely to marry wealthy husband
Tumbler:   Could follow a career as a robber
Wrestler:  Might aim for perfecting technique as a Buka, then
later as a Shugyosha; alternatively might aim for increase in
finances by becoming a Yojimbo or a Gambler
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ARTISAN
After many years of hard study and training an apprentice can
become a skilled Artisan.  If the son of his master, he will
then take over the family business.  Most apprentices are not
related to their master, though, and must see to setting up
their own workshops after qualifying.  Before doing so they are
expected to continue working for the master for a period of
about a year to demonstrate gratitude for what he has taught
them.
   The various crafts of Yamato are often treated like almost
mystical arts.  This is certainly true of the hallowed art of
the swordsmith, whose ceremonial robes and Shinto trappings
transform his forge into a shrine to the Kami.  Other crafts
are regarded with almost equal reverence.  Lacquerers, sword
sharpeners, stonemasons and scabbard-makers - along with many
others - guard the secrets of their art behind veils of secrecy
and initiatiion ritual.  Nobody becomes a Master Artisan until
his old master is sure that he is ready, both in terms of
technical skill and (even more important) in his inner spirit.
   Guilds per se do not exist.  Crafts follow the ryu principle,
so someone who learned his craft from a pupil of a pupil of
some great master (say Nakamura Fukaeyon) would acknowledge
this by saying he belonged to the Nakamura school of woodcarv-
ing, or whatever.  Only very infrequently does such a great
master come along that a new style and way of doing things is
born.
   Most artisans remain in one location.  Usually a castle town
is best, where they can find clients both among the townsmen
and the gentry.  Some crafts dictate a life of wandering,
however  (thatching, sake-brewing, lac-tapping, etc) and in
other cases a man might choose to become an itinerant artisan
rather than get tied down to one place for too long - or be-
cause he doesn't have the finances to set up a permanent work-
shop.

DAIMYO
The Daimyo are the great land-holding lords of the Buke, high-
est of this class below the Shogun himself.  A Daimyo is the
head of his clan, and is likely to have land producing at least
10,000 Koku.  Most have more than this (obviously, as the total
value of all the fiefs of Yamato is 20 million Koku, but there
are many fewer than ten thousand Daimyo).  To give some idea of
group sizes, a low-ranking Daimyo with just 10,000 Koku would
probably call on some one hundred and fifty samurai and up to
six hundred ashigaru in time of war.
   Normally a Daimyo's heir succeeds him as clan-head.  The
opportunity for someone outside the previous lord's family to
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become Daimyo almost never occurs.  There are exceptions.  The
Daimyo's son might be too young to rule, in which case a regent
will be appointed by the Hatamoto.  Even then this is likely to
be an uncle or cousin of the rightful heir, but an unrelated
person could be made Daimyo-regent if disparate factions within
the family could not reach agreement.  Sometimes a Daimyo
without a son will marry a capable Hatamoto into his family so
as to set him in a position to be his successor.  The only
other way to become a Daimyo is to do it the way the Buke's
ancestor's did: snatch land by force of arms, declare your clan
loyalties and hostilities, and hope no-one bigger decides to
take a swipe at you.
   The chance of a player-character becoming a Daimyo is thus
slim indeed, but it is allowed for here in case the GM finds
the idea appealing.  Necessarily it would involve a complete
shift in the nature of the game (away from WFRPS and towards
WFB) as great lords do not gad about on personal adventures.
Daimyos have the option to reduce Honour; having reached the
top of the heap, they can begin to replace it with expediency
and self interest.

HATAMOTO
Hatamoto are elite samurai.  From their ranks are chosen the
generals, advisors and personal guard of the Daimyo.  From out
of his land-grant each Hatamoto will usually field half-a-dozen
samurai and perhaps twenty ashigaru.  Most of the time Hatamoto
reside at the Daimyo's castle, leaving supervision of their
estates to stewards.  A few are given march duty defending
areas that border with potentially hostile clans.  They may
patrol the fringes of the province or else reside at a small
"baronial" castle, usually in a remote area like a mountain pass.
   Player-characters must distinguish themselves very effective-
ly over a prolonged period to be elevated to the rank of Hatamo-
to.  People are made Hatamoto so that they can serve the Daimyo
better, not as some sort of reward for doing their job well.
It is not enough to perform an ingenuous act of heroism like
leaping between the Daimyo and a would-be assassin  you have to
give the impression that you will actually be useful in future.

IAI DUELLIST
The right to settle affairs of honour by duelling has been
reserved by warrior castes throughout history.  The Buke of
Yamato are no exception.  It is always difficult for a warrior
to refuse a challenge without losing face, and situations can
easily arise where tempers flare and hasty challenges are
issued.  If a combatant is killed before he has drawn his sword,
however, then it is not counted as victory in a duel but as
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murder.  To get around this law and still come out ahead, some
warriors devote themselves to the study of iaijutsu - the art
of the "fast draw".  Use of this art means that in a duel
beginning with the combatants a sword's length apart (which is
the normal practice), the Iai Duellist can often draw and
deliver a killing blow just as his opponent's sword has barely
left the scabbard.
   Respectable duellists do not make much use of iaijutsu.
They engage in duels as matters of honour or to establish the
superiority of one martial style over another.  Shugyosha
sometimes fight duels as a test to gain admittance to a ryu.
Usually their duels are not to the death, and they might even
use wooden swords.  Iaijutsu, a slightly ignoble technique,
would render the whole exercise pointless.
   Iai Duellists are a different breed.  Often they are master-
less samurai (ronin) or simple ruffians.  They might threaten
other Buke whom they meet on the road, swaggering to and fro
and generally trying to convey the impression of formidable
skill.  In between threats they imply that they will go away
and leave their victim unmolested if he would care to pay them
for their trouble.  Some Iai Duellists make a decent living
this way, but there is always the problem that the frail old
gentleman they pick on might turn out to be sensei of a leading
martial arts school...

KAGEMUSHA
Powerful Daimyo are under constant threat of assassination.
The diligence of their samurai retainers guarantees a high
level of protection, but the need for security can sometimes
make even the mightiest lord feel like a caged bird.  Even a
Daimyo who has no reason to fear assassination may find it is
an advantage to keep his exact whereabouts secret, and for this
reason and others the use of Kagemusha has become widespread.
A Kagemusha is a "shadow-warrior" - a person who bears suffi-
cient resemblance to the Daimyo or a great general to pass as
the original.  If the resemblance is slight, the Kagemusha will
only be expected to make an appearance on the battlefield to
confuse the enemy commanders, or to ride out to inspect troops
so that spies watching from afar will report that the Daimyo
himself is present.  When a convincing likeness is found the
Kagemusha in question becomes very valuable.  A Kagemusha might
even be used to cover up the fact of a Daimyo's death, if the
clan-chiefs see an advantage in this.  (The generals of the
Adekata clan used this ploy and thus forestalled attack from
their old enemies, the Takora, at a time of military vulnerabil-
ity.)
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   A Kagemusha is given whatever training the clan-heads feel
will allow him to best impersonate the lord.  He is never
actually given any authority over clan-affairs, but in order to
carry off his role he might well be taught qualities of leader-
ship, fortitude, and so on.  The GM (playing the clan heads)
will dictate all skills and advances the character must take.
   Kagemusha are chosen when possible from among the trusted
retainers of the lord, but sometimes an astonishing resemblance
will provide an opportunity that is too good to pass up.  Even
a condemned thief or a beggar might find himself suddenly
whisked off by keen-eyed Hatamoto "talent spotting" for likely
Kagemusha.  (A perfect example is Kurosawa's film, Kagemusha.)

KOSHOGUMI
Samurai who distinguish themselves by bravery, aplomb, diploma-
cy or incisive battle leadership can expect promotion.  The
rank of Koshogumi indicates the samurai is a respected figure
within the clan.  His stipend is 300 Koku, rising to anything
up to 1500 Koku according to his perceived usefulness.  Combat-
ant Koshogumi are expected to field an Ashigaru for every 50
Koku of income.  Many Koshogumi, however, are not given combat-
ant duties but are instead assigned to diplomatic missions,
special clan offices (equivalent to being a Junior Government
Minister), bureaucratic posts like tax collection, archive
registration and so forth.   Once a Koshogumi's income is 1500
Koku he may be further elevated to the exalted ranks of the
Hatamoto.

MACHI-BUGYO
The Machi-bugyo, or magistrate, is in charge of the Junsa of a
town.  He is never a Junsa who has risen through the ranks, but
is instead appointed directly by the local Daimyo from among
his Koshogumi.  A large town (population 8,000 to 10,000) will
have a single Machi-bugyo served by ten or fifteen Junsa Cap-
tains (Yoriki), fifty Junsa Sergeants and perhaps a hundred
standard Junsa.
   The duties of a Machi-bugyo are quite onerous.  He must have
a daily consultation at the castle with senior Hatamoto, who
lay out their general directives on affairs of importance and
listen to his reports about ongoing investigations, security
arrangements, etc.  On returning to the town in the afternoon,
he fills in the Yoriki on any new policy decisions and then
procedes to the basic business of his office: interrogation and
trying criminal cases.  Civil disputes are settled over a cup
of tea in the Machi-bugyo's inner chambers, and usually involve
no more than sums of money changing hands.  Criminal hearings
are held in the open (under a canopy when it's raining).  The
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Machi bugyo, his scribes and the arresting officers sit on a
raised dais while the prisoner kneels on an area of raked white
sand called the shirasu.  (This can be seen in the film
Rashomon.)  Yamatese justice requires a confession before
passing sentence, and much of a Machi-bugyo's time may be spent
persuading his prisoner to confess.  Torture will only be used
against non Buke, of course - and in fact it is rare for a
member of the Buke to be taken to the shirasu, the more usual
course being "military discipline" imposed by the man's immedi-
ate clan superiors.
   The post of Machi-bugyo is much coveted because one receives
a respectable stipend as well as irregular inducements from
wealthy chonin who want to avoid their cases going to court.
Justice is strived for according to the precepts of Kongfutzean
ethics imported from Cathay, but Law really does not come into
the equation anywhere.  As a feudal society, Yamato simply does
not have the equivalent of the legal system developed in mercan-
tile cultures like those of the Old World.

MASTER MARINER
The career of the Master Mariner parallels that of a Western
Sea Captain.  Since Yamatese seamanship is enormously inferior
to that of the Old World, however, the life of a Master Mariner
is very different.  Even the voyage to Cathay is perilous, so
Yamatese merchants prefer to let foreign trade come to them
unless there is a juicy profit to be made.  Master Mariners who
are merchants, or employed by merchants, typically remain in
coastal waters on their trips, going only relatively short
distances to trade (150 miles or so, or between the islands).
This is so as to maintain rapid cash-flow.  Another completely
different breed of Master Mariner is the Naval Commander -
always a Hatamoto in charge of seaborne samurai and ashigaru.
He adds Strategy and Senjo-jutsu (Naval) to the regular accom-
plishments of this career.  Yamatese generals avoid sea battles
wherever possible, prefering to use their ships just as troop
carriers.  Possibly this is because of the lingering unease
produced from tales of old naval battles such as Kyu-no Ura
where the Heisha Clan was eradicated three centuries ago, or
the more recent debacle of Shimosui Lake, where five hundred
warriors of the Temonuke Clan died in the flaming wreck of
their boats.

MERCHANTS
In the society of Yamato, merchants are very far down the
social ladder.  They are below the peasants and artisans, who
are regarded as useful by the upper classes because they at
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least produce something of value.  Merchants do not create
wealth for society but merely accumulate it for themselves, so
in the eyes of the Daimyo they are almost useless.  Merchants
do have some things going for them, though.  Although theoreti-
cally low in status, many are very rich and can easily use
their wealth to buy their way in society.  "Money talks",
despite the opprobium it attracts from the great land-holders.
Samurai who are paid a stipend of rice often sell it for cash
to merchants, and even those with land holdings may borrow
money against their next crop.  Bad harvests mean that a samu-
rai can end up having borrowed more money than he is able to
make up in rice, so some end up getting into debt with the
merchants.  A clever merchant charges no interest on such a
debt, but manipulates to his advantage the obligation that his
samurai debtor thereby incurs.

OIHAGI
Oihagi are highwaymen who ply their trade on the great Shokuwa-
do and Firiami coastal roads.  They operate singly or in teams
of three or four, remaining on an isolated stretch of road
until a suitable group of travellers happens by.  They attach
themselves to the group in disguise and bide their time until
the opportunity arises to filch something of value, then disap-
pear into the countryside.  Many a traveller has awoken one
morning by the roadside to find the "priest" or "craftsman" he
had been conversing with so pleasantly the day before now gone -
along with his cash and valuables.  After a couple of good
hauls in one area Oihagi will move to a completely different
base of operations in another province.  In this way they can
get a pile of loot without attracting undue attention from any
one Daimyo's magistrates.  The preferred targets of Oihagi are
merchants who are likely to be carrying a lot of money but who,
once deprived of that money, will find it hard to induce local
soldiers to go looking for the thieves.

OTOKODATE
A feature of the larger cities, Otokodate (literally
"rebellious worthies") are gangs of chonin who pick fights with
young low ranking samurai or other Otokodate gangs.  They could
be compared to modern football gangs like the Inter-City Squad.
Most of the time they travel around incognito or follow daytime
professions, only donning their bizarre "gang uniforms" in the
evenings.  This, and the fact that they wreak mayhem only in
the sprawling pleasure districts of the city, makes them diffi-
cult to locate and bring to justice.  Although most townspeople
tend to romanticise Otokodate and regard them in a heroic light,
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some of the gangs are actually semi-criminal, involved in
gambling, pimping or protection rackets.

PHYSICIAN
Yamatese Physicians are also herbalists, using a combination of
mystic lore, science and superstition to treat the sick.
Physicians are highly respected by (and important to) all
members of society, placing them in a sense outside the class
system.  The Buke particularly hold them in high esteem because
of their battlefield usefulness, allowing them the use of
family names and the right to wear the longsword (katana).
Physicians usually try to keep their profession within the
family, and only take apprentices from other classes if they
have no son or nephew to train.  They can always be identified
by their distinctive hairstyle, which is short like the Buke's
but without the high shaven forehead favoured by that class.

SAMURAI
A character who reaches this rank has taken the first step on a
career path which could eventually lead (if he is capable and
lucky) to the upper echelons of the Hatamoto - the Daimyo's
elite "bannermen".  He will be paid a stipend beginning at 30
Koku, from which he is expected to maintain his household and
squire (wakato).  This will be increased if he performs well at
his duties, and once it has reached 300 Koku he is eligible to
join the ranks of the Koshogumi.  Most samurai live in barracks
at their lord's castle.  It is the perfect adventuring career
because they are always being assigned to secret and dangerous
missions to further the plans of the Daimyo.
   The ideal samurai is fearless, honourable, utterly loyal,
and assiduous in his pursuit of the martial arts.  In practice
not all live up to the ideal - but a surprising number do, and
it is to be hoped that player-character samurai will fall into
this category.

SCHOLAR
Scholars are usually of the gentry (Buke), but those of other
classes can also choose such a life.  By becoming a scholar a
character moves somewhat outside the class system of Yamato,
and a renowned scholar will have considerable prestige whatever
his origins.
   Scholars sometimes retire to a rural anjitsu, or hermitage,
for the serenity they need for their work.  Many of these
become famous artists or poets, like the great haiku-poet
Munefusa.  Others found ryu where they can impart their knowl-
edge to a new generation.  A few are adventurous, and may
undertake arduous journeys in pursuit of ancient knowledge and
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spiritual enlightenment - for it is these two things together
that the Oriental scholar values most of all.

SHUGYOSHA
A Shugyosha is a "wandering knight" - someone who travels
around the country in a never-ending quest to attain perfection
in the martial arts.  At each new ryu a Shugyosha will issue a
challenge (usually taken up by the chief pupil of the sensei)
and if he loses he will try to enroll at the ryu and learn its
techniques.  Each ryu teaches different combinations of skills,
and the training given leads to different possible advance
schemes.  The GamesMaster must decide on the advance scheme for
each ryu joined.  The Heiboku Jiko Ryu in Uza Province, for
example, allows advances of +4 to Toughness and +40 to Cool;
skills taught include Kenjutsu, Kyujutsu, Kuji-no-in and Atemi
waza.
  By joining a ryu a character accepts the sensei (tutor) as
his master.  Whatever his status outside the ryu, he must defer
to the sensei while he is a student there.  Sensei sometimes
make extraordinary demands on their students in order to test
patience or oother qualities needed for mastery of the martial
arts.

SENSEI
A character who masters two or three skills to the exclusion of
others can found his own ryu.  At first there will be few
students of high birth, so often the Sensei must wait years to
develop renown throughout a wide area.  Students treat the
Sensei as a liege-lord, doing his bidding in whatever he may
say.  The annual income of an average-sized ryu (ten students)
might start at 50 Koku.  Very prestigious ryu might eventually
attract very wealthy patrons and garner an income of 1000 Koku
or more.  This depends on the skills taught.  Martial ryu are
more popular among the Buke and are thus wealthier on the whole.
A few merchants do pay to put their sons into magical or artis-
tic ryu (martial ryu are usually too haughty to accept them);
this can also mean a good income, if the Sensei can tolerate
the stigma of his ryu being a low-class affair.

SPY
Spies, or Metsuke, are the "All-Seeing Eyes" of a Daimyo.  They
attend hunting parties or banquets disguised as servants,
mingling among the guests and listening for snatches of conver-
sation that could be of interest to their master.  At other
times the Daimyo might assign them to surveillance, or send
them incognito around the fief or jokamachi (castle town) to
gather information about potential rebellions and suchlike.
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Sometimes they are sent to enter another Daimyo's castle by
stealth on missions of spying or assassination.  It is Metsuke
who most conform to what in modern terms we call a ninja.
   Metsuke are almost always recruited from commoner stock.
Only a handful are Samurai seconded to special duties, for
spying and assassination are practices detested by all Buke.
Nonetheless it is sometimes necessary for a lord to command one
of his loyal warriors to undertake such duties, and the prime
duty of a Samurai is always to obey his lord - even at the cost
of his own self-respect.

HERO
Heroes are figures who are in the process of passing into
legend - figures mid-way between men and Kami.  They have
superhuman potential and give their loyalty only to the Emperor
and to bushido, the chivalric code.  To become a Hero a charac-
ter must have performed at least one literally heroic act - the
sort of thing that will be told of again and again for centu-
ries to come.  Clearing an entire band of Oni out of a mountain
fort is one example.  Also, the character must have been born a
member of the Buke or the nobility (Kugyo).  (This is in addi-
tion to having the available career entry and paying experience
points to change.)
   One indication of the superhuman might of Heroes is given by
their ability to battle Lesser Kami.  Normally Kami are intangi-
ble spirits far beyond human power, but a Hero can oblige
Lesser Kami to take physical form (usually as a Tetsu or Elemen-
tal) and do battle.  The hero Renkan slew a Lesser Kami that
was raining storms through a mountain pass when the Emperor
wished to travel to Zanso Monastery; the hero Otoshi Shotokiri
slew one that had hurled several Bukyo priests off a mountain,
though he later died from the aftereffects of the Kami's divine
breath.
   Heroes can live to a great age, though they lead adventure-
some lives of such danger that they are usually lucky to sur-
vive beyond thirty.  Most Heroes die at their own hands,
performing seppuku because of a final realisation of their
powerlessness in the face of Karma.  To judge from the tales
Yamatese storytellers tell in their roadside stalls, a Hero who
performs seppuku is especially great, for the nobility of
failure is recognised and admired here.

YOTAME
A Yotame is a demi-hero who is the retainer of a true Hero.
Not all Heroes have retainers, but those that do are usually
associated with a group of four stout warriors.  These four are
the Hero's Yotame.  A character becomes a Yotame by having the
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available career entry, performing a heroic act (slaying a
particularly pernicious monster would do), and being accepted
by a Hero as his retainer.
   Much of the time a Yotame will get up to adventures of his
own.  He will always know when his liege requires his aid,
though, and will travel back to him at once.
   As attendants to a true Hero, Yotame lack the full range of
superhuman powers that their lord is able to muster.  However,
they can sometimes gain such powers from his presence - perhaps
helping to overcome a bad Kami that the Hero has made manifest.

OUTLAW LEADER
The career (if it can be called that) of leading a band of
cutthroat knaves around the countryside really does not differ
very much whatever land you are in.  Though the Outlaw Leaders
of Yamato speak a different language from those of the West,
the flint-like coldness of heart and the wary cunning are the
same.

JUNSA OFFICERS
Junsa officers are members of the Buke proper, but they are a
hereditary sub-group within the clan proper.  This has the
advantage of making them thoroughly efficient at their job, for
Junsa Officers are learning "policework" from the moment they
are old enough to walk around the city.  On the negative side,
other samurai regard Junsa Officers with slight disdain; they
feel that Junsa are not true samurai.  Since Junsa Officers and
their families do not live at the castle but in the town itself,
they end up becoming isolated from both the Buke and the clans-
people.  Many a magistrate has found it difficult to gain the
full acceptance of his Junsa Officers when first taking his job.
Junsa Officers feel they know best how to police their town and
they will always try to encourage the magistrate to remain
aloof from such matters.  (They will do this with the greatest
tact and subtlety, of course - they are still Buke, with total
respect for their superiors.  Rather than pointing out that the
magistrate has no qualification to do the job, they might
suggest he would wish to avoid the vulgar day-to-day details of
law enforcement.)
   The Doshin is a Junsa Sergeant and the Yoriki is a Junsa
Captain.  A character must fully complete the Doshin career
(taking all advances and skills) before he can become a Yoriki.
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MAGIC

* THE WIZARDS OF THE EAST *

The generic term for the spellcasters of Yamato is mahutsakai.
There are four classes of mahutsakai:

 Shugenja    The most numerous group, equivalent to Wizards.

 Maboroshi   A more select and secretive class who practice
sorcery connected with death, illusion and destructive energy.

 Taoist Mages    Mystic hermits who develop control over reali-
ty and natural forces by means of asceticism and meditation.

 Ninja   The eerie "Wizards of the Night" whose study of magic
revolves around their activities as assassins and spies.

These four classes are used as rigid categorisations for the
purposes of the game, but most people use such terms as if they
were interchangeable.  In a state of ignorance, personal preju-
dice will often serve to supply a definition.  Thus a spellcast-
er who has associated with the speaker's own lord may be
described as a "Shugenja", one suspected of working for an
enemy lord may be called a "Maboroshi" or "Ninja", and one
known to have come from Cathay or who refuses employment may be
labelled a "Taoist".  Mahutsakai do little to clear up this
state of confusion, as each mahutsakai knows that his power
will be greater against a foe who is not quite sure what to
expect.

* MAGIC RULES *
Oriental sorcery obeys the same "laws of magic" as seem to
operate in the Old World.  The acquisition, use and recovery of
magic points is the same as in basic Warhammer.  Spells must be
learned and cast according to the same rules.  Indeed, many of
the spells are identical to those used in the Old World,
although the ingredients are usually different.

Spells are obtained just as in Warhammer, and with the same
limitation on the total number of spells known.  Characters who
join a magical ryu or school will not have to pay for spell
learning, but will frequently be given tasks to prove their
worth.  Such a task could be something of value to the ryu -
such as a duel to prove the ryu's techniques superior to anoth-
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er school.  Alternatively it could simply be a a trial to
develop or assess the pupil's worthiness to learn the new spell.

Note that a given Shugenjutsu ryu will typically give instruc-
tion in only half a dozen or so spells, and characters must
travel about in order to gain a broad base of knowledge.
Maborijutsu ryu teach all spells available to this mahutsukai
class, but the pupil will have to perform a range of services
for the senior Maboroshi as well as paying a tenth of his
wealth into the ryu's coffers.  Taoists do not join schools of
magic.  A Taoist Mage usually studies under a single master in
a one-to one relationship.  At higher levels they glean new
spells from reading ancient texts and by fasting and meditation
- in effect each Taoist Mage rediscovers the spells of the class
for his own use.  Ninja may learn magic in a group (usually not
a regular ryu but an extended family-group or Ninja "clan") but
many are solitary individuals who have no association with
others of their kind.  They acquire their spell-mastery from
toramaki, which are scrolls of arcane knowledge equivalent to
Western grimoires, though not quite so rare.

The spell-texts of Ninjutsu are usually written in katakana and
with copious illustrations, as Ninja are not expected to be
academically minded.  The arcana of Shugenjutsu and Maborijutsu
are written in hiragana or kanji.  Taoist texts are usually
much rarer, since Taoist Mages generally prefer to pass on
their teaching by word of mouth.  Such texts as do exist origi-
nated in Cathay and are written in Chungtei.

----------------------- * SHUGENJA * --------------------

The Yamatese word shugenjutsu means "the lore of perfecting
mystical knowledge".  Shugenja are the "standard" wizards of
Yamato.  They are rare, but still considerably more numerous
than other spellcasting types like Maboroshi.  Some Shugenja
find service with a Daimyo -either through paid employment or
because the Shugenja is of the Buke class and a vassal of the
Daimyo.  In fact many Shugenja are Buke or Kuge by birth.  This
is because a good education in philosophy and the fine arts is
a prerequisite for learning sorcery, and education to such a
standard is not readily available to artisans and peasants.

A Shugenja is unlikely to complete his full training under a
single master.  At the higher levels, Shugenja tend to concen-
trate for teaching purposes on a small range of spells.  To
acquire spells not favoured by one sensei, the Shugenja may
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have to travel to other Shugenjutsu schools.  These schools are
directly equivalent to the martial ryu where different combat
techniques are taught.  Sometimes there is a degree of crosso-
ver, as a sensei may feel that shurikenjutsu, say, is an ideal
complement to the sorcerous disciplines he is trying to impart
to his pupils.  Like the martial ryu, these schools of magic
prefer to take pupils from the upper classes, and only special
brilliance (or a hefty financial inducement) will gain accept-
ance for a Heimin magic-user.  (Another reason for the general
monopoly of magic by the aristocracy and gentry.)

The GM should determine the spells and other skills available
at a given ryu.  The search for ryu teaching specific desired
skills will become a major incentive for travel and adventure
player-character Shugenja.  For instance the Shiranami (=
"White Crested Waves") Ryu in Kotsuke province.  The sensei here
is Master Nakamura, a gruff old man with the constitution of an
ox.  He requires all his students to practice kenjutsu daily,
and his sole criterion for accepting someone as a pupil is that
they  should pass a test to demonstrate bravery and steadfast-
ness of purpose.  Nakamura disdains such spells as Fireball and
Blast, believing the gross devastation they wreak to be disrup-
tive to the serene flow of the magical forces (gen) through all
things.  He maintains that a sorcerer who makes any unnecessary
use or display of magic weakens his essential chi, so he teach-
es his pupils only to employ their spells as a last resort.

A Shugenja who completes his level one career has the option to
begin studying another branch of magic.  This requires him to
enter at the apprentice level, as the different branches of
Oriental magic are more distinct than in the West.  Few individ-
uals try to develop facility with more than one style of magic.
In Yamato, mastery of specifics is more admired than partial
competence in a range of disciplines.  Additionally, someone
who has qualified as a level one (shodan) practitioner of one
style might chafe at becoming apprectice (ikkyu) under another
style.

Skills  - Level 1
 Cartography
 Cast Spells [Shugenja level one]
  Identify Plant
 Kami Lore
 Magical Sense

Skills  - Level 2
 Cast Spells [Shugenja level two]
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 Identify Magical Object
 Magical Awareness
 Nuances
 Zazen

Skills  - Level 3
 Cast Spells [Shugenja level three]
 Calligraphy
 Cha-no-yu
 Disguise
 Herb Lore
 Night Vision
 Temmon-gaku

Skills  - Level 4
 Cast Spells [Shugenja level four]
 Charm Animal
 Evaluate
 Manufacture Magical Items
 Sixth Sense
 Tenyaku

- also such other skills as are stipulated by the character's
ryu (often Kyujutsu or Naginatajutsu and various artistic
skills like Musicianship).

______________________________________________________________
__

SHUGENJUTSU
Shugenjutsu follows all the standard Warhammer magic rules.  A
Shugenja pays the same experience points to advance in level as
a Wizard of the Old World, makes the same Intelligence tests to
acquire new spells, etc, etc.

* IKKYU SPELLS *
These spells comprise Shugenjutsu "petty magic".  They are
learned by the ikkyu, or student, of the art.

 CURSE
 Spell Level: P             Range: 12 yards
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: Until dispelled
 Ingredients: A possession of the victim's (kimono, fan, etc)
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 This is identical to the Warhammer spell of the same name.
However, in Yamato it is rare to curse someone with a simple
affliction like bad breath or flatulence.  More probably the
Shugenja will decree a curse such as: "May your courage fail
you in your hour of greatest need!"  This results in all tests
based on the cursed characteristic being made at -5% chance of
success.

 GLOWING LIGHT
 Spell Level: P             Range: Touch
 Magic Points: 1 per hour   Duration: 1+ hours
 Ingredients: Any object (caster's choice)

 This is the same as the Warhammer spell.

 MAGIC ALARM
 Spell Level: P             Range: Touch
 Magic Points: 2            Duration: Until triggered
 Ingredients: Any musical instrument

 This is essentially the same as the Warhammer spell except
that the Alarm is attuned to an instrument, often a flute or a
koto.  When a living creature passes within 1 yard of the spot
where the spell was cast, the instrument will sound a warning.
Furthermore, if the caster has Musicianship skill for the
instrument he may be able to glean an idea of the intruder's
general level of power (ie, whether greater or less than his
own) from the notes produced.  This requires a successful
Intelligence test.

 MAGIC LOCK
 Spell Level: P             Range: 1 yard
 Magic Points: 3/week       Duration: 1+ weeks
 Ingredients: A key

 Apart from the different ingredients, this is the same as the
Warhammer spell.

 ONIBI
 Spell Level: P             Range: Not applicable
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 1 hour
 Ingredients: Two fireflies
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 The Onibi (or Demon Fires) spell is identical to the standard
Warhammer spell Marsh Lights.

 PROTECTION FROM RAIN
 Spell Level: P             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 1 hour
 Ingredients: A miniature umbrella

 The same as the Warhammer petty magic spell.

 REMOVE CURSE
 Spell Level: P             Range: 1 yard
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: A bell

 Other than the different ingredients, this is the same spell
described in Warhammer.

 SOUNDS
 Spell Level: P             Range: Within earshot
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 1D3 rounds
  Ingredients: A conch shell

 Identical to the Warhammer spell.

 ZONE OF COLD
 Spell Level: P             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 1 hour
  Ingredients: A flask of melted snow

 Identical to the Warhammer spell.

 ZONE OF WARMTH
 Spell Level: P             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 1 hour
  Ingredients: A lit torch

 Identical to the Warhammer spell.

SHUGENJA SPELLS
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In many cases Shugenja spells are identical to those used by
the Wizards of the Old World.  The specifics of such spells
(range, etc) are repeated here to save the reader constantly
flipping through both rulebooks.  Wherever there is no spell
description given, the spell is identical in all ways to the
standard Battle Magic version given in Warhammer.

 * LEVEL ONE *

 AURA OF RESISTANCE
 Spell Level: 1             Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 2            Duration: 1 hour per level
 Ingredients: A mask

 CAUSE ANIMOSITY
 Spell Level: 1             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 4            Duration: 1D6 rounds
 Ingredients: Any part of a dead kumo

 CURE LIGHT INJURY
 Spell Level: 1             Range: Touch
  Magic Points: 3            Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: A cup of sake

 FIRE-BALL
 Spell Level: 1                    Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 1 per Fire-ball     Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: A lump of sulphur

 IMMUNITY TO POISON
 Spell Level: 1             Range: 6 yards
  Magic Points: 2            Duration: 1D6x10 turns per level
 Ingredients: The head of a venomous snake

 KAMIKAZE
 Spell Level: 1             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 2            Duration: While caster concen-
trates
 Ingredients: An inscribed paper fan

 In most respects this is the same as the spell called Wind
Blast in the standard Warhammer rules.  However, a paper fan is
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needed to cast the spell and this must have been inscribed by a
Shinto priest with an appropriate verse of reverence to the
Gods of Wind and Storm.  Getting a Shinto priest to prepare a
fan for this spell should cost no more than 10-15 Zeni.

 STEAL MIND
 Spell Level: 1             Range: 24 yards
  Magic Points: 4            Duration: D6 rounds
 Ingredients: A scratched mirror

 * LEVEL TWO *

 AURA OF PROTECTION
 Spell Level: 2             Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 3            Duration: 1 hour per level
 Ingredients: A small iron ring

 CAUSE HATRED
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 4            Duration: 3D6 rounds
 Ingredients: A phial of blood from a member of the Buke

 CAUSE PANIC
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 3            Duration: 2D6 rounds
 Ingredients: A phial of blood taken from an Eta (outcaste)

 FORTRESS AGAINST BAKEMONO
 Spell Level: 2         Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 3        Duration: While the caster concen-
trates
 Ingredients: A tsuba (sword-guard)

 This creates an enchanted area 6 yards in diametre centred
on the caster.  This lasts until the caster moves or breaks
concentration.  Characters inside the area who are friendly to
the caster become immune to all psychological reactions while
the spell lasts.  No magical creature of any sort can enter the
enchanted area.  This includes Kitsune, Shojo and Shikome.
Only humans and natural animals can remain within the area, and
any other creature is instantly ejected by an unseen force.
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Spells and arrows can be shot into the area at the caster's
companions, but cannot harm the caster himself.

 HOLD FLIGHT
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 4            Duration: one combat
 Ingredients: A miniature net made of silver wire

 LIGHTNING BOLT
 Spell Level: 2               Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 2 per bolt     Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: Part of the branch of a tree struck by lightning

 SMASH
 Spell Level: 2             Range: Touch
  Magic Points: 3            Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: A spike from the war-club of an Ogre (Oni)

 * LEVEL THREE *

 CAUSE FEAR
 Spell Level: 3             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 5            Duration: 3D6 rounds
 Ingredients: a rattle made with the teeth of a strongman

 CHUGEN
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Not applicable
  Magic Points: 5+           Duration: 1+ rounds
 Ingredients: A lacquer box with a hollyhock clipping inside

 This creates a Chugen (a class of foot soldier) to serve as
the Shugenja's loyal retainer for the duration of the spell.
The caster must decide when the Chugen appears how long he
wants it to remain for - each additional round after the first
costs him an extra 1 magic point, which he must expend in
advance.

 The Chugen initially appears within 3 yards of its creator,
but is not bound to remain in this range.  If it goes out of
the creator's line of sight, however, it becomes subject to
instability.  The Chugen is equipped with a spear and light
armour.  It fights fearlessly to protect its master.
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 Use the Sudden Death Table when it is reduced to zero Wounds.
If its other characteristics such as Initiative and Will Power
are needed, take these as being equal to its creator's scores.
Although the Chugen appears completely human, it cannot speak
except to its master (though it can understand what others say
to it).  As a thing of magic, it is repelled by the Fortress
Against Bakemono spell and can be disrupted by Cause Instabili-
ty.

 The hollyhock clipping used in the spell must be fresh -
generally no more than a few days old.  Hollyhock is symbolic
of loyal service to the Yamatese.  If a withered clipping is
used, the Chugen will still appear but its loyalty to its
creator may be affected...

 CURSE OF VULNERABILITY
 Spell Level: 3             Range: 24 yards
  Magic Points: 7            Duration: 1 day
 Ingredients: A weapon of the appropriate type

 This strikes an individual or single group.  Targets who fail
a Will Power test are affected, becoming more vulnerable to any
one weapon type specified by the Shugenja.  While the spell
lasts, any time a victim is wounded by a weapon of this type he
will lose 1D3 additional Wounds on top of those inflicted by
the blow.

 It is not possible to cast this spell surreptitiously on a
group of characters.  The Shugenja must actually confront them
and announce the curse.  A character under a Curse of Vulnera-
bility therefore always knows the danger that faces him.

 DISPEL AURA
 Spell Level: 3             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 4            Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: A glass sphere

 RAMPARTS OF ICE
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Not applicable
  Magic Points: 7            Duration: 1D6 hours
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 Ingredients: A brocade robe

 A body of water must be nearby for this spell to work.  It
draws water from the source and freezes it to create a wall,
bridge or hut as the caster wishes.  The ice will be 1 yard
thick and up to 48 square yards in area.  If a bridge is formed
it must be at least 1.5 yards wide to support its weight.

 If any attempt is made to shatter the ice it can be taken to
be as strong as stone, except that it has zero Toughness
against a heat spell like Fire-ball.  The GM may wish to vary
the duration of the spell according to the circumstances in
which it is cast   it might last no more than half an hour on a
hot summer's day, but days or weeks in midwinter.  The caster
cannot terminate it whenever he chooses.

 TRANSFIX
 Spell Level: 3             Range: 36 yards
  Magic Points: 5            Duration: 4D4 rounds
 Ingredients: Lead plumb-weights (one per intended target)

 The Shugenja directs this spell at any individual or single
group, while at the same time dropping a number of lead weights
at his feet.  A single Will Power test is made for all the
targets, based on the highest Will Power in the group.  If this
fails, the targets are frozen in time, unable to move or even
think until the spell expires.

 Transfixed characters will not be aware that any time has
passed when they come out of the spell.  If the caster has
moved, he will seem to them to have teleported.  A character
frozen in time cannot be harmed in any way - he's "outside
time", and characters still "in time" cannot affect him.

 This spell normally lasts 4-16 rounds.  Individual characters
can be brought out of their Transfixed state before this simply
by someone touching or moving the lead weight corresponding to
them.  Once the spell wears off, these lead weights vanish.

 TURN ASIDE ARROWS
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 7            Duration: 2D10 rounds
 Ingredients: The shell of a Heike-crab.
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 This protects the caster and the group around him.  Nonmagical
missiles targeted at protected characters have the caster's
Will Power score subtracted from their chance to hit.  This
means that a missile shot with a Ballistic Skill lower than the
caster's Will Power has zero chance of hitting, and will veer
in midair so as to miss the protected character(s).  Magic
missiles are completely unimpeded by the spell, and very
skilled bowmen obviously may still have some chance of hitting
their targets.

 As for Arrow Invulnerability, the duration of this spell is
not known in advance by the caster.  He will find out it's worn
off when arrows start hitting him again.  The GM rolls secretly
to see how long this will take.

 * LEVEL FOUR *

 BETRAYAL
 Spell Level: 4             Range: 48 yards
  Magic Points: 8            Duration: 3D10 turns
 Ingredients: A live spider in an alabaster jar

 Similar to the Change Allegiance spell used in the Old World,
this causes a hostile individual or group to join the caster's
side if a test against Will Power is failed.  If a member of
the Buke is asked to do anything treacherous while under the
effect of the spell (letting enemies into his lord's castle,
for instance) he gets a test against Honour to avoid doing it.
This is because the Betrayal spell causes the target to like
the caster and sympathise with his aims, but does not destroy
the strong undercurrent of duty that is ever-present in a
samurai's mind.

 Treachery performed while under the influence of magic is not
excusable.  A samurai who was doing his duty properly would not
have allowed himself to succumb to a spell in the first place.
Just as fleeing because of a Cause Fear spell is still seen as
cowardice, treacherous behaviour as a result of the Betrayal
spell may require the hapless victim to perform seppuku.

 CANDLES OF LIFE
 Spell Level: 4                 Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 3 per candle     Duration: 3 hours
 Ingredients: a number of large candles (up to five in all)
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 To establish this spell, the Shugenja lights up to five can-
dles while casting it.  For each candle lit he expends 3 magic
points.  While these candles continue to burn, the Shugenja is
protected from critical hits to some extent: the critical value
of any such hit is reduced by D3, and if this results in the
critical value going below 1 then the hit causes the Shugenja
no harm at all.

 If the candles are found and extinguished while the spell is
still operating, the Shugenja immediately loses 1 Wound for
each candle put out.

 BANISH YUREI
 Spell Level: 4             Range: 6 yards
  Magic Points: 6            Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: A wand of willow-wood

 This operates rather like the standard Warhammer spell Cause
Instability, except that it affects any creature that is poten-
tially subject to instability (Gaki, Yurei, etc) even if the
creature is actually rendered stable by being in its proper
area of haunting at the time.  It affects only one being, which
must immediately make a test against Will Power or become
unstable.  However, undead creatures of Yamato can never be
permanently dispelled by an instability check.  They will
always return to the scene of their haunting within a period of
days or weeks.  (The only way to permanently lay a ghost being
by Segaki Rite.)

 CLOUD WALKING
 Spell Level: 4                    Range: Touch
  Magic Points: 10, +2 per round    Duration: 1+ rounds
 Ingredients: An incense stick

 This spell creates a small "flying carpet" of cloud on which a
single character (himself or another) can stand.  The cloud can
hover in place or fly at up to 48 yards per round while carry-
ing the character and his full normal encumbrance.  To maintain
the spell after the first round the caster must expend a fur-
ther 2 spellpoints a round.  He cannot cast other spells while
doing this.  If ridden by another character, the cloud's speed
and direction are still controlled by the caster of the spell.
A character who wishes to get off the cloud while it is moving
can jump, but may have to take damage from the fall.
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 CURE SEVERE WOUND
 Spell Level: 4                      Range: Touch
  Magic Points: 10 per D10 Wounds     Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: a moe kusa, or moxa, cone

 MAGICAL FORTITUDE
 Spell Level: 4             Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 6            Duration: 1D12 hours
 Ingredients: Bottle containing dying breath of a Mahutsakai
 This spell sets up a stock of magic resistance for the caster
to draw on.  The amount of magic resistance available ranges
from 30% to 300% (3D10 x10%, rolled secretly by the GM when the
spell is cast).  Each time the caster needs to make a Will
Power test to avoid the effects of a hostile spell, he can call
on points from this spell's stock to increase his chance of
success.  He must decide this before making the Will Power test.
For instance, a character could say, "I have a Will Power score
of 73, so I'm drawing 27 from the Magical Fortitude stock to
increase my chance of resisting this spell to one hundred
percent."  Points not used before the spell elapses are lost.
Note that the caster does not know in advance either the
spell's duration or the amount of magical resistance available;
both of these are kept secret by the GM.

 RIVER OF THE THREE ROADS
 Spell Level: 4             Range: maximum of 72 yards
  Magic Points: 10           Duration: 3 rounds
 Ingredients: A Shikome's eye preserved in oil

 A wave of noxious black water is created, said to be from the
deadly river that runs through the Land of Roots which lies
below the world.  This wave is 3 yards high by 5 yards wide and
appears directly in front of the caster, then flows away from
him at a speed of 24 yards a round.  Anyone hit by the wave
must make a test based on Toughness x10.  If this fails they
lose 2D8 Wounds regardless of armour; even if the test succeeds,
victims still lose 1D6 Wounds and will be carried back by the
wave until it reaches its maximum range and dissipates.

[MISSING entire Maboroshi class.]

[MISSING entire Taoist Mage class.]

NINJA
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Ninja are more than just stealthy assassins with a fancy line
in the martial arts.  In Yamato they are known as "the Wizards
of the Night" and "the Masters of Invisibility".  They are
widely feared because they are known to be ruthless, evil and
equipped with supernatural power.

The word Ninjutsu comes from the Yamatese nin, meaning to
remain hidden, and jutsu, or technique.  So Ninjutsu is literal-
ly "the Art of Secrecy".  (The Kanji character nin features too
in the word shinobijutsu, though it is pronounced differently.)
Nin has also come to acquire a secondary meaning.  When a Ninja
speaks of nin he means "success through unfettered action".  To
a practitioner of Ninjutsu it is the skill of triumphing over
one's opponents.  Ninja use a whole range of magical, psycholog-
ical and tactical tricks to ensure they live up to their name.

The biggest advantages that a Ninja has are his cleverness,
pragmatism and adaptability.  Where most of the inhabitants of
Yamato are bound by tradition into codes of honour and correct
behaviour, the Ninja gains by being a free spirit.  Instead of
the obsession with public approval which forces the actions of
the Samurai, the Ninja ignores On and focuses exclusively on
the concept of victory.  "Proper" action, to a Ninja, is the
action that results in success.  He never lets his enemies get
the chance of a fair fight, because he is unconcerned with
whether he may appear treacherous or cowardly.  He allows his
enemies to believe that everything he does is accomplished by
sorcery - even when he has really just used a simple trick like
setting off a firecracker.  With a reputation for eerie wizard-
ry, and a weather eye for the main chance, he is rarely bested.

A character must spend at least one year as a Kusa before he or
she is eligible to progress as a Ninja.  As it is a secretive
and solitary profession, there are no ninjutsu ryu (schools).
How then do Ninja learn the spells and techniques they need?
The process is in fact intuitive: the Ninja is inspired by the
Enlightened One, Kami, dream-visions or what you will.  (True,
some rumours speak of Ninja families dwelling in remote rural
areas, passing their knowledge from father to son.  Since Ninja
are virtually defined by their aloofness, the cosy domesticity
of the idea seems rather unlikely!)  In terms of game-mechanics,
to a acquire a new spell the Ninja has only to expend the
necessary experience points.  Game-reality rationalisations can
be left vague or else developed to give a real picture of the
Ninja's outre art.  Tenjiku Tokubei, the famous robber, lived
as a hermit among frogs who taught him ninjutsu sorcery; the
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Frog King (O-Gami) himself instructed him in the Kuji-no-In.
Another Ninja, the sinister Nikki Danjo acquired many of his
supernatural powers from a two-tailed rat that he trapped in a
bottle.  Matsumai Tetsunosuke studied old scrolls from a dolmen
until after many years he all but invented ninjutsu for his own
purposes.  Similar tales should grow up around Ninja characters
in the game, and players are encouraged to devise their own
life stories so as to reflect the uncanniness of this most
magical of magic arts.

Ninja are always secretive about their profession - necessarily
so, as few people would knowingly associate with a Ninja.  In
particular, player-character Ninja are advised to keep their
true nature a secret from player-character Samurai.  This is
because all Samurai despise Ninja and would only co-operate
with them if ordered to do so by their lord.  In spite of the
popular image of the black-clad Ninja with his balaclava and
blowpipe, therefore, most Ninja operate covertly and are likely
to be indistinguishable from an ordinary soldier, cleric,
forester, etc.

Before a mission the Ninja will typically pay experience points
to switch to a Basic Career which will provide his "operating
guise".  Choosing a Basic Career (of any class) costs the Ninja
100 EP.  It is quite feasible for a Ninja to spend months or
years on an important mission - infiltrating a clan as an
Ashigaru, say, and rising through the ranks so as to get close
to the lord.  After completing a mission the character can
revert to the Ninja career and continue his training.

Skills - Kusa
Blather
Concealed Weapon
Cut Purse
Flee
Specialist Weaponskill: Kamajutsu
Palm Object
Swim
Tracking

Skills - Level 1
Acute Hearing
Disguise
Identify Plant
Lip Reading
Pick Lock
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Shadowing
Shinobijutsu (Rural)
Spot Trap

Skills - Level 2
Heal Wounds
Herb Lore
Night Vision
Orientation
Scale Sheer Surface
Shinobijutsu (Urban)
Speacialist Weaponskill: Shurikenjutsu
Unarmed Combat

Skills - Level 3
Karumijutsu (Acrobatics)
Kawashi
Kuji-no-In
Magical Awareness
Nawanuke no jutsu
Nuances
Sixth Sense
Surprise Attack

Skills - Level 4
Ambidextrous
Fleet Footed
Haragei
Hypnotise
Koppo
Magical Sense
Specialist Weaponskill: Mortar
Torture
Yaken

A Ninja does not have to acquire all skills at one level before
progressing to the next, but he must learn Cast Spells (and at
least two of the spells at that level), along with three or
more of the other available skills.  Advancing too hastily can
be a mistake, as certain Ninja spells have prerequisite skills
that must be learned first.  A Ninja can always go back and
learn skills from a lower level that he passed over earlier in
his career, but he must pay 150 experience points for each
skill.  This represents the fact that he has "skimmed over"
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studies which he should have made more thoroughly at the appro-
priate time, and must now apply extra effort to mastering them.

As mentioned earlier, Ninja cannot advance to a higher level
without firrst taking all available advances on their Advance
Scheme.

 NINJA SPELLS

 * LEVEL ONE *

 JUMPING LIKE A MONKEY
  Spell Level: 1             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 4            Duration: 3D6 rounds

 After casting this spell on himself the Ninja is able to
perform superhuman leaps.  The distance of any leap he makes is
three times what it would normally be, so if the caster had a
Movement score of 5 he would be able to make a horizontal leap
of 30-3D6 yards, for instance.  Vertical leaps of up to a third
the distance can also be achieved.  The modifier for Karumijut-
su (assuming the caster has that skill) is applied after tri-
pling the jump range.

 Note that the caster only knows when this spell has worn off
by making a leap.  This unpredictability makes it dangerous to
attempt a long series of leaps from rooftop to rooftop.

 UNSEEING
 Spell Level: 1             Range: 9 yards
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 1 round
 Ingredients: a firecracker

 To use this spell, the caster must hurl down a torinoko, or
firework, lit in a previous round.  It causes a bright flash
that may blind all creatures within 12 yards except for the
caster.  No Magic test is allowed to avoid this, but victims
who succeed in an Initiative test are able to partially shield
their eyes and are only dazzled.  Blinded characters can only
move at random and at quarter pace; they may not shoot, fight
or use magic.  Dazzled characters move at half pace, and can
parry and cast defensive spells.  The effect of the spell lasts
one full round - ie, until just after the caster's action in
the following round - and then victims recover their sight
immediately.
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 CLOUD OF SMOKE
 Spell Level: 1             Range: 1 yard
 Magic Points: 2            Duration: D6 rounds
 Ingredients: a smoke bomb

 This spell requires a smoke bomb prepared using the Yogen
skill.
It creates a cloud of thick smoke 12 yards across centred on
the bomb.  It does not move with the bomb and disperses natural-
ly after D6 rounds.  The cloud blocks vision totally, and
characters within it must move at half walking pace.

 DECEPTION
 Spell Level: 1             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 1            Duration: 3D6 rounds

 This spell creates a limited illusion around the caster to
prevent others from noticing what he is doing.  To any observer
he will seem to be standing or sitting innocently engaged in
some harmless activity, while in fact he might be striking at
another character, preparing a firecracker, stealing an item,
copying a secret document, etc.  The spell is thus often used
by Ninja who are operating in disguise.  For instance, a Ninja
in the guise of a servant might scrutinise the charts and
battle plans of a group of clan chiefs while appearing to have
his eyes averted.

 A character studying the caster closely has a chance to see
through the Deception spell.  This calls for an Intelligence
test at half normal chance.  A character whom the Ninja at-
tempts to strike or touch (such as to remove his money pouch)
is allowed a standard Intelligence test to see what is really
happening.

 INPO
 Spell Level: 1             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 3            Duration: 15 minutes
 Ingredients: shinobi shozoku

 This spell can only be cast by someone wearing the traditional
shinobi shozoku, or Ninja "operating costume", of the appropri-
ate colour: either black for a night attack, white for hiding
in snow, grey amid rocks, or green if in a forest.  Fortunately
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for the Ninja's modesty, his costume is not consumed by the
spell.  The effect of Inpo is to make the caster blend in with
his background.  If stationary, he cannot be seen at all by
someone more than 12 yards away.  Characters closer than this
can see and attack him, but must adjust their BS by -20 and WS
by -10 when doing so.

 KAGE
 Spell Level: 1             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 5            Duration: 15 minutes

 This creates four kage, or duplicates, of the caster.  These
are indistinguishable from the original and move independently
of one another, but must always remain within 3 yards of the
caster.  They are only illusory and have no power to harm any
character, though they can appear to be readying weapons,
lighting firecrackers, etc.  Their main advantage lies in
creating momentary confusion among the caster's enemies while
he escapes or prepares a fresh assault.  If touched or struck,
a kage disappears like a burst bubble.

 SPIDER WALKING
 Spell Level: 1             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 2            Duration: 30 minutes
 Ingredients: a pair of mizogomu

 This spell enables the caster to traverse the surface of lakes,
ponds, rivers or other bodies of water using his normal Move-
ment score.  For it to work, the caster must be equipped with a
pair of mizogomu ("water-spiders") - circular wooden devices
that strap to the feet to give the spell mimetic buoyancy.  The
mizogomu are not consumed by the spell.

 * LEVEL TWO *

 MIST
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 48 yards
 Magic Points: 4            Duration: 3D6 rounds

 An area of dense fog is created within 48 yards of the caster.
This patch of fog is 24 yards in diameter and reduces visibili-
ty to only a few feet for everyone except the person who cast
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it.  Anyone except the caster who is caught in the fog must
move at half pace or else wander randomly within it.

 CORD
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 0
 Magic Points: 4            Duration: 15 minutes
 Ingredients: a length of cord

 This spell animates a length of cord or fabric so that the
caster can cause it to extend out and attach itself to a roof,
ledge, tree branch, etc, and then become as rigid as steel.
Usually this spell will be applied to a musubinawa - a cord of
twined horsehair - but in emergencies it could be applied to an
ordinary rope or even lengths of torn clothing.  The maximum
length of cord that can be animated is 48 yards.  In order to
traverse the cord a character must have the Karumijutsu skill.

 The spell can be cancelled at any time by its caster - possi-
bly sending pursuers who are following him along the cord
tumbling to their doom.  It can also be used offensively, by
directing the cord to seize a character or creature within 48
yards.  The target is allowed a Dexterity test to avoid the
cord, but if this fails he is caught fast.  Treat the cord as a
lasso which will hold the character in place and which cannot
be removed until the spell expires.

 FIVE FEELINGS
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 6 yards
 Magic Points: 6            Duration: 2D4 rounds

 This spell plays on one of the gojo-goyoku, or five ways to a
man's heart, to cause its target to turn against his former
comrades.  An affected character will do everything possible to
aid the caster - including attacking his own friends - as long
as the spell lasts.

 When it is cast, the Ninja specifies which of the five feel-
ings he is concentrating on.  These are kisha (sexual attrac-
tion), dosha (rage), aisha (soft-heartedness), rakusha
(idleness and pleasure-loving) and kyosha (cowardice).  At the
same time, the player or GM determines which of these five is
the victim's major weakness.  If the caster has chosen correct-
ly the Will Power test to resist the spell is made at
 -15%, but if he failed to guess the victim's weakness then the
latter makes his Will Power test at +15%.  Usually, therefore,
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a Ninja will try to find out a little about the personality of
his intended victim before using this spell.

 MOVING WITHOUT TOUCHING
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 16 yards
 Magic Points: 3            Duration: 1 round

 This spell gives the caster the power of telekinesis.  He can
move a single object weighing up to 50 encumbrance to a dis-
tance of 16 yards, or apply an equivalent force to open a door,
break a bowstring, etc.  If used to move a weapon so as to
strike someone, the spell attacks with the caster's BS, not WS,
and has an effective Strength of 0.

 DISCOMFIT
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 36 yards
 Magic Points: 5            Duration: 1D3 rounds
 Ingredients: an Oni mask

 This spell affects a group or individual, causing them to see
a horde of devils bearing down on them.  A successful Cool test
is required or the affected characters will pause startled for
as long as the illusion lasts.  Characters who make the Cool
test charge on through the horde, though this will not dispel
the illusion for others.  A character who fails the Cool test
must then make a Leadership test or flee in panic (optionally
the Leadership rating of the character's commanding officer can
be used, if such an individual is near enough to give the order
to stand fast).

 DOUSING THE FLAME
 Spell Level: 2             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 2            Duration: 15 minutes

 By casting this spell on himself, a Ninja becomes resistant to
extreme heat, including natural fires.  He can still be harmed
by magical flame-based attacks, which cause half their normal
damage.  The protection afforded by this spell extends to the
caster's clothing and equipment.

 HIKARI
 Spell Level: 2             Range: 36 yards
 Magic Points: 5            Duration: 1 round
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 Ingredients: a flint-&-tinder

 The caster can cause a localised burst of flame to ignite at a
spot within 36 yards.  This has a Strength of 3 and a D4 is
rolled for the damage it does.  A flammable target suffering
more than five points damage will catch fire and continue to
burn even though the spell itself only lasts a few seconds.  An
entire discipline - hoka no jutsu - has grown up around the use
of this spell to spread confusion in an enemy camp.

 A flint-&-tinder is needed to cast this spell, but (like
most ingredients for Ninja spells) this is not used up in the
casting.

  * LEVEL THREE *

 KILLING TOUCH
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Touch
 Magic Points: 3            Duration: 5 minutes

 After casting this spell on himself, a Ninja has only to touch
a foe in order to cause the automatic loss of D12 Wound points.
Toughness and armour give no protection, with the exception of
magical armour which reduces the damage by 1 for each "plus".
The spell only works against the first person the Ninja touches,
and it fades if not used within five minutes.

 A WEAPON IN ALL THINGS
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Touch
 Magic Points: 3            Duration: 1 minute
 Ingredients: see below

 This spell must be cast on a small hand-held item such as a
flute, fan, scroll, length of cord, etc.  It has the effect of
transforming the item into a weapon with no damage modifier.
An attack made immediately after casting the spell will give
the Ninja automatic surprise if his opponent has not seen this
trick used before.

 RECOVERY
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 6            Duration: Instantaneous
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 By using this spell, the caster immediately recovers D6 Wound
points.  It works even if the caster is severely wounded, but
it will not cure the effect of any critical hits he has suf-
fered.  If the spell is miscast it does not cause the loss of
D6 Wound points.

 Alternatively the spell can be used to neutralise any toxin or
deleriant in the caster's bloodstream.  No Wound points are
restored in this case.

 NO OBSTACLES
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 5            Duration: 2D4 rounds

 The caster becomes insubstantial, and can then pass through
solid objects as though they did not exist.  He does not become
invisible.  While in this state he is unable to make any form
of physical or magical attack.  The effect extends to his
clothing and equipment equivalent to 25% of his encumbrance,
but not to very large possessions or to other creatures.  If
the spell expires while the caster is inside a soild object, he
takes D20 Wounds and is ejected from the object in a random
direction.

 FUKIBARI
 Spell Level: 3             Range: 6 yards
 Magic Points: 5            Duration: Instantaneous

 This enables the caster to blow a gout of flame from his mouth.
Anyone in a 120 degree arc within 6 yards of the caster will be
hit by this, suffering 2D4 Wounds with a Strength of 3.  This
may cause extra damage and ignite inflammable targets as per
the normal Warhammer rules.

 FOUL AIR
 Spell Level: 3             Range: 36 yards
 Magic Points: 10           Duration: 2D6 rounds

 This spell creates a pocket of foul air 24 yards in diametre,
centred anywhere within 36 yards.  Any character or creature in
this area must make a test based on Toughness x10 every round.
Failure means that the victim loses consciousness for a number
of hours equal to D8 +4 minus his Toughness, and will then be
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drowsy (all percentile characteristics reduced by 10) for a
further D6 hours.

 ARROW DODGING
 Spell Level: 3             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 7            Duration: 3D6 rounds

 This spell makes it likely that arrows and other projectiles
targeted at the caster will miss.  It effectively reduces the
BS of anyone shooting at him by a factor of five - so a bowman
with a BS of 90 would have only an 18% chance of hitting, for
instance.  Enchanted arrows and magical attacks are unaffected
by the spell.

 * LEVEL FOUR *

 CONFOUND FOE
 Spell Level: 4             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 10           Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: an egg of blinding powder (consumed by the spell)

 The caster must have the Hypnotise skill before he can learn
this spell.  It is identical to the Illusionist spell of the
same name and is used to deceive an opponent, effectively
causing the Ninja to blip back in time a few seconds and thus
negate any damage he sustained in the preceding round.  It can
be cast even if the damage in question was enough to kill the
Ninja: one moment he may appear to be lying at his enemy's feet
with his guts spilled across the ground, and in the blink of an
eye he will be standing again, mysteriously unharmed and ready
to resume the battle!

 MUSTER KI
 Spell Level: 4             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 5            Duration: 4 hours

 A character cannot learn this spell until he has the Kuji-no
In skill.  The spell enables him to increase one of his charac-
teristics for a time: a percentage characteristic is increased
by +15, while Strength, Toughness or Wounds can be increased by
+2.  There are four characteristics that cannot be enhanced by
this spell: Movement, Karma, Honour and Attacks.
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 TWO PLACES IN AN INSTANT
 Spell Level: 4             Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 18           Duration: 2D4 rounds

 A character must have the Shinobijutsu skill before he can
learn this spell (although admittedly you would be hard pressed
to find a fourth level Ninja who did not have Shinobijutsu).
It is the Ninja's version of Teleport.  The caster vanishes,
moving into another dimension from which which he can observe
"the floating world" (ie, reality) but is powerless to influence
events here.  He can return from that dimension to the place
where he vanished, or he can begin to travel.  Each round spent
travelling in the other dimension allows him to cover twice his
Movement score in miles.

 If the spell expires before the caster has left the other
dimension of his own accord, he is abruptly ejected from it
back into the real world.  This results in extreme disorienta-
tion, and requires him to make a Cool test to avoid blacking
out for a number of minutes equal to 10 minus his Toughness.

 FAVOURING
 Spell Level: 4             Range: Personal
  Magic Points: 15           Duration: 1 hour
 Ingredients: a flask of poppyseed oil

 This spell takes a minute or so to cast, as it requires the
Ninja to rub oil into his skin.  It sets up a magical stock of
1D8 +8 Wound points.  Whenever the caster takes damage, he can
draw points from this stock to heal himself.  Points can be
transfered from the stock to the caster's body at a maximum
rate of 3 Wounds per round.  Any results from critical hits
that the caster suffers are not healed - although the loss of
Wounds due to terminal bleeding, for instance, could be offset
for a time.

 PITCH DARKNESS
 Spell Level: 4             Range: 48 yards
 Magic Points: 10           Duration: 2D6 rounds

 This cannot be cast at all by day or on nights of the full
moon, and costs double the usual Magic Points if a gibbous moon
shows in the sky.  It creates an area of darkness within 48
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yards of the caster.  This area is 24 yards in diameter and
reduces visibility to zero for anyone except the caster and
other Ninja.  Within the area of darkness, creatures must move
either at quarter pace or at random.  No form of illumination
will penetrate the darkness - not even magical light.  Combat
is all but impossible for non-Ninja, as blinded characters
should be assumed have an effective WS of 5.

 DETONATION
 Spell Level: 4             Range: 12 yards
 Magic Points: 7            Duration: Instantaneous
 Ingredients: a loaded kakae ozutsu

 This spell requires the use of a kakae ozutsu - the Yamatese
hand-held mortar.  (Note that the kakae ozutsu is a specialist
weapon, and the caster must have the skill to use it before
learning this spell.)  It causes the weapon to release a power-
ful blast of energy that can be targeted any any individual or
group within 12 yards.  The gunpowder charge is used up, but
the mortar itself is not consumed in the spell.  Target restric-
tions apply just as for normal missile use.

 A Detonation spell will automatically hit its target.  If
fired into a group, 1-6 characters or creatures will be affect-
ed.  Each hit inflicts 1D12 Wounds at Strength 6.  Inflammable
targets take an additional 3D6 Wounds.

 Targets can try to dodge the blast; this requires an Initia-
tive test, and the victim takes only half damage if it is
successful.  Creatures that are subject to fear of fire or
gunpowder weapons must make the appropriate psychological test.
A target who is rigid with fear gets no chance to dodge the
blast, of course.

 HUMAN KITE
 Spell Level: 4                 Range: Personal
 Magic Points: 1 point/round    Duration: 1+ rounds
 Ingredients: a hito washi glider

 This spell allows the caster to fly.  A character wishing to
learn it must have the Karumijutsu skill.  Before casting it
the user must don a hito washi - a one-man glider consisting of
a kind of ribbed cape.
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 The spell only gives a low grade of aerial manoeuvrability.
It is possible to dive a vertical distance of 10 yards or climb
a vertical distance of 1 yard in a round.  In level flight the
caster must move between 8 and 20 yards per round.  While
diving he must move between 15 and 30 yards.  While climbing he
must move between 8 and 10 yards.  Turning in flight can only
be accomplished by wheeling, the radius of the wheel being half
the horizontal distance moved that round.

RELIGION

SHINTO

Shinto is the animistic religion indigenous to Yamato.  The
adherents of Shinto believe everything in nature possesses a
living force.  The Shinto faith thus deals with the spirits
which imbue everything in the world around us.  In many ways it
could be compared to the Old Faith of Western Druids, except
that Shinto has continued to co-exist alongside the more sophis-
ticated religion of Bukyo which was introduced to Yamato eight
hundred years ago.

Shinto involves worship of the Kami.  The word "kami" is some-
times translated as "god", but this does not necessarily give a
true picture to Westerners of what the Kami represent.  It may
be better translated by the Classical word "numen", indicating
an unseen spirit to which mortals respond with awe and venera-
tion.  There is a Kami for virtually every natural phenomenon
or thing - so there are countless Kami of Rocks, Streams, Hills,
Fields, and so on.  As well as this there are Kami of the home,
the hearth, the harvest and the family.  All of these must be
propitiated with regular ceremonies if the harmony of Yamato is
to be maintained.  Above the innumerable lesser Kami stand the
great Celestial Kami, who are directly equivalent to Old World
deities.  They include Nisodera (Godddess of the Sun), Sanobu
(God of Storms) and others.  Each priest of the Shinto religion
might be called on to perform a ritual to any Kami, but will
also focus on the worship of one of the Celestial Kami.

In contrast to clerics of the West, Shinto Priests do not have
to make an appeal to their god to advance in level.  However,
outstanding on will limit a Priest's progression (see Chapter
) Also the Priest must be free of defilement and have attained
a certain level of Honour.  Career progression is as for spe-
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cialist sorcerers in standard Warhammer (200 experience points
per level), and each level must be fully completed before going
on to the next.

Shinto Priests and Magic
Shinto Priests gain 2D8 magic points per level.  They can
acquire spells from a selection unique to each deity.  Spells
can only be learned when the Priest reaches the appropriate
level, at a cost of 100 experience points per spell.  The test
to acquire the spell is based on the average of the character's
Honour and Will Power, instead of just Will Power as in the
case of an Old World cleric.  The modifiers to the test are
unchanged from those given in Warhammer.  Similarly the limita-
tion on spell knowledge is the same as in the Old World: the
number of spells of levels 1-4 cannot exceed the character's
level times Will Power divided by 10.

Defilement
Certain actions and events are taboo to a Shinto Priest, caus-
ing him defilement.  When defilement is incurred it prevents
the Priest from using any magic or taking part in sacred ceremo-
nies until the defilement is cleansed.  Sources of defilement
are childbirth, menstruation, sexual intercourse, wounds,
illness and death.  Associating with affected persons or being
in a household where such a thing is occuring cause the Priest
to become polluted.  Note that this could conceivably happen
without his knowledge (if he stopped at a roadside inn where a
woman was giving birth, for instance) but affects him just the
same.  Shinto Priests avoid using weapons that might kill an
opponent: if they have to fight they will do so with staves, as
the defilement for inflicting a wound is less than for a fatali-
ty.  The time taken for a character to cleanse himself varies
according to the seriousness of the defilement, but frequently
involves a period of abstinence and seclusion of at least a
week.

Very serious defilement occurs if the Priest breaks certain
fundamental strictures of Shinto.  He must not defile holy
ground, either by stealing from a shrine or by conducting
worship when defiled.  If he encounters a Kami - not something
that should happen very often! - he must address it in a circum-
locutory manner.  The GM should require player-character
Priests to speak their petitions to Kami in order to enforce
this.  A character who says "I beg to ask if the Great Spirit
of the Mountain has decided to grant a boon to his servant" is
getting it right; someone who says "O Kami, will you grant me a
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boon?" has blundered his way into defilement.  Very serious
defilement is only cleansed by the passage of time (perhaps a
year) if it can be cleansed at all.  The offended Kami may also
set the Priest a task which will carry a very large On burden.

A character who chooses to leave the priesthood or who is
forced to by extreme defilement can never become a Shinto
Priest again.  He loses any spells learned along with magic
points resulting from his Priest career.  This is because the
spells and magical energy of a Shinto Priest really represent
low-level intercession for the use of Kami's powers.

Changing Deity
A Shinto Priest can choose at any time to alter the focus of
his worship from one deity to another.  For example, a Priest
of Nisodera might do this if offered employment by a Daimyo
whose clan-Kami is Juntoku.  (Most major clans claim a Celes-
tial
Kami as their patron or ancestral spirit, and clan-priests are
engaged to propititiate these Kami.)  Changing deity results in
the loss of any spells which are incompatible with the new
deity's canon.  Magic points are rerolled, as the Priest is now
being "loaned" divine energy from another source.  There is no
stigma attached to changing deity because the Great Kami really
have little interest in the career of one individual among all
their followers.  As far as they are concerned, a Priest switch-
ing in this way is just like an entertainer performing before a
different audience!

Strictures
Apart from the taboos, Shinto applies no strictures to its
priesthood.  It is a pristine faith, free of holy texts or
moral stipulations.  However, all Kami prefer to see mortals
acting honourably and respectfully: Priests who do not measure
up may be docked magic points or find their spells failing to
work at all.

PRIESTS OF OTHER RACES
The other intelligent races give ever greater prominence to
Shinto than humans do, because their forerunners were creatures
of Shinto folklore.  Some, particularly Shikome, chafe at the
effect Bukyo has has on their former pre-eminence in Yamato.
Shinto is their last refuge, as it were.

 Shojo
 Many Shojo could be considered Initiates of the Shinto faith.
Shojo never become full Priests, however, since they feel that
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respect for the Kami is something that everyone should experi-
ence personally.  Shojo often perform great festivals to please
the Kami - bouts of drinking, wrestling, archery, singing, and
so forth that can go on for days in the depths of the forest.

 Shikome
 Shikome are exclusively Shintoists, so it is possible for a
character of this species to become a Priest.  Most Shikome
spend part of their lives as Initiates so as to fulfil the role
of lay-priest, but in fact few choose to progress to full
Priest.  Those that do favour the slightly more sinister dei-
ties:              Shikome priests gain +3D6 magic points per
level instead of the usual 2D8.

 Kitsune
 Kitsune can also become priests, either in their true form or
within a human community.  Inari is the particular patron god
of foxes, and Kitsune who become his priests gain an extra D4
magic points per level on top of the regular 2D8.

[MISSING details of Shinto Priest career]

KAMI

TYPES OF KAMI
For the convenience of the game, Kami are divided into four
levels of power:

Lesser Kami are the most minor spirits of the pantheon.  Com-
pared to the Kami above them they have no great elemental force,
though their abilities are of course far beyond those of any
human.  Such Kami include the Kami of a household and the
subsidiary Kami attendent on on of the Local Kami.

A minor boon from one of these spirits is equivalent to one
+20% bonus on a test.  A standard boon is a one-use Elemental
or Druidic spell of level one.  A major boon might be a one-use
spell of level two or the option to bind the Kami into an item
(see Binding, below).  Boons from Lesser Kami have the advan-
tage that they can be used more or less anywhere in Yamato.
This is because these Kami are too minor to incur the hostility
that Kami sometimes feel towards others encroaching on their
territory.
Local Kami are the spirits of a particular mountain, forest,
etc.  Their minor boons consist of a +25% bonus to one test.  A
standard boon might be 1-3 uses of a skill or a spell of up to
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level two.  A possible major boon could be 1-6 uses of a skill
or a one-use spell of level three.  Spells granted will usually
be appropriate to the Kami - a Hedge of Thorns or Illusory
Woods in the case of a Forest Kami, for instance.  The boons
granted by a Local Kami must be used in the region under the
Kami's jurisdiction, which will usually be not more than six
miles from the shrine where the boon was granted.

Provincial Kami have a much greater authority.  Examples are
the Earthquake Kami of Oda Province, the Forest Kami of Hida
Province, etc.  Some are not limited to just one province, as
in the case of the Storm Kami of the Hinangi Straits, whose
powers apply to all coastal regions from Asahikawa Island to
the tip of the Goto Peninsula.  Provincial Kami command all
lesser Kami within their sphere of influence - so the Storm
Kami of a province would control all local storm spirits of
that province (such as the Storm Kami of Hishobi Mountain, say)
and would in their turn answer to the God of Storms, Sanobu.
Each province also has one Ujikami, who rules over all the
other Kami of the area and must be petitioned as though it were
a Celestial Kami.

Provincial Kami grant minor boons giving 1-6 bonuses of +25% on
relevant tests or 1-3 uses of a spell of up to level two.  A
standard boon is equivalent to 1-6 uses of a skill or 1-2 uses
of a level three spell.  For a major boon they will grant one
use of a level four spell or some other favour of similar value.

A boon from the Ujikami can be used to extract a boon from any
of its subject Kami.  The value of the boon increases by one
step for each lower rank of Kami approached in this way.  A
minor boon from the Ujikami can be exchanged for a standard
boon from one of the Local Kami, and so on.

Boons from a Provincial Kami must be used in the province where
the Kami has jurisdiction.

Celestial Kami are the great gods themselves.  The boons they
grant can be used throughout Yamato.  Minor boons will be
something like a one-use level three spell or 1-6 bonuses of
+35% on tests.  A standard boon gives 1-6 uses of a skill with
+15% on any roll that must be made for the skill (the character
is inspired by the Kami) or one use of a level four spell.
Major boons are at the GM's discretion and will doubtless
depend on whether the Kami deems the benefiting character to be
worthy.  Known examples of major boons include the possibility
of absolving a character of undischarged On (usually someone
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else, not the Priest himself!), granting lasting knowledge of a
skill for the purposes of a prolonged quest, giving advice or
information, or transporting the Priest and his companions
across great distances.  There are even one or two instances of
the dead being called back to life, but this is rarely granted
because heroic death is often regarded as a noble conclusion to
one's career.  In any case, sometimes a slain warrior is en-
shrined as a Kami by his descendents - from which status, a
return to life can only be a step backwards.

BOONS
In place of miracles granted to Bukyo Priests, Kami grant boons
which usually consist of the Kami manifesting its powers when
the worshipper needs them.  A character must be a Shinto Priest
in order to petition for a boon.  He can petition his own deity
and any Kami of Provincial level or below.  The procedure
involves character going to a shrine where the Kami is venerat-
ed and spending twelve hours praying.  This can only be tried a
maximum of once per week, and the character must pay 50 experi-
ence points for the privelige.  This represents the need to
build up one's worthiness before approaching the Kami.  After
the ceremony is complete, roll once on this table:

D100 roll     result
     01-10     error in the ritual causes defilement;
                   affronted, the Kami applies at -10% modifier
                   to all tests until the character is purified
      31-40     petition refused; no boon granted
      41-70     minor boon
      71-90     standard boon
       91+      major boon

    modifiers:   +5% per level
                 +1% per gold Koban or equivalent value
                           as offering to the Kami
                 +1% per ten points of Honour above 50
                 -1% per ten points of Honour below 50
                 -2% per point of undischarged On
                 -5% if petitioning a Local Kami
                 -10% if petitioning a Provincial Kami
                 -20% if petitioning a Celestial Kami

The exact form that boons take is usually a single or limited
use of skills or spells, or a bonus to one test.  The range of
possibilities is outlined in the next section.  Boons last
until the character needs them, whereupon he gets to use the
spell or skill that the Kami has granted him.

There is a limit to the number of unused boons that a character
can save up from each level of Kami at any one time.  This is
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equal to the character's Honour score divided by 20 in the case
of a Celestial or a Provincial Kami, by 10 in the case of Local
and Lesser Kami.  (Fractions are rounded to the nearest whole
number.)  A Priest with an Honour score of 51 could have five
boons from his deity, five boons from one or more Provincial
Kami, ten boons from Local Kami and ten from Lesser Kami.  Once
he has this many he cannot petition for further boons until he
has used up some of the unexpended ones.

Most boons are limited to the geographic area where the Kami
holds jurisdiction.  Celestial Kami, however, can grant boons
wherever a character goes - even beyond the shores of Yamato.
Provincial and Local Kami cannot do this because they are too
jealously territorial: a Kami who used its powers outside the
proper region would be treading on the resident Kami's toes, so
to speak.  However, it is possible for the Kami to do this if
they are given time for diplomacy amongst themselves first.  In
game-terms this means that a Priest can exchange a boon from a
Kami in one region for a boon from the equivalent Kami in other
region.  He must visit the first Kami's shrine before setting
out on his journey, and the second Kami's shrine on arrival.
The boon is exchanged at the cost of reducing its value by one
step (eg, from a major to a standard boon).  If you then return
home without having used the boon, it can be exchanged back to
the original Kami through the same procedure - again reducing
in value one step.  A minor boon cannot be switched from one
Kami to another, as it is already the simplest favour that a
Kami can grant.

Lesser Kami can usually manage to extend their influence
throughout the islands.  This is because they are not powerful
enough for the other Kami to take much notice of them.  However,
if you call on a boon from a Lesser Kami when out of its normal
vicinity (more than 6 miles from its shrine, say) then a Leader-
ship test must be made.  If this succeeds, the boon works as
usual.  If it fails, the Kami is too timid to infringe on
another Kami's jurisdiction and retreats back to its own locale.
The boon is not used up in this case, and can be called on
again at a later time.

TRADING BOONS
It is possible for two Priests to swap boons between one anoth-
er.  This often happens when one Priest arrives in an area and
wants to quickly build up favours among the Kami there.  It may
be necessary to bargain with local Priests for a trade - bear-
ing in mind that the newcomer is getting boons that can be used
locally, but in exchange he's offering boons that were peti-
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tioned for in another province.  Once a basis of trade is
agreed, both Priests involved visit the local shrine and de-
clare their exchange of boons before the Kami there.  Trading
boons with another character does not decrease their value.

EMBODYING KAMI
A major boon from one of the most minor Kami can sometimes
indicate that it has agreed to be embodied into an item.  The
Kami will only offer this to a Priest of fourth level, and must
have some reason for being well-disposed towards the Priest or
his friends.  (They might have driven an Oni out of the area,
or built a new shrine for the senior Local Kami.)  To succeed
in the embodiment process the Priest must make a Will Power
test at -20%.  If he fails, the Kami rejects him as unworthy
and he acquires a 2-point On as the stigma of failure.

Items that can have Kami embodied into them include katana,
demon-masks (mempo), armour, bows, arrows, ships, palanquins -
and any other item that seems appropriate and imaginative as a
home for the Kami.  Rules for the more common items are given
here; others can operate as the Gm wishes.

Swords:    A sword must usually be embodied with an ancestral
Kami of the character intending to wield it.  Note that the
Kami will not be a specific individual from among the charac-
ter's recent ancestors (who will either have been reincarnated
or gone to the Deep Land, depending on your beliefs) but a
minor spirit representing his family.  Any memory it may once
have had of being a distant ancestor will have been discarded
at the time of its apotheosis.
   The effect of the embodiment will be to transform the sword
into a magical weapon capable of striking monsters such as Gaki
and Shoryo.  On any round the Kami can exert its influence
either to change the wielder's attack roll by up to 10% or to
increase the dice used to roll damage from a D6 to a D8.  There
is also a 20% chance that the sword will display one or more
special abilities rolled for as per standard Warhammer rules.
   Naturally the Kami will demand a particularly fine katana to
honour with its presence.  It may also require the intended
wielder to be a person of suitably impressive skill - or of
suitably impressive social status.  Once the Kami is in the
sword it does not remain in telepathic contact with the wielder
in the manner of some "intelligent" magic weapons of the West.
Kami of even the most minor sort do not deign to converse with
mortals.  The sword owner (or anyone else picking it up) will
just be aware of "something very special" about the blade.
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Armour:    It is usual to embody either a lesser ancestral Kami
or a Kami of Health into armour.  It causes the armour to
become magical, with +3 armour points over the basic value for
the type.  Occasionally (about 20% of the time) there will be a
further property of the armour such as a +10% bonus to Magic
tests or a 2-point reduction in the Critical Value of any
critical hit the wearer takes.

Mempo:   Samurai wear mempo (demon-masks) into battle to terri-
fy their foes.  The wearer of a mempo that has had a Kami
embodied into it becomes truly frightening.  At all times that
he is facing enemies in combat, the mask effectively casts
Cause Cowardly Flight on them once a round.  This should be
treated as a gaze attack, as opponents who are not looking at
the mask cannot be frightened by it.

Bows:   Embodying a Kami into a bow causes it to become more
accurate, granting its user a +15% bonus to Ballistic Skill and
doubling the effective range.  There is also a 20% chance that
the bow will allow its user to see even in fog or darkness
(including the Ninja spell Pitch Darkness).

Robes:   Yamatese do not wear jewellery, but it is common for
warriors to adorn themselves in a peacock-array of resplendent-
ly colourful robes.  Such clothing may be very valuable, and it
can also embody a Kami.  Other everyday items can be used
instead of robes.  The god Kokushu used several magic scarves
of protection.  Kokushu's priests to this day continue to
embody Kami into scarves in imitation of their deity.  Even
items like paper fans or writing-brushes have been used.  The
drawback is that all these items are more perishable than
weapons or armour  but, equally, you are more likely to have
them with you when they're needed.  Properties of spirit-embod-
ied clothing, etc, will vary according to the GM's whim.
Kokushu's three magic scarves gave protection from poison,
disease and fire (he didn't wear all three at once, of course)
while the famous brocade regalia of the wizard Chu Feng-Shi
gave partial resistance to all magic missile spells.

THE SHINTO GODS

Shinto recognises a virtually infinite host of lesser Kami and
no small number of Celestial Kami.  Some of the leading deities
of the Shinto pantheon are described over the next few pages.
The GamesMaster is free to add others as required.
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A point worth mentioning is that there are no religious images
of the Kami.  Shinto Priests are sophisticated enough to see
that the myths of their deities can be taken as symbolic, and
that they are described in human terms to make them comprehensi-
ble to mankind.  A Priest of Nisodera imagines her as a feeling
of awe, not as a woman dwelling above the sky.  Some would even
suggest that the Kami are really concepts - idealized arche-
types of certain forces or kinds of behaviour, just as the
Enlighted One is seen in the Bukyo faith.  To the mass of the
common people, however, their deities are thought of in similar
terms to the gods of the Old World: immensely powerful human-
like beings.  Popular images thus depict the Celestial Kami in
human terms, though it is important to remember that such
depictions have no "official" accuracy.

Shinto Priests are not heirarchical.  The Emperor is officially
the Chief Priest of the Shinto faith, and is in fact the living
embodiment of a Kami.  However, he actually has no organisation-
al function and in fact will probably not even have any experi-
ence of the Priest career.  Shinto is based around independent
regional centres and the independent daily worship of rustic
communities.  Most clerics (the Initiates) function as lay-
priests, following other careers except when a local festival
requires them to adopt a priestly role.  Those few who enter
the career of full Priest may be employed by Daimyo or live at
one of the shrines of the Shinto faith.  This means that a
player-character may not always be able to revere the deity of
his choice.  The opportunity to do so depends on whether a
suitable shrine to the deity exists locally.

Remember that characters lose their spells and magic points if
they abandon the Priest career.  Changing to worship of a
different deity involves a period of switching to a new group
of spells.  Priests do not expect continual guidance or assist-
ance from Kami.  Skills they develop will vary according to
their own needs or those of the local community rather than
being specific to the worship of a given deity.

[List of gods MISSING.]

BUKYO

Bukyo is the other religion of Yamato.  Shinto and Bukyo are
not alternative doctrines which a character must choose between
- most Yamatese are adherents of both.  Shinto deals with mat-
ters of daily life and the natural world (harvests, the seasons,
storms and earthquakes, etc) while Bukyo deals with spiritual
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affairs.  The two do not conflict because they are not seen as
two dichotomous religions but as two completely different areas
of philosophy.  A fundamental distinction is that Shinto
Priests are often members of their community who intermediate
between men and Kami.  You do not have to join the priesthood
to be devoutly Shinto.  Bukyo Priests separate themselves from
the community in monasteries (though they do often travel about
doing good works).  The whole point in being serious about
Bukyo is that entering the priesthood becomes an inevitable
step; this is why many lords and courtiers enter monastic
orders after retiring from political life.  The Bukyo Priest is
not an intermediary between the faith and the worshipper, he is
himself the worshipper.

Bukyo originated in Hinduya and came to Yamato by way of Cathay.
It was originated by Amida Butsu, the Enlighten One, who was an
earthly prince who left his sheltered palace and was horrified
by the suffering he saw all around him.  He explained poverty
and sickness as the result of bad karma - misdeeds in previous
lives determining a person's current station in this life.  A
particularly selfish person could be reborn as an insect, while
someone who had lived past lives of great merit could be reborn
as a prince.  To escape from the rebirth cycle and escape
forever from the world of the flesh it is necessary to attain
the perfect state of Nirvana.  Amida proposed his Four Noble
Truths with this aim in mind:

1. To exist is to suffer.
2. The cause of suffering is earthly desire.
3. Nirvana is attained by extinguishing desire.
4. The path to extinguishing desire is through control of the

self, meditation and satori *.  (These correspond in game
terms to Toughness, Will Power and Cool.)

* Satori means a sudden intuitive flash in which the "truth" of
the world is understood.

Amida (more often referred to as "the Enlightened One") is not
really supposed to be a god, although the simpler people who
revere him do not always appreciate that fact.  He intended his
life as an example of how anyone can attain Nirvana: "Bukyo is
in you," he told his disciples.  In effect Bukyo has split into
two distinct faiths since its arrival in Yamato.  These are
Amida Bukyo and Zen Bukyo.  Priests of the two types differ
considerably, and after Initiate level these are treated as two
separate careers.
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AMIDA BUKYO

This form of Bukyo regards the founder of the faith, Amida, as
to all intents and purposes a god.  He can be prayed to and
will occasionally intervene to aid a worshipper.  This is
something like petitioning a Celestial Kami, except that Amida
never grants boons.  He manifests himself in the worshipper's
mind as a flash of inspiration that guides the worshipper out
of danger, or he might give the worshipper additional strength
to resist spells for a time.  It is never clear whether Amida
has actually rendered aid or whether the character has just
benefited from a miraculous manifestation of his faith.

Calling on Amida for aid requires at least one round in which
the character is free from distraction and able to intone the
sacred chant: "Namu Amida Butsu".  It should be a last resort
for use in real emergencies; the character must be in a situa-
tion where he is genuinely helpless unless Amida steps in to
help him.  To guarantee this, players should realise that if
they pray for aid and Amida declines to give it, this must be a
sign that their cause is hopeless.  The proper course in that
situation would be surrender, seppuku or whatever.  To struggle
on after even Amida has refused aid would be profane.

The chance of Amida intervening varies according to the worship-
per's familiarity with the correct rituals:

 worshipper         chance of intervention
 layman               1%
  Initiate             2%
  Priest level 1       4%
  Priest level 2       6%
  Priest level 3       9%
  Priest level 4      12%

The GM makes this roll on the player's behalf, so that the
question of whether Amida really intervened is never certain.

The degree of aid that Amida gives is determined by a D12 roll:

 D4 roll    aid given
    1-2     Divine Inspiration:  the character receives
                a clue or piece of advice.
     3-7     Divine Protection:  the character's chance of
               making any Magic test increases to 95% for
               the next 24 hours.
     8-11    Divine Potentiation:  the character gets the
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               equivalent of Zone of Steadfastness, Aura of
               Invulnerability and Strength of Mind all cast
               on him.  This lasts 1 hour.
      12     Divine Intervention:  Amida intervenes in a major
               capacity.  Such aid might involve: teleporting
               the character out of danger, absolving him of On,
               removing all personality disorders and Insanity
               Points, increasing his Karma by 1 point,
               returning a slain character to life, healing
               wounds, imparting a one-use skill, etc.

Amida Bukyo Priests and Magic
The Amida Bukyo sect has no unique magic.  There is nothing to
stop a character from studying magic, but it does not differ
from that available to ordinary mahotsukai (Wizards).  Some
Amida Monasteries include Shugenjutsu or Ninjutsu or their
curriculum, theoretically permitting a character in training
there to oscillate between the Priest and mahotsukai careers.
Abbots are always quite wary of allowing their monks to study
magic, though.  Spell-study interferes with time which could be
set aside for meditation and ritual - added to which it is not
always good for an impressionable mind to acquire control of
supernatural forces, as the temptation of bad Karma is ever
present.

The Segaki Rite
This ceremony is the rites for the dead in Yamatese doctrine.
Three priests are needed for a Segaki Rite; two ring bells
while the third chants the words of the Rite.  This only takes
a couple of minutes, but various preparations include the
setting up of an ihai (mortuary tablet) for the deceased with
offerings of fish, rice and clover arranged in bowls around it.
Incense must also be obtained.  In all, the Segaki Rite takes
about half a day.  Yamatese people believe that if the Rite is
not performed - or performed wrongly - then the deceased is not
free to go on to his next incarnation.  Such a spirit could
return to the world as a "hungry ghost" (gaki) or other horror.

Gaki and Yurei can be permanently laid to rest by Segaki Rite.
The Rite must be performed at the scene of the ghost's death or
in the area it is haunting.  The effectiveness depends on the
priest leading the ceremony - the one who does the chanting.
This is determined by first taking the Priest's Intelligence
plus 10% per level he has attained, then subtracting the spir-
it's Will Power.  This gives the percentage chance the Rite
will work.  If it does, the ghost is banished and will never
return.  If the Rite fails, the ghost will become enraged and
will visit the officiating priests on the next night, attacking
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them with frenzy.  If the priests survive they can attempt the
Rite again the next day, but each failure subtracts 10% from
the chance of success next time they try.  They must wait to
see if a Segaki Rite has worked before trying another, and the
test for success is made secretly by the GamesMaster.  (You
only find out you've bungled a Segaki Rite when you wake up
that night to see a ghost standing over you!)

The Sutras
The sutras are the sacred texts of Amida Bukyo.  (They are also
used in Zen Bukyo, but not treated quite as "holy books" in the
way the Amida sect view them.)  Contemplation of the sutras is
a means of awakening the Enlightened self inside yourself.
Some laypersons do not trouble to read the sutras themselves
but just pay a Priest to do it, and that gives some clue as to
the magical nature they are believed to possess.

By intoning the sutras it is possible to evoke results that
resemble spells.  The character must know the appropriate sutra,
of course, and must be able to recite from it uninterrupted.
He can walk around while doing this, but any severe distraction
(like being attacked) requires him to make an Intelligence-Cool
test to avoid getting it wrong.  Obviously it is impossible for
a character who knows spells to cast them at the same time as
reciting a sutra.  Once a sutra is interrupted the Priest must
intone for a full minute before the benefit is regained.  The
following sutras might be useful in an adventure:

 The Bamboo Sutra    Intoning this sutra gives a Zone of Warmth
of 3 yards radius, centred on the Priest.

 The Diamond Sutra    By intoning this a Priest gains partial
immunity to magic.  Any spell operating within 3 yards of him
has a chance of being dissipated by the sutra's magic.  A test
is made based on the Will Power of the spell's caster.  Failure
means that the spell is instantly cancelled out.

 The Evening Mist Sutra    This sutra gives the effect of a 3
yard radius Zone of Silence centred on the Priest.

 The Firefly Sutra    While intoning this sutra a Priest is
surrounded by a bright golden radiance equivalent to a lamp
(see the Light & Darkness rules on p76 of Warhammer).

 The Jade Sutra    Jade symbolises health and freedom from
ailments. While intoning this sutra, the Priest has a +10%
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modifier on Poison and Disease tests and continually regener-
ates 1 Wound per minute (up to his normal Wounds score).

 The Lotus Sutra    Because of the warding magic of the Asa-
hikawa Shrine, the threat of Chaos is seriously underestimated
in Yamato.  This is not true of other parts of the world, and
as Bukyo is an imported religion it includes methods of dealing
with Chaos creatures.  Intoning this sutra has the effect of
casting Cause Cowardly Flight on any Chaos creature that comes
within 3 yards of the Priest.

 The Myriad Leaves Sutra    A Priest who intones this sutra
becomes ethereal, exactly like the Elementalist spell described
in Warhammer.

 The Nirvana Sutra    This sutra deals with the transition of
the spirit to a perfect state beyond the floating world - that
is, reality.  Intoning it establishes a 3-yard radius Zone of
Sanctuary around the Priest.

 The Pure Land Sutra    This has the effect of a Vanish spell
affecting the Priest and one companion.  The affected charac-
ters remain in the "pocket dimension" for as long as the Priest
keeps chanting the sutra.  Remember that, like all sutras, this
does not take effect until the Priest has been intoning it for
a full minute.

Sutras can only be used as long as a character remains an Amida
Bukyo Priest.  They are not forgotten if the character changes
careers, they just do not have any magical effect anymore.

ZEN BUKYO
Zen rejects the theism implicit in Amida Bukyo.  In Zen, truth
cannot be expressed in the form of philosophy.  Nirvana itself
is seen as a state of mind ("no-mind" is the Zen expression) to
be attained here in the real world, not in the supposed Western
Paradise of Amida Bukyo.

Zen Priests meditate and use koan to reach Satori.  (A koan is
a phrase or question without any logical answer, intended to
disengage the intellect so that the whole self can intuit the
truth.)  Others have found their own Zen paths to Enlighten-
ment: in calligraphy, the martial arts, haiku poetry, manual
work, painting and the Tea Ceremony.  Zen has shaped all of
these pursuits in Yamato, bringing a holistic concept of intent
and action as one.  This can be seen both in the swift strokes
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with which a scholar writes a Cathan character and in the
unhesitating courage of a samurai about to die.  Zen's encourag-
ment of spartan discipline appeals to Yamato's warrior elite.
They patronise the great Zen Monasteries and it is not uncommon
to find a Daimyo who has entered a monastic order.

Pomp and ceremony are worthless.  Zen eschews traditionalist
attitudes and believes that action is superior to words -
living one's life is superior to espousing a philosophy.  The
aim in Zen is to reach a point where artifice is stripped away
from actions, leaving a pristine natural state in which the
Inner Self and the Outer Self are one.  A story may illustrate
this:

  Zanshin was a Initiate who did not yet understand Zen.  He
went to ask the famous warrior Fukemasa to teach him kenjutsu.
For a year Zanshin was just made to carry heavy pitchers of
water from one lake to another.  At last he went to Fukemasa
and said, "I came here to learn swordfighting, but all I have
done is chop wood; I haven't even held a sword."
     Fukemasa took him into the dojo and told him to practice
walking around the mat without missing a step.  Zanshin did
this, but after a year his patience ran out again.  "After
pouring water from one lake to another I have been made to walk
endlessly without getting anywhere," he complained to Fukemasa.
"When will you teach me swordfighting?"
     The master looked at him and replied:  "You have not
poured a lake back into the ground, you have poured its weight
into your muscles.  You have not walked without getting any-
where, you have walked to a new self with proper stance.  Now
follow me."  He took Zanshin up into the hills to a ravine
spanned by a fallen tree.  "Walk on," said Fukemasa.  But
Zanshin, seeing the drop below him, stepped back in fright.
Fukemasa shook his head.  "You have spent the last year walking
along the edge of the dojo mat, round and round until your
balance and gait are flawless.  This tree-trunk is wider than
the edge of the mat, so where is the obstacle that stops you
from crossing?  Walk on!"
     Zanshin achieved Satori at that instant.  He understood
that all obstacles were within himself, and he walked across
the tree without a thought.  From that day on he was one of the
most skilful swordsmen in all Yamato.

Zen Bukyo Priests and Magic
There is no magic taught exclusively within the Zen faith.  A
character who learned magic before becoming a Zen Priest does
not forget the spells he knows, but he might find he makes use
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of them less and less.  This is because magic is an artificial
distraction which lures the true self back from the brink of
Enlightenment.  By using magic, a person is adding a extra
layer of false reality to the world.  Each spell he casts
focuses his thoughts on the concept of his spirit controlling
nature, while the ideal of Zen is the other way around.

Zen Priests seek to escape the constraints of reality.  Since
magic is only "shadow-reality", the practice of Zen allows a
character to move beyond the effects of magic even before he
has reached Enlightenment.  Every Zen Priest of level one or
higher acquires an intrinsic resistance to supernatural effects,
and he will retain this resistance as long as he stays a Zen
Priest.  The percentage chance that a spell will simply have no
effect on the Priest is equal to his Cool score.  (Even if the
Cool test fails and the spell does strike the character, he
still gets a Magic test to resist it as anyone else would.)
This immunity does not apply just to spells but to any attack
that the GamesMaster deems supernatural - including the paralys-
ing gaze of a Hannya, attacks from any ethereal creature such
as a Yurei or Gaki, etc, etc.

By the same token, students of Zen do not find it difficult to
deal with supernatural creatures.  Since they spend much of
their time trying to banish reality, disposing of unreal mon-
sters is relatively straightforward.  In combat, a Zen Priest
always has a chance of wounding a creature even if it would
normally only be affected by enchanted weapons.  This is again
decided by a Cool test, with success indicating that the
Priest's attack did damage to the being just as though it were
any normal creature.

Zen Masters have a 100% immunity to magic and are always able
to wound ethereal/supernatural creatures.  This is because all
Zen Masters have a Cool of 100.

Zen and Insanity
Zen is about "keeping an open mind".  Personality disorders
arise because of disparity between the way the individual
perceives the world and the way the world actually is.  By
meditating, Zen adherents are able to remove Insanity Points
and rid themselves of personality disorders.  The time taken to
remove Insanity Points is one point per month of meditation (at
least six hours a day).  The same period can be used to convert
a disorder into 6 Insanity Points, which can then be removed by
further meditation.
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Zen Masters are immune to psychology rules and cannot acquire
Insanity Points.  This is because they have achieved true
realisation of the fact that nothing is real, and thus nothing
can perturb the perfect calm of a Zen Master.

Proselytising
Zen Priests have the ability to explain the Zen way to others,
steering them on the path to Enlightenment.  This is called
proselytising.  The chance of success is determined by a test
based on the Zen Priest's Cool minus the other's Will Power.
The individual is not immediately converted to Zen Bukyo, but
may be disturbed by nagging doubts as he (or she, or it) begins
to contemplate these matters.  This is often used on a monster
like an Oni, because the Oni will be sufficiently affected by
what it learns of Zen to realise that its wicked life is merely
chaining it to the harshness of reality.  Some famous Zen
Priests have convinced ghosts to abandon haunting an area by
this method.

ZEN MASTERS
A character becomes a Zen Master by acquiring the Zen Enlighten-
ment skill and making the appropriate dice roll.  (See Skills
in the Players' Section.)  After achieving Enlightenment the
character is changed forever.  Whatever careers he now goes on
to pursue, he will do so with the fundamental outlook of one
who is Enlightened.

People sometimes imagine that Amida is a kind of god, ruling
the Pure Land, or Western Paradise, where those who reach
Enlightenment go after they die.  Zen Masters realise that
Enlightenment has nothing to do with a paradise in the next
life: it is a here and now experience.  The literal teaching of
Amida was that Enlightenment frees the individual from continu-
al reincarnation, but another way of interpreting this is that
it frees you from the trap of living always in the past or
future.  Zen Masters live each moment as it happens, and are
able to face any situation without a qualm.

The Initiative and Cool scores of a Zen Master immediately
increase to 100.  His Will Power and Fellowship increase to 80
if not already that high.  He has an intrinsic 100% immunity to
magic derived from his Cool score (see Zen Bukyo & Magic),
meaning that creatures like Kami have no power to affect him in
any way.  He can wound beings like Yurei even with a nonmagical
weapon (or his bare hands).  His Honour becomes 0 - not indicat-
ing wickedness, but his freedom from society's meaningless
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constraints.  He immediately gains the Haragei skill if he
doesn't have it already.

Zen Masters lose all Insanity Points, personality disorders and
On when they become Enlightened.  They are immune to psychologi-
cal effects and cannot acquire Insanity Points in future.  They
are not dour superhumans, though.  Zen is aesthetic, and Zen
Masters are constantly seeing the beauty and humour in everyday
life.  It could be said that Zen Masters do not take life too
seriously.  A Master might help you fight off the Chaos-forces
of Ranryu, but he would not sit in the inn the night before
fretting about the awfulness of the situation.  Action is all,
words are nothing.

Zen Masters rarely use magic.  They do not invoke Kami for aid
because they see Kami merely as poor spirits tied to a place or
event because of earthly attachment.  (Zen Masters share the
sense of wonder that a Shinto Priest feels when contemplating
the Kami of a mountain valley, lake, and so on.  But they
recognise that it is the beauty of the scenery itself, not its
immanent spirit, that they are responding to.)  They do not
call on Amida even if they were originally Amida Priests, as
they know that he can give no aid that they cannot provide for
themselves.  They do not use the sutras as magical rituals,
knowing it is the teaching contained in the sutras - the guid-
ance they provide - that is the true magic.

Can player-characters function as Zen Masters?  Not really; to
give a convincing portrayal of a Zen Master a player would
virtually have to be Enlightened himself.  The GamesMaster
could allow a player who is personally interested in Zen to
keep his character even after Enlightenment, but on the whole
Zen Masters should be NPCs.  Many are not "adventurers" in any
case - they might go on to become poets, farmers or carpenters.

[MISSING details of Bukyo Priest career, skills, etc]

[MISSING section on Ryobushinto.]
This story by Lafcadio Hearn illustrates the intermingling of Shinto and
Bukyo in Yamatese life.

The Story of Umetsu Chubei

UMETSU CHUBEI was a young samurai
of great strength and courage. He
was in the service of the Lord Tomura
Judayu, whose castle stood upon a lofty hill in
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the neighborhood of Yokote, in the province of
Matsu. The houses of the lord s retainers formed
a small town at the base of the hill.

Umetsu was one of those selected for night -
duty at the castle-gates. There were two night-
watches ; the first beginning at sunset and
ending at midnight ; the second beginning at
midnight and ending at sunrise.

Once, when Umetsu happened to be on the
second watch, he met with a strange adventure.
While ascending the hill at midnight, to take his
place on guard, he perceived a woman standing
at the last upper turn of the winding road leading
to the castle. She appeared to have a child
in her arms, and to be waiting for somebody.
Only the most extraordinary circumstances could
account for the presence of a woman in that
lonesome place at so late an hour ; and Umetsu
remembered that goblins were wont to assume
feminine shapes after dark, in order to deceive
and destroy men. He therefore doubted whether
the seeming woman before him was really a
human being; and when he saw her hasten
towards him, as if to speak, he intended to
pass her by without a word. But he was too
much surprised to do so when the woman called
him by name, and said, in a very sweet voice :
"Good Sir Umetsu, to-night I am in great
trouble, and I have a most painful duty to per
form : will you not kindly help me by holding
this baby for one little moment?" And she
held out the child to him.

Umetsu did not recognize the woman, who
appeared to be very young: he suspected the
charm of the strange voice, suspected a super
natural snare, suspected everything ; but he
was naturally kind ; and he felt that it would
be unmanly to repress a kindly impulse through
fear of goblins. Without replying, he took the
child. " Please hold it till I come back," said
the woman : "I shall return in a very little
while." " I will hold it," he answered ; and
immediately the woman turned from him, and,
leaving the road, sprang soundlessly down the
hill so lightly and so quickly that he could
scarcely believe his eyes. She was out of sight
in a few seconds.

Umetsu then first looked at the child. It was
very small, and appeared to have been just born.
It was very still in his hands; and it did not
cry at all.

Suddenly it seemed to be growing larger. He
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looked at it again. ... No: it was the same
small creature ; and it had not even moved.
Why had he imagined that it was growing
larger ?

In another moment he knew why ; and he
felt a chill strike through him. The child was
not growing larger ; but it was growing heavier.
... At first it had seemed to weigh only seven
or eight pounds : then its weight had gradually
doubled tripled quadrupled. Now it could
not weigh less than fifty pounds ; and still it
was getting heavier and heavier. ... A hundred
pounds ! a hundred and fifty ! two hundred !
. . . Umetsu knew that he had been
deluded, that he had not been speaking with
any mortal woman, that the child was not
human. But he had made a promise; and a
samurai was bound by his promise. So he kept
the infant in his arms ; and it continued to grow
heavier and heavier . . . two hundred and fifty !
three hundred ! four hundred pounds ! . . .
What was going to happen he could not imag
ine ; but he resolved not to be afraid, and not
to let the child go while his strength lasted. . . .
Five hundred! five hundred and fifty! six
hundred pounds ! All his muscles began to
quiver with the strain ; and still the weight
increased. ..." Namu Amida Butsu ! " he
groaned " Namu Amida Butsu ! Namu
Amida Butsu!" Even as he uttered the holy
invocation for the third time, the weight passed
away from him with a shock ; and he stood
stupefied, with empty hands, for the child had
unaccountably disappeared. But almost in the
same instant he saw the mysterious woman re
turning as quickly as she had gone. Still pant
ing she came to him ; and he then first saw
that she was very fair ; but her brow dripped
with sweat; and her sleeves were bound back
with tasuki-cords, as if she had been working
hard.

" Kind Sir Umetsu," she said, " you do not
know how great a service you have done me.
I am the Ujikami of this place; and to-night
one of my Ujiko found herself in the pains of
childbirth, and prayed to me for aid. But the
labor proved to be very difficult ; and I soon
saw that, by my own power alone, I might not
be able to save her : therefore I sought for
the help of your strength and courage. And
the child that I laid in your hands was the child
that had not yet been born; and in the time
that you first felt the child becoming heavier
and heavier, the danger was very great, for
the Gates of Birth were closed. And when you
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felt the child become so heavy that you despaired
of being able to bear the weight much longer,
in that same moment the mother seemed to be
dead, and the family wept for her. Then you
three times repeated the prayer, Namu Amida
Butsu! and the third time that you uttered
it the power of the Enlightened One came to our
aid, and the Gates of Birth were opened. . . .
And for that which you have done you shall be
fitly rewarded. To a brave samurai no gift can
be more serviceable than strength : therefore,
not only to you, but likewise to your children
and to your children s children, great strength
shall be given."

And, with this promise, the divinity disappeared.

Umetsu Chubei, wondering greatly, resumed
his way to the castle. At sunrise, on being
relieved from duty, he proceeded as usual to
wash his face and hands before making his
morning prayer. But when he began to wring
the towel which had served him, he was sur
prised to feel the tough material snap asunder
in his hands. He attempted to twist together
the separated portions ; and again the stuff
parted like so much wet paper. He tried to
wring the four thicknesses; and the result was
the same. Presently, after handling various ob
jects of bronze and of iron which yielded to his
touch like clay, he understood that he had come
into full possession of the great strength promised,
and that he would have to be careful thence
forward when touching things, lest they should
crumble in his fingers.

On returning home, he made inquiry as to
whether any child had been born in the settle
ment during the night. Then he learned that
a birth had actually taken place at the very
hour of his adventure, and that the circum
stances had been exactly as related to him by
the Ujikami.

The children of Umetsu Chubei inherited their
father s strength. Several of his descendants
all remarkably powerful men were still living
in the province of Matsu at the time when this
story was written.

CREATURES
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This chapter lists many of the creatures of Yamato.  Naturally
such a listing can never be exhaustive because every encounter
should ideally be unique in some way.  This is particularly
true of supernatural encounters, as anyone who has adventured
in Yamato or knows anything of its folklore will realise that
no two goblins or ghosts are ever quite the same.

Some basic types of creatures can be identified for the purpos-
es of the game.  But remember that whenever terminology is used
it is for the convenience of the GM.  No-one has ever attempted
anything like a zoological study of Yamato's creatures (!) and
the names given to various supernatural types can be imprecise
and interchangeable.  A player-character would not be wrong in
referring to a Shoryo as a "bakemono", or a Gaki as a "yurei".
In fact it is very desirable for player-characters to be con-
fused over terms that are established for game-convenience.
The supernatural environment of Yamato is not subject to abso-
lute predictability.

Some creatures have weaknesses.  This is fortunate, because the
monsters of Yamato are every bit as powerful and misanthropic
as the monsters of the Old World.  However, such weaknesses are
not common knowledge.  Player-characters can only exploit
creatures' weaknesses if they have Bukyo or Shinto Doctrine and
make an Intelligence test to remember what they were taught.
Simply because a player has read the special rules entry for a
creature does not justify his or her character knowing anything
about the creature.  There should be no need for the GM to
remind players of this.  (Of course, once a character has seen
first-hand how to deal with a specific creature - ie, in the
course of an adventure - it is allowable for the player to
demonstrate this knowledge in future encounters.)

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++
ONI

The Oni are the demons or ogres of Yamato.  They reside in Yomi
no-kuni (the Land of Darkness) which is the Shinto underworld.
However, many Oni have left Yomi-no-kuni to take up residence
in areas of Yamato and terrorize the local human populace.
Generally they are cruel and malevolent beings, revellling in
the suffering of others.  They are greedy, money-grabbing,
lustful and like consuming vast amounts of sake, in between
bouts of tormenting the innocent.  Nevertheless, the occasional
Oni has been known to become converted to Bukyo.  These
"reformed characters" are recognizable as their horns have been
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sawn off and they travel around in old rags, begging for scraps
with as much humility as any human priest.

There are many types of Oni, varying greatly in power and
strength.  They can be pink, red, blue, grey or green in colour,
often of a very startling hue which might lead to them being
mistaken for a painted statue until the Oni moves.  Most have
horns and a few have three eyes (with the third eye either in
the centre of the forehead or in the back of the head).  They
have three fingers and toes and some can fly - although they
seldom use this ability, probably from a fear of heights or out
of laziness.  They can also be of giant size.  Their faces are
fierce and frightening and ugly as sin.  Appearance is left up
to the GM, as it can be quite divergent (some Oni have the
heads of bulls or horses, others are more humanlike) - a charac-
ter can never be sure about what it is he is facing.  Most Oni
are unhygenic, dresed in filthy food stained robes or bits of
rusty armour.  Many sport tiger-skin loin cloths, as there is
an ancient enmity between Oni and tigers.  Not all are quite so
loathsome and coarse, however.  A few Oni have been reported
that appeared educated and well-spoken, and all seem at least
vaguely aware of their own shortcomings.

Some Oni are fond of human flesh.  Most are partial to female
humans - but not to eat!  Broadly speaking, there are three
main types: Lesser Oni, Oni, and Dai-Oni.  They are not subject
to instability but are subject to psychological effects.
Although dimly conscious of their wickedness, most Oni will
respond with ferocity towards anyone pointing it out - it is a
tiny minority who listened to a priest, were swayed by his
words, and began a life of repentance.

Lesser Oni

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP  Fel
5   48   36   5   3  12  50   2    80   65    45   55   70   21

Magic Points: 3D6

Lesser Oni cause fear in all living creatures under 10ft high.
25% of them have the ability to fly as a Lander.  Their pre-
ferred weapon is an iron mallet, but at a pinch any weapon
including a tree branch will do.  Lesser Oni know all the Petty
Magic spells of standard Warhammer and can cast these without
ingredients.  One Oni in six will also know 1D20 Battle Magic
spells (again, as per Warhammer) selected from any of the four
levels.
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15% of all Lesser Oni get a single 1D6 roll on the Oni Special
Ability table (see below).

"Standard" Oni

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   65   55   6   5  16  60   2    85   75    50   65   75
14

Magic points: 4D6

40% of Oni have the ability to fly as Landers.  Their preferred
weapon is a large iron spiked Tetsubo.  Oni know all Petty
Magic spells and from 10% to 100% of all Battle Magic spells.
These should be selected from the lists in the Warhammer rule-
book, and can be cast without ingredients.  25% of them will
know other spells, rolled randomly: 1-4 spell levels of either
Mabaroshi, SHugenja, Taoist or Ninja spells.  (An Oni will
never know spells of more than one Mahutsakai class.)  In
addition, 60% of all Oni know the following Taoist spells;

Many Oni (perhaps 75%) can assume human shape at will twice a
day, for up to 6 hours at a time, and may impersonate humans
they have seen before.  To notice that someone is in fact an
Oni in disguise requires a test based on half the character's
Intelligence.  This will tell a character that there is some-
thing very odd about the person.  Following this with another
successful test will enable the character to guess the truth.
Characters with Bukyo doctrine know a little more about Oni
(they came to Yamato along with the first Bukyo priests) and
can make the Intelligence test at their normal chance.  All
these tests must be rolled secretly by the GM, as failure
should leave the player suspecting nothing.  Optionally, the
test can be adjusted up or down according to whether the player
notices any deliberate "clues" that the GM slips in.

50% of Oni are able to become invisible at will, three times a
day for up to an hour at a time.  However, they will make a lot
of noise whilst invisible because Oni are invariably loud and
clumsy creatures.  Bukyo priests of the 2nd level or above can
always see invisible Oni.
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They cause fear in all living creatures under 10ft tall.  Oni
have 1D3 rolls of a D8 on the Oni Special Ability Table.  They
are generally gregarious beings that like to lord it over
lesser oni, and especially humans.  In the floating world (ie,
Yamato) you may find an Oni living in a small palace in the
countryside, usually in some secluded mountain or forest, with
several lesser Oni as his henchman.  (One common theme is the
terrorised villagers in search of brave heroes to rid them of
the local Oni band.  Equally common is the scenario of the
terrorised villagers who direct would-be heroes straight into
an Oni ambush so as to avoid ending up in the larder them-
selves.)

Oni of Pestilence
Some Oni are able to spread disease.  These "Oni of Pestilence"
are believed by many to be attended by invisible plague-spirits,
so that characters that come within 10ft of one must make a
test based on Toughness x10 or contract the Black Plague.  Oni
of Pestilence usually wear red to signify their "role in life".
They have the powers of ordinary Oni but may additionally cause
pestilence once a day (either Red Pox or Black Plague) by
infecting a well or spring.

Dai-Oni

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
6   85   75   7   7  30  90   2    89   89    79   89   89
60

Magic Points: 5D6

Dai-Oni, or Ogre Kings, command the other Oni - and are rarely
disobeyed!  These beings tend to be more refined and educated
than the average Oni, but there are exceptions of remarkable
coarseness and vulgarity.  Dai-Oni know all Petty Magic and
Battle Magic spells.  They also know all Taoist spells except

A Dai-Oni may also know Shugenja, Ninja or Mabaroshi spells.
Roll 1D4-1 for the number of Mahutsakai classes they can select
from.  Spell knowledge will range from 1st to 4th level (roll
D4).  75% of Dai-Oni can fly as Landers.  Dai-Oni can
shapechange and turn invisible just as Oni can.  The test to
see through a Dai_oni's disguise is based on one-third of a
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character's Intelligence (one-half if he has Bukyo Doctrine).
Bukyo priests must be at least 3rd level to see an invisible
Dai Oni.  Dai-Oni can also assume animal form.  They roll 1D3
times with a D10 on the Oni Special Abilities Table.  Dai-Oni
may be encountered wearing full samurai armour with dai-sho
(two swords) but this is rare.  More usually they wear some
hideous raiment such as blood-soaked tigerskin robes and a
necklace of human skulls.  They will always have some form of
armour, even if only made of lacquered wood (absorbs 1 point of
damage).

Dai-Oni mostly reside in Yomi, but when they get bored they may
set up a "summer palace" somewhere in Yamato along with a court
comprising shades from Yomi, captive mortal slaves and other
Oni.

They cause fear in all living creatures under 10ft tall and may
cause terror at will once a day.

All Dai-Oni have the skill of

�M�H
  ONI SPECIAL ABILITY TABLE

  1:  Has one martial skill (eg, Kenjutsu) of GMs choice.
  2:  Causes infected wounds.
  3: When hit, has 25% chance of rusting a non-magical weapon
to uselessness instantaneously.
  4:  Regenerates 1 Wound point each round unless at 0 or less.
  5: Great speed allows one extra attack each round.
  6:  Hideous appearance causes terror in creatures under 10'
tall.
  7: Gaze attack stuns opponents for 2D6 rounds.
  8: 1D6 martial skills of GMs choice.
  9: 40% chance that  any spell which the Oni resists will
reflect back on the caster.
  10:  Can grow to enormous size for 2-12 rounds once a day:
this increases Strength by 3 and doubles Wounds.
�P�G

SAMEBITO______________________________________________________
__

The Samebito is a creature of Chaos and is half-shark, half-man.
They live in Ryugu, the undersea chaos-realm in the coastal
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waters of Shompo.  Although quite intelligent in their actions,
their shark-like mentality makes them appear dull-witted and
insane in conversation.  They feast on human flesh whenever
they can, and love to raid the coastal villages of Yamato for
weapons, tools, sake and the pure joy of killing and pillaging.
On these raids they carry spears and sometimes wear light
armout.  They possess the killer instincts of a man-eating
shark combined with the practical reasoning ability of man.
They are organized with their own leaders but the whole race
serve the Hachi-dai-ryo-o - the Eight Great Dragon Kings of
Ryugu - who in turn serve the Chaos gods, the Ranshin.

Physique:  The samebito has the webbed and fish-scaled body of
a man, and the head of a shark.  Commonly they are as black as
ink, with luminous emerald eyes, as empty and soulless as the
eyes of an ordinary shark.  They are about human height but
always very powerfully built.

Psychological Traits:  When underwater, they are immune to fear
or terror.  All Samebito are subject to frenzy if they taste
blood.

Special Rules:  Samebito make two attacks a round: one bite and
one weapon attack.  When underwater the samebito gets an addi-
tional bite attack per round.  Characters actually fighting
underwater will suffer -25 to WS (-15 if using a thrusting
weapon like a yari) and -2 to all damage rolls.  Iniative will
be at -15 and move at -2.  Those with Tachi-oyogi can reduce
those penalties by half or ignore them altogether, at the GM's
option.  (Needless to say, Samebito are in their element under-
water and suffer no penalties.)  Samebito have a Move of 6
underwater, and Dexterity is increased to 39.  A few specimens
of this species (maybe one in a hundred) have the Strongman
ability.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
4/6 40  10    5   5   8  30  2/3 29/39  29    29   29   29
21

KYOJIN
Kyojin is the Yamatese word for giant.  In many respects Orien-
tal giants are the same as their Old World counterparts.  They
are belligerent, dull-witted and frequently drunk.  The story
of Raiko and Shutendoji illustrates a "typical" Kyojin.
   Shutendoji, whose name means Huge-Drunken-Boy, was a power-
ful Kyojin who had set himself up as chief of a band of robbers
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and oni.  By day he was threatening enough, but after sunset he
became subject to frenzy, and it was then that he led his men
out to raid and riot.
   The Emperor, hearing of this execrable band of monsters,
dispatched Raiko and his companions to destroy them.  Knowing
that fear of Shutendoji might lead the local peasants to inform
on them, they travelled in disguise as Bukyo priests.  Their
armour and weapons were hidden in the alms-boxes they carried.
On their way up to the ruined castle where Shutendoji had his
lair, they met with a mysterious old man whom Raiko guessed
(correctly) to be an earthly manifestation of the Ujikami of
the region.  The Ujikami told Raiko how to concoct a powerful
drug which could not be tasted when mixed with wine.  After
this it guided them to a stream where they met an woman weeping
over the body of her daughter, who had been slain by the Kyojin
and her body sucked dry.  She showed them the path up to the
castle and (disgracefully in view of the poor woman's bereave-
ment) the heroes all danced in glee at the thought of the
battle to come.
   At the castle, still in their guise as priests, they were
admitted and made welcome by Shutendoji's followers.  Even the
outlaws who had originally been human had become oni by now
because of their wickedness and diet of human flesh, and all
were eager to devour these "priests" as soon as they had been
fattened up.  Shutendoji treated them to a banquet, but Raiko
was able to drug the wine and before long the Kyojin and all
his gang were asleep.  As night fell, the already vast and
cretinous
appearance of Shutendoji began to alter: he seemed to become
even bigger, and a purple mould crept across his skin.  The
heroes surveyed the situation after donning their armour, and
Raiko decided that the rope they had brought would not be
enough to restrain such a mighty Kyojin.  Fortunately one of
the captive ladies whom the outlaws kept as serving-wenches
happened to possess a length of magical silk, and this seemed
to do the job fine.
   Raiko and his men thought they had already triumphed, but
this was not so.  When Raiko struck off Shutendoji's head with
his sword, it awoke and flew at him like the head of a rokuro
kubi.  While he fought it off, his comrades slashed desperately
at the massive body which was struggling to its feet in spite
of the silk bonds.  Fortunately it could not break the silk
with all its strength, so Raiko's retainers cut it to pieces
and then rushed to help their lord.  Once the head too was cut
in half and tossed into the fireplace, the heroes slew the
remaining monsters in their sleep and thus restored peace and
prosperity to the region.
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   The profile given below is for a 12' tall Kyojin.  Bear in
mind, as with the story of Kyojin, that they may have further
demoniacal powers.  Though not numerous these days (Raiko and
his men accounted for quite a few), Kyojin are still found all
over Yamato inhabiting out of the way mountainous areas and
forests.  Many Ran-no-Kyojin (Chaos Giants) live on Shompo
Island.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
6   35   25   9   9  36  20   7    14   60    15   27   27
35

HITOHIYO
The Hitohyo is a were-leopard.  They are normal were-creatures
as per the Warhammer Bestiary, and all rules given there for
were-creatures apply to Hitohiyo also.  In addition, the Hitohi-
yo only takes half damage from blunt or stabbing weapons
(unless magical) when in animal form and continually regener-
ates 1 Wound per round as long its current Wounds score is not
down to zero or less.
   The Hitohyo will change to leopard form 1-4 times a month,
either at will or involuntarily.  If the temperature drops to
freezing a Hitohyo in leopard form will immediately revert to
were (human) form.  The profile here is for the animal form;
the rest of the time standard human characteristics apply.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
8   41    0   5   4   9  35   3    -    10    15   43   43    -

Footnote:  The Hitohiyo is in fact the only Yamatese variety of
were-creature.  Indigenous shapechangers like Kitsune are
actually not weres, but animals with the ability to transform
into people.

TATSU
Dragons, the oldest and most majestic of the world's inhabit-
ants, have been regarded with a mixture of awe and terror since
Man first learned to tell stories.  Various names have been
used for them - dragon, drakul, worm, etc.  In Yamato they are
known as Tatsu.  There are many types of Tatsu, most of which
are regarded as being almost equivalent to Kami.  As creatures
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associated with the element of Water (mizu) they are credited
with looking after the rains or rivers and so on.  People are
aware, however, that Tatsu are not actually spirits but are
physical creatures with specific form.  This form is a sinuous
scaled reptilian with four three-clawed limbs.  Very few have
wings, but all Tatsu can fly or "run through the air" in any
case (counting as Swoopers).  All Tatsu are horned and have a
"beard" of spiky tendrils.  They vary in personality: some are
good and kindly, others evil and rapacious.  They do not hoard
treasure like western dragons but some may seek to enslave
humans as servants.  Sometimes Tatsu have the power to assume
human form at will, although such a human will have distinctive
features such as strange pale eyes or a long straggly white
beard.

Physique:  Tatsu can be up to fifty feet in length.  They are
powerful creatures, and can bite and claw a victim to death.
In combat they get four attacks: one bite, two claws and a tail
lash.
Psychological Traits:  Tatsu cause fear in any creatures under
fifteen feet tall when appearing in their true (draconic) form.
The greatest Tatsu - the ones controlling elemental forces -
can provoke terror when they are enraged and using their powers
to intimidate a foe.  All Tatsu are subject to hatred of Mukade.

Special rules:   All Tatsu can see perfectly in darkness.  Most
have a very high level of magical ability - usually Taoist
spells and a selection of other types depending on the crea-
ture's age.  For game purposes assume an 90% chance of knowing
2-8 Taoist spells of levels 1-4, and then a 60% chance of
knowing a further 2-12 spells of any mahotsukai type and level.
A spell-using Tatsu will have 7D20 magic points and does not
require ingredients to use its spells.  Learned sources main-
tain that this ability is linked to the enchanted pearl which
all Tatsu are said to have in the roof of their mouth.  The
most powerful Tatsu can breathe out clouds that will cause rain
and lightning-storms.  This also applies to the five-clawed
Imperial Dragon, which has all powers of the wu hsing (Five
Elements) and is less unlikely to be met in Cathay than in
Yamato.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl  WP   Fel
6   69   -    9   9  35  60   4    20   95    60   91  91
10-60

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
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GAJIN_________________________________________________________
__

The word gajin means "foreign devil".  The Yamatese apply it in
particular to a breed of tall, gangling traders who occasional-
ly berth in their ports with tales of distant lands.  The
Yamatese cannot understand why, if the Gajin want to be appeal-
ing and do good trade, they make up stories about such an
impossibly unpleasant homeland.

Gajin are somewhat taller than Yamatese.  They look essentially
human but they have scowling faces the colour of milk and their
hair is often yellow or red.  The whole body of a Gajin is in
fact inordinately hairy compared to Yamatese.  Goggle-eyes and
sharp hooked noses give them a rather stupid, bird-like counte-
nance.  The men adorn themselves in jewelled decoration, even
to the extent of putting gold rings in their ears, but wear
inelegant clothing in drab colours like brown or dirty grey.
Their clothes always give the impression of being infested with
lice, which may explain why Gajin are more prone to disease
than the folk of Yamato.  They exude an overpowering odour like
a mixture of garlic, stale urine and butter.  The Yamatese find
this body odour very offensive, but the Gajin are so oblivious
of it that they almost never have a bath.  Their only sop to
personal cleanliness is in the care they take over oiling their
thick beards and cleaning their fingernails, which they grow
long in the style of Cathayan mandarins.  Gajin have their own
yammering language, but at least realise that Yamatese is more
elegant and make every effort to learn it.  They have odd ideas
about religion and human ethics.  Although these ideas are full
of nonsense (a Gajin cleric tried to tell Lord Teramu Hosei
that it was not honourable but sinful for a samurai to perform
seppuku) the Gajin never tire of trying to convert the sensible
people of Yamato to their ways.

There are no classes among the Gajin other than merchants and
clerics.  At least, no others make the journey to Yamato.  They
all love money - even the clerics - and have no shame in con-
stantly using it, talking about it, or trying to get more of it.
They have only a rudimentary code of honour and either misunder-
stand or ignore any obligations they might incur.  Yamatese
etiquette requires that obligations towards a Gajin must be
honoured as though he were a proper person, but does not re-
quire (or expect) Gajin to honour obligations themselves.
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Gajin customs are strange.  They do not like to sit on the
floor, but instead manufacture structures of wood for this
purpose.  When meeting one another they give no sign of social
rank or proper formality, but each holds the other's hand for a
short time.  Sometimes two Gajin men will hug one another when
meeting, even in the street.  Their diet consists of dry bis-
cuit and the salted flesh of dead animals; they do not eat rice.
In place of sake, which they loathe, they have extremely potent
alcoholic distillations that could kill a normal person if
drunk in quantity.  Their music is a single continuous sound
varying in tone, and has no concept of the harmony of silences.
In conversation they may make quite insulting remarks, even to
a person of better rank, and then both laugh as if the matter
were a joke.  Their swords and armour are of crude manufacture,
but they have some miraculous devices which they use as weapons.
Many Gajin sea captains carry short rods which can project fire
like a mortar only much more compact.  They are able to navi-
gate across vast stretches of ocean with impunity but have no
comprehension of the Kami.  Their own gods do not inhabit the
world but live in some place above it.  They have human form
and are like very big people that live in the sky, constantly
moving their earthly worshippers about like Go pieces.

Of course, this is just the picture that the people of Yamato
have of Old Worlders, who have been arriving in Yamatese ports
for the last twelve years or so.  This followed the discovery
by both Bretonnia and the Tilean city-states of a navigable sea
route south-east of Cathay.  New opportunities for profit have
become possible now there is no need to brave the dangers of
the Silk Road and the taxes charged by the Emperor of Cathay.
Old World merchants bring furs, firearms (teppo), silver and
iron to Yamato and buy silk, porcelain, perfumes and oil to
fill their holds for the voyage back.  The Yamatese are only
vaguely aware that these traders come from different nations,
and are not particularly interested in any case; they just
think of them all as Gajin.  But some people are aware that
these "foreign devils" might be of some use.  Several lords
(with their eyes on the Shogunate, perhaps) have engaged Old
Worlders to teach their troops shipbuilding, navigation, sur-
gery, sorcery and the use of firearms.  Samurai and shugyosha,
intrigued by the possibility of different styles of combat,
hang around with Gajin sailors in dockland taverns.  Characters
from an Old World setting are thus easily transplanted to
Yamato, and storylines arise naturally from the interplay
between two such different cultures.  It is worth reading James
Clavell's Shogun which, though anachronistic, is a first rate
action-adventure with plenty of inspirational ideas.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

SHISHI________________________________________________________
__

The Shishi is about as big as a lion, or sometimes slightly
larger, with a fierce expression, curly mane and large staring
eyes.  They live in rocky areas, especially near waterfalls.
They are noble beasts and will only inhabit areas that are
associated with a Shinto shrine.  Shishi are also known to
inhabit the heavens.  They are servitors of the god Dosojin,
god of roads and travel.  Stone statues of Shishi are often
placed as twin guardians of a temple, both Shinto and Bukyo.
Shishi hate Chaos (Ran) and are able to sense its presence.
They have been known to associate with holy men and even act as
a steed for some, especially if fighting Gan is involved.

Physique: Strong lion-like beings with powerful jaws.

Psychological traits: Shishi are subject to hatred in encoun-
ters with Chaos-spawned beings.

Special Rules:  Shishi get two claw attacks and one bite.  If
the bite is successful, they may follow this up with a "crush
in jaws" option that does an automatic 1D4 Wounds - no Tough-
ness or armour counts.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   59   -    6   5  16  60   3    46   33    59   59   59
49

MUKADE________________________________________________________
__

The Mukade is a huge centipede with saucer-shaped glowing eyes.
Some are able to swim underwater as well as travel on the land.
They are of low intelligence and seek mainly to feed - constant-
ly.  All Mukade have a venomous bite.  Its poison is particular-
ly effective against Tatsu: even the smell of a Mukade is
enough to revolt a Tatsu.  The sight of one is likely to panic
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some Tatsu, though the usual result of this is to drive the
Tatsu into a killing frenzy.  Mostly Mukade live in remote
areas - mountain tops, deep forests, at the bottom of lakes
(Mukade cannot exist in sea water) or deep underground.  They
can see in the dark.

According to legend the hero Hirohara Hidesato once crossed the
long bridge of Seta.  On the centre of the bridge was a huge
dragon.  It entirely blocked the bridge and there was no way on
other than by stepping on it.  This the hero did without any
hbesitation.  As he neared the other end, an old man (the form
into which the dragon had changed) addressed him in a plaintive
voice.  He said that he had been waiting on the bridge for a
courageous man, and now that he had found one asked Hidesato
for help.  He said he was in great danger from a giant Mukade
which devastated his domain and menaced his palace under the
waters. Hidesato consented and followed the dragon into its
underwater realm.  Soon he saw the eyes of the monster, like
two flaming moons, and his glowing body wrapped seven times
around a mountain.  He shot one arrow which had no effect.  He
wetted the second with his saliva (which acts like a poison to
Mukade) and this killed the monster.  Its dead body was found
at the foot of the mountain.  Ryujin, the dragon, gave Hidesato
a magic cauldron which cooked without fire, an inexhaustibe
roll of brocade and an everlasting bag of rice.

Physique: Mukade can be anything up to 100 feet in length.
Their scaled and armoured hide is very tough but Mukade suffer
from one weakness: the saliva of humans is like a poison to
them.  A single gobbet of spit, introduced to a Mukade's body
on a blade or arrow-point, causes 3D6 Wounds damage if the
Mukade fails a test based on Toughness x10.  (Only human saliva
has this effect, not that of shikome, kitsune or shojo.)

Psychological Traits: Mukade are subject to stupidity.  They
cause fear or hatred in Tatsu.  Mukade cause fear in creatures
under 10ft tall.  If the Mukade is more than 50 feet long, it
will cause terror instead of fear.

Special Rulles:  The profile given below is for an "average"
sized Mukade about forty feet long.  For every additional 10
feet in size add +1 to T, +1 to Wounds, +5 to WS, and for every
20 feet add 1 to S. The bite of the Mukade is venomous.  This
acts as spider venom to the Tatsu, and as scorpion venom to a
human.  The Mukade must inflict at least 2 Wounds with its bite
attack to inject the venom into a targt.
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M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
6   79    -   7  10  15  49   1    -     -    10   15   25    -

----------------------------------------------------------------
KI-RIN

The Celestial Unicorn, or Dragon Horse, is known by various
names throughout the Far East.  They are fully intelligent and
in the terminology of the Old World they would be categorised
as "Lawful".  Excruciatingly so, in fact.  Some Ki-Rin allow
themselves to be ridden by young women, but they are more
concerned that the rider should be of distinguished social
class than by her virginity.

Physique:  Any description of Ki-Rin makes them sound patchwork
and improbable, though in fact the divergent features merge
into an elegant, natural-seeming whole.  They look something
like very large mountain goats up to 6' high at the shoulder,
with an almost human head and a single sharp horn in the centre
of the forehead.  Their faces are very strange, being somewhat
elongated with a flattened nose; they have a fringe of wiry
beard on the chin, but no moustache.  Though possessing wings,
they do not use them to fly but instead run on the air, like
Tatsu.  The wings themselves are like bolts of living lightning
that spring from the Ki-Rin's shoulders, and are actually used
as weapons.  Ki-Rin can be various colours.  The mother of the
Venerable Kong, Great Sage of Cathay, encountered one that was
brilliant gold - the usual hue, it seems.  But others have been
sighted that ranged from pale cloudy blue or dusty grey-green
to one extraordinary multi-coloured specimen that inhabits
Jimegu Mountain, on the border between        and
provinces.

Psychological Traits:  The appearance of a Ki-Rin can cause
fear in anyone who is suffering guilt for a recent wicked or
unworthy act.  Following their self-appointed role as the
"avenging angels" of the Orient, Ki-Rin are known to seek out
the wicked so as to punish them.  (In game-terms, a character
who is deemed to have committed any treacherous, selfish or
ignoble action in the last few months might feel fear at the
creature's appearance.  The percentage chance of having to make
a Cool test is equal to the character's Honour, as an honoura-
ble character is more likely to feel guilt for having done
something wrong.)
Characters who succumb to fear will be judged by the Ki-Rin to
have become repentant and will not be harmed.  It will then use
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its magical senses to probe the hearts of others nearby, search-
ing for evidence of past misdeeds.  Characters who have unpun-
ished evils on their conscience will be attacked at once.  When
fighting someone with Honour below 10, Ki-Rin become subject to
frenzy.

Special Rules:  The Ki-Rin ensures that it never has to fight
more than two or three opponents at once by fending away others
with its incandescent wings.  These cannot be parried (though
they may be dodged by someone with Kawashi).  A person touched
by one of the wings loses 1D8 Wounds if he fails a test based
on Toughness x10; armour gives no protection against this
damage.  The Ki-Rin never uses its wings as weapons unless a
host of foes try to take it on all at once - it prefers an
elegant duel, using its fencing skill with the horn on its
forehead.

The horn is in fact indestructible, and if taken from a slain
Ki Rin can be used as a spell-focus by any Mahutsakai
(sorcerer).  It has the effect of intensifying magic points
cast through it, so the Mahutsakai only has to pay half cost
for spells.  Of course, anyone obtaining or using a Ki-Rin horn
for this purpose can expect the eternal enmity of all other
Ki-Rin.

Ki-Rin fly as hoverers, and the Move score given below is for
movement on the ground.  They are generally rather tactless and
overbearing, and will often pompously enlist the aid of others
in a quest without regard for whether they actually want to
take part or not.  Anyone aiding a Ki-Rin gains +5 Honour,
though, so it may be worth putting up with their tedious conver-
sation and fussy ways for a short time.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
8   60    0   5   4  19  70   1    -    89    39   49   91
31

Footnote:  Other types of Ki-Rin exist.  The Kakutan has a
heavily muscled body like a tiger or war-dog.  Its face is less
anthropoid than the standard Ki-Rin's, and it is also rather
less intelligent, being prone to attack quite blameless individ-
uals by mistake.  The Tenroku has the tail of a lion, the
hindquarters of a horse, the body of a deer and the head of a
dragon.  It has two horns and its body is suurounded by flames
that burn the guilty but leave the innocent unscathed.  The
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Suisei, an amphibious Ki-Rin, has a row of multiple horns along
its snout and can also fight with its webbed claws.  It is
characterised by a horny carapace like a tortoise's shell,
which in game-terms would give it a Toughness of 7 or more.  It
cannot fly, but can remain underwater indefinitely and can also
convey mortals there without them needing air.  The Tujushen, a
very rare sub-variety, resembles a normal Ki-Rin except that
its hide is dirty, foul-smelling and unkempt.  It reverses the
normal Ki Rin code of values, assaulting honourable persons but
leaving cheats and scoundrels alone.

ROKURO-
KUBI_____________________________________________________

These monsters are particularly feared because of their ability
to pass themselves as human.  Some 20% of Rokuro-Kubi are
spellcasters, equivalent to a wizard of level 1-4 with 2D6
spells - usually illusion- or death-related spells.  There will
always be one such magic-user leading any community of these
creatures.  A very few Rokuro-Kubi (no more than one in a
hundred) are Ninja of level 1-3.

Rokuro-Kubi are encountered both individually and in communi-
ties of four or more.  They usually pretend to be hermits,
innkeepers or woodsmen.  Though rarely found in cities, they do
sometimes take up residence in a ruin or ramshackle hovel, and
often their human neighbours can remain unaware of their mon-
strous nature for years.

Among the many bad habits attributed to Rokuro-Kubi, they are
said to drink the oil out of night-lamps and eat offerings
placed on shrines.  Such activities suggest merest mischief,
but they also chew the feet off sleeping travellers and will
murder anyone who discovers their secret.

Rokuro-Kubi are associated with the folklore of the Bukyo faith,
and priests of Bukyo know various ways of warding against them.
This does not mean that Rokuro-Kubi can ever be redeemed by
Bukyo enlightenment.  They are the devils of this religion.

Physique:  By day Rokuro-Kubi resemble normal human beings.
They may behave with such natural politeness that no-one would
ever suspect them of being bakemono.  At night, however, their
true nature comes to the fore.  The head detaches itself from
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the neck and flies about in the darkness like a bat, while the
body remains where it was as though dead.

Psychological Traits:  Rokuro-Kubi cause fear in living crea-
tures when they outnumber their victims by at least two to one.
This only applies to the disembodied head form of the monster.
If encountered by day they have the normal capabilities of
humans.

Special Rules:  The disembodied head of a Rokuro-Kubi is very
difficult to hit in combat: anyone fighting them suffers a -10
penalty from WS and BS.  In flight they count as hoverers.
They also have the skills Dodge Blow and (aided by their small
size and flying ability) Rural Shinobijutsu.

Although fearsome, Rokuro-Kubi have certain vulnerabilities.
These may be known to a character who is well-versed in Bukyo
Doctrine (see the Skills section).  There is a line of red
calligraphy on the nape of each Rokuro-Kubi's neck.  They
always try to conceal this by day, as someone seeing it may
guess what they really are.  Secondly, if a Rokuro-Kubi's
headless body is found and moved, the creature will be unable
to rejoin itself when it returns from a night's hunting.  This
causes it to die when the sun rises.  Lastly, any blow that
harms a Rokuro-Kubi has a chance of stunning it, the chance of
this being 5% times the number of Wounds inflicted.  A stunned
Rokuro-Kubi drifts
2-12 metres before falling to the ground senseless for 1-10
rounds.  While stunned, it can be permanently banished by
Segaki rite.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
6   38    0   5   5   8  35   1   (30)  30    32   30   41
(65)

Scores in parentheses are for the human, daytime form only.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++
GAKI__________________________________________________________
__

Gaki are "Hungry Ghosts", souls whose karma is so bad that they
are reborn as ethereal monsters.  All Gaki are characterized by
a terrible hunger that can never be truly satisfied.  This
hunger corresponds to the selfish nature of the spirit in its
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previous existence.  Someone who stole from the bodies of the
dead, for example, might become a Corpse-Eating Gaki.

It is in the existence of Gaki that the foremost Bukyo teaching
is most clearly illustrated: appetite and desire are the cause
of suffering.  For this reason, it is sometimes possible for a
Bukyo priest to placate a Gaki by offering to perform the
Segaki rite.  This gives the creature a chance to escape its
suffering and be reborn as some lowly creature such as an
insect.  However, it is difficult for even a devout priest to
reason with a Gaki in this way because all Gaki are effectively
insane in human terms.

Physique:  Like all Ghosts, Gaki are not restricted to a given
form.  Sometimes they appear as roiling clouds of black smoke
on which their human form is superimposed.  This is thought to
be a glimpse into Gakido, or the Hell of the Hungry Dead.
Sometimes they are reported as having furry limbs or insectoid
features, but this may be a subjective impression resulting
from the observer's fear of the Gaki.  More usually, just as a
Gaki is about to attack, it will take a guise based on its
craving.  So a Ketsu-Gaki will manifest a face of wet blood, a
Chokenju-Gaki might wear features molded of clay, and so on.

Psychological Traits:  Gaki must test against Cool whenever
they have the opportunity to assuage their hunger.  If the test
fails, the Gaki must feed even if this means putting itself in
danger.

All Gaki are subject to instability outside their normal envi-
ronment.  Usually the area of haunting will be a graveyard,
temple or mansion, but in some cases it can be a much more
extensive area.  One notorious Gaki that was eventually Enlight-
ened by the priest Dogen had been condemned to haunt the entire
length of the Shokowado highway - more than two hundred miles
from end to end.

Other than this, Gaki are unaffected by the psychology rules
and cannot be forced to leave combat.

Special Rules:  In gene E�Aà2      5� D   ��B:�e4rs(l f'm
l weapons and can only manifest with any force at night (or
perhaps during the daytime if there is a fog, blizzard or
thunderstorm).  Most can inflict Insanity points on those they
meet, and people commonly develop a hatred or phobia (often,
strangely, an insect phobia) as a result of encountering a Gaki.
Other powers vary according to the type of Gaki encountered.
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The list here is only a framework on which the gamesmaster
should feel free to build.  Many Gaki have magical powers (a
residue of merit from much earlier incarnations), and no two
are entirely alike.

 Jikininki    A ghoulish creature, usually the ghost of someone
who robbed or defiled the dead.  Anyone confronting a Jikininki
must make a test against Will Power or become awestruck (unable
to move or speak).  The test can be repeated every D3 rounds
until the character snaps out of it and, as with fear tests,
once the roll is made successfully there is no need to check
again in that encounter.
     Jikininki do not kill to eat.  They usually crave the
flesh of someone who has died from other means, and will only
fight if kept from reaching the corpse.  They are powerful in
battle, with Strength and Toughness both 6 or more.  A person
eaten by a Jikininki can never be restored to life.
     In areas where a Jikininki is known to haunt, some fami-
lies have acquired the habit of murdering wayfarers whenever
someone in their household dies.  This ensures that the Jikinin-
ki's hunger will be assuaged by eating the wayfarer instead of
the family member on the first night, allowing the householders
time to arrange a cremation the next day.  Of course, people
who do this kind of thing are only ensuring that they will
return as Gaki in their next life.

 Ketsu-Ga ki   A Yamatese vampire, this is the ghost of a
murderer or an excessively cruel and violent person.  The
presence of a Ketsu-Gaki causes fear in living creatures.  In
combat, it can either strike normally (it has Strength and
Toughness of at least 4) or else grapple.  The attempt to
grapple is made with a -20% WS modifier, and the Ketsu Gaki
will usually do this only when fighting a solitary opponent.  A
character who is grappled must make an immediate test against
Will Power, and if this fails he is paralysed for 2D6 rounds.
The Gaki will make use of this time to drink the paralysed
character's blood, extruding a proboscis or long needle-like
teeth with which to do this.  Each round it spends drinking
will drain the victim of 1 Strength and 1 Wound - when either
reaches zero, the victim is discarded.  If he fails a Toughness
x10 roll, he dies at once; if the roll succeeds, he is incapaci-
tated and suffering from terminal bleeding (see Warhammer, p
130).  Assuming he survives, he recovers 1 point of Strength
and 1 Wound for each day spent resting.
     Ketsu-Gaki can sometimes appear during the day wearing the
appearance they bore in their previous incarnation.  While in
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this manifestation they are able to control their hunger and
are effectively just Ghosts passing for human.

 Yokushiki -Gaki   Demonic spirits of carnality, corresponding
to the Incubi and Succubi of Western myth.  These beings were
driven by overwhelming lust when alive, or else acquired bad
karma through unnatural practices.  By night such Gaki are able
to appear as stunningly attractive individuals, but this is
only an illusion and if encountered at all by day it is in the
form of one made hideous by age and depravity.  Yokushiki-Gaki
should be treated as having Fellowship of 81 when encountered
in their nighttime form, and can use Seduction against charac-
ters of either sex.  If they succeed in coupling with a charac-
ter, they drain him of his vitality: he will awaken the next
morning with his Strength, Toughness and Wounds scores all
permanently reduced by 1.
     A Yokushiki-Gaki will usually retreat if faced with combat,
though if interrupted in the throes of lovemaking (perhaps by
the comrades of its victim, belatedly coming to his assistance)
it will lash out violently.  It has Strength and Toughness of 3
and its claws have a 30% chance of communicating the Red Pox.
At the same time it will discard its comely appearance, the
repugnant sight of its true face causing fear in everyone
present.  If someone who has had sex with a Yokushiki-Gaki sees
its real face, he or she immediately acquires D3 Insanity
points.

 Doku-Gaki    These are the ghosts of poisoners, doomed to
thirst for poison themselves.  Anyone who is carrying or brew-
ing any form of poison may attract a Doku-Gaki's attention.
The creature is likely to begin its attack by approaching the
character while he is asleep, usually in the form of a vapour
with toxic or deliriant effect.  Taking a more cohesive form if
combat becomes inevitable, it strikes with envenomed claws.
Its Strength and Toughness are both 5.  Each time it hits, the
target must test against Toughness x10 to resist the venom.
The first failed roll results in drowsiness, the second in
paralysis, and the third in death.

 Kwa-Gaki   Arsonists - particularly those who have set fire to
Bukyo temples - are reincarnated as Kwa-Gaki, or Fire-Eating
Ghosts.  All forms of heat and light are consumed by this
goblin, including spells such as Lightning Bolt and Hand of
Fire as well as the light of lanterns and candles.  Such at-
tacks are neutralized within a range of 12 yards of the Kwa-
Gaki.  Light automatically dims in the same region, with bright
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firelight guttering to the level of a candle and ordinarily dim
illumination dropping to pitch darkness.
     Even the weakest Kwa-Gaki have Strength and Toughness of
at least 4, and some are much more powerful.  Their touch draws
heat from the target's body, causing the loss of an additional
D3 Wounds if a Toughness x10 test is failed (see Freeze Attack,
Warhammer p 189).
     A Kwa-Gaki which comes across a sleeping character may try
to enter him or her in order to steal bodily warmth over a long
period.  This process takes D10 minutes, but works automatical-
ly if the Gaki is not interrupted during this time.  The charac-
ter will begin to develop a chill (as the Gaki feeds on his
body warmth) broken by brief periods of burning fever when the
Gaki is satiated.  This causes the character to be temporarily
down by 1 or 10% on characteristics most of the time, and
totally incapacitated while the fever is on him.  Normal medi-
cal treatment will be ineffective, and the character must guess
that he is host to a Gaki and seek the aid of a Bukyo priest.
If and when the Gaki is exorcized, its victim's characteristics
will recover almost at once.

 Chokenju-Gaki    The spirits of men who despoiled shrines for
the sake of gain, or who took treasure from ancient tombs.
They are cursed with a ravenous hunger for grave-clay, funereal
offerings and the charred remnants of funeral pyres.  A Choken-
ju will usually be restricted to a graveyard and will not
bother anyone who does not intrude on its feasting.  If engaged
in combat, it slashes with jagged talons which have a 30%
chance of inflicting Tomb Rot.  Its Strength and Toughness are
liable to be in the region of 5 or 6.  It may take a monstrous
form of earth, cerements and mouldered bones, causing fear in
any living creature who sees it.
     Chokenju-Gaki are another class of these demonic spirits
that are prone to taking normal human form by day.  Often they
will wear the guise of a solitary priest or hermit living in a
cottage in the graveyard.  They are typically less obsessive
and more reasonable during the day, and they may even ask for
help if confronted by one who has guessed the truth about them.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
4   51    0   *   *  25  60   1    21   18    30   18   79
23
-----------------------------------------------------
* - varies according to type; see Special Rules above
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++

SPIDER, Gi-
ant___________________________________________________

The Giant Spiders of Yamato, unlike those of the West, are
magical creatures.  They are known as kumo and can be highly
intelligent.  There are innumerable varieties of kumo.  Each
one encountered should ideally have some unique feature, so as
to mark it out as a true spider-demon and not merely an over-
large arachnid.  These creatures hate and prey on mankind, but
will occasionally co-operate with bands of Bakemono, Oni or
other unearthly beings.

Physique:  Kumo vary considerably.  Some look like normal
hunting spiders that have been grotesquely enlarged, others
have catlike or humanoid faces and eight-limbed bodies covered
with warts, scales or spiky fur.  Most are at least 8 to 10
feet across.

Psychological Traits:  Kumo sometimes fear fire.  Other than
this they are not subject to psychological effects.  They cause
fear in living creatures under 10 feet tall.  A character with
arachnophobia who encounters a kumo will be subject to terror.

Special Rules:  A few basic types of kumo can be identified for
the convenience of the GamesMaster.  These should be seen as
illustrative of the range of possible creatures rather than as
establishing a basis for classification.  The names given here
are likewise for the GM's use; kumo will typically be known in
a region by their personal name, or some soubriquet such as
"the Storm Spider of Jiragu Mountain".

 Yoru-kum o   (Night Spider)   This is very similar to the
standard Warhammer Giant Spider, only more intelligent.  It has
no poison.  It sees perfectly in darkness (even spell created
darkness) but is blinded by daylight.  For this reason it will
retreat during the day to a shadowy lair such as a graveyard or
under the eaves of a gate.  Its natural magic resembles the
spells Clone Image and Bewilder Foe, usable D4 times a night.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   35    0   5   4  15  25   2    -    35    35   35   48
5
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 Shi-kumo   (De ath Spider)   A large, round creature with a
rough hairless body.  This type of kumo continually exudes a
poisonous vapour.  In its lair (usually a rocky crevice or cave,
often near hot springs or inside the rim of an extinct volcano)
this vapour builds up as a pocket of foul air.  This affects
characters as per the Foul Air spell.  If the creature moves
about it will tend to carry some of the vapour along with it,
but movement prevents this from getting as concentrated as in
the lair.  Characters fighting the Shi-kumo outside its lair
therefore only need to make Toughness x20 rolls to resist the
Foul Air effect.
     The Shi-kumo's bite is heavy with baneful power, being
equivalent to a Hand of Death spell.  This means that in addi-
tion to regular damage a victim will take 1D6 Wounds, and this
damage is unaffected by his Toughness or armour.  (Magical
armour, though, with protect by absorbing its protective "plus"
rating from the damage rolled.)

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
6   35    0   4   4  13  28   2    -    30    35   30   52
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 Tsuchigu mo   (Earth Spider)   A huge magical demon, the most
terrible of these spider-creatures.  Tsuchigumo was sent with a
horde of Bakemono by the King of the Oni to despatch the hero
Raiko, and would have succeeded if not for the bravery Raiko's
retainer, Watanabe.  Tsuchigumo is capable of making 1D8 at-
tacks every round, using its claws or weapons taken from its
foes.  In its lair (usually a dank pit in the ground) it is
likely to be surrounded by its web.  Characters must make an
Initiative test to avoid blundering into this web and, if
caught, need to make a Strength test each round in order to
move or attack.  The web can be burned away in 1-8 rounds or
will dissipate when Tsuchigumo's physical body is destroyed.
     Another power of the Earth Spider, which nearly secured it
victory in the battle with Raiko, is its magical Dream Web
(orimono no ..?.. ).  It can enter the dreams of a sleeping
character and spin a psychic web which prevents him from awaken-
ing.  The character is allowed a test based on the average of
Will Power and Initiative to resist this.  Once trapped, the
character gradually weakens and will lose 1 Strength and 1
Toughness each day; he dies when either reaches zero.  This can
only be prevented by finding Tsuchigumo's lair and killing it,
whereupon the victim awakens fully recovered.
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 Orimonokumo   (Web  Spider)   These creatures live in the
heart of tangled forests or in ruined castles, hoping to snare
wayfarers in their tough but almost invisible webs.  They can
hurl their webbing to distances of up to 12 yards, catching a
single character or group.  Characters ensnared in the web are
immobilised, unable to attack or move each round unless they
first make a successful Strength test.  If the Strength test is
successful the character can move or attack, but only at half-
value.  Three successful Strength tests in a row are needed to
break free.  A character with a magical edged weapon can use it
to cut through the web, but this requires a successful Dexteri-
ty test to avoid injuring the person trapped.
     The bite of this goblin-spider is venomous.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   35   50   4   4  15  30   1    -    35    20   30   45
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 Korikumo   ( Ice Spider)   This creature resembles a flat
bodied spider, rimed with frost and scuttling along on eight
icicle legs.  It exudes a continuous Zone of Cold and its bite
conveys such icy cold that the victim may suffer gangrene.  A
character bitten must attempt a test based on Toughness x10 and
if this fails he permanently loses D3-2 points from Dexterity,
WS and BS.
     The Korikumo can make a web attack like the Orimonokumo.
A character struck by the web is immobilised and can only break
free by making a successful Strength test (this can be attempt-
ed once each round).  While caught in the web he must also make
a test based on Toughness x10 or lose 1 point of Strength owing
to the numbing cold.  This test must be repeated each round,
and if the character's Strength drops to 0 then he is frozen to
death.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   35   35   5   4  20  25   1    -    30    30   75   44
1

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++
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MUJINA________________________________________________________
__

The Mujina is one of the eeriest of Yamato's supernatural
inhabitants.  It is a solitary creature that is usually met on
lonely roads or out-of-the-way places at night.  It has the
power to instil fear into mortals by its very appearance, and
feeds off this fear as a Ketsu-Gaki feeds on blood.

Physique:  When first encountered, a Mujina will appear as a
normal person (often someone known to the beholder).  When it
drops this illusion, its true face is revealed: a blank oval
without eyes, nose or mouth.

Psychological Traits:  Mujina are not subject to psychological
effects.  The sight of a Mujina's featureless face causes fear
or (more usually) terror in all intelligent living creatures -
see below.  A character who has previously faced a Mujina and
made the required test gets a bonus of +10% in subsequent
encounters with the same or other Mujina.

Special Rules:  A Mujina can appear as anyone, and usually
utilises this ability to lull those it encounters into a false
sense of security.  When it drops the illusion - seeming liter-
ally to wipe its face away - characters who are looking at it
must make a terror test.  (But characters who already voiced
the suspicion that it was a Mujina only need to make a fear
test.)  The sight of the Mujina's horrifying visage results in
characters acquiring 1D3 insanity points whether they succeed
with the test or not.  Characters failing the terror test by
more than 20% lose 1D6 Cool points permanently and will turn
and flee in utter panic for 4-16 rounds.
   For each character who flees, the Mujina gains 1D3 Wounds
which last it until the next sunrise.  If the encounter result-
ed in the character acquiring a psychological disorder, the
Mujina's gain in Wounds is permanent.
   A Mujina will usually try to avoid combat, retiring from the
fray once it has revealed its true nature.  If forced to fight
it does so skilfully, often revealing abilities such as Kawashi,
Koppo or Karumijutsu.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   40    0   3   3  10  40   1    33   18    22   80   60
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Footnote:  Naturally any description of the Mujina is based on
eye-witness accounts that, under the circumstances, cannot be
taken as one hundred percent reliable.  When reading this
account in comfort and security, it is difficult to understand
why the mere lack of a face should cause such terror.  Some
authorities have suggested that Mujina are not really faceless
but that the horror of their actual appearance is so great that
those who see them forget what they have really seen - amnesia
being preferable to raving madness.  Others believe that the
sight of the Mujina's featureless visage is coupled with the
fear that one's own identity is at risk: that the Mujina might
steal one's face to take the place of its own.  Orientals
constantly fear loss of face, after all.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++

YUKI-
ONNA_______________________________________________________

Yuki-Onna means "Lady of the Snows".  It is not clear whether
she is a single entity, the goddess of midwinter blizzards, or
whether several such Kami exist.  In any event, the Yuki-Onna
is only met in winter, during or after a heavy snowfall.  The
result of the encounter is often death, and many believe that
the Yuki-Onna is actually the embodiment of death by freezing.

Physique:  The Yuki-Onna may appear as an old woman as tall as
a tree, with a weird white face and icy black eyes.  More often
she wears the guise of a stately, very beautiful maiden garbed
in white, whose caress brings a not unwelcome demise.

Psychological Traits:  Being a spirit of ice, the Yuki-Onna
fears fire.  She is a Kami of very ancient times who always
needed to be appeased or repelled rather than worshipped.  Thus
the primeval inhabitants of Yamato knew to build bonfires to
keep her at bay on the coldest nights of the year.

Special Rules:  The Yuki-Onna attacks any characters caught out
in a blizzard.  She begins by lulling the characters to sleep
magically; a standard Will Power test is allowed to resist this.
Characters who fail the test fall into a deep sleep and cannot
be woken.  If she can force all the characters in a party to
fall asleep, she can bide her time until their fire burns low.
Otherwise she lurks beyond the perimeter of the firelight and
attacks any lone characters who leave the camp foraging for
fuel.
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   To slay a victim she reveals herself to him and emits a
cloud of icy breath.  This causes him to lose 1 point of Tough-
ness each round unless he is able to avoid the cloud by making
a Dexterity test.  A victim reduced to zero Toughness is frozen
to death.  Obviously a sleeping victims cannot evade the icy
breath, but on the verge of death is allowed a final attempt to
wake up by making a test based on the average of Will Power and
Initiative.
   Characters who survive a confrontation with the Yuki-Onna
recover 1 lost Toughness point each day once they have reached
a place of warmth and safety.  This continues until their
Toughness is one less than it was before the encounter.  The
possibility of permanent frostbite damage also leads to a
reduction of 1D8 -4 Dexterity.
   In the rare situations when the Yuki-Onna is forced to fight,
she adopts her true stature (causing fear in mortals) and
lashes out with icy claws.  Every blow she strikes has a per-
centage chance equal to the Wounds inflicted of causing a
sudden death critical hit effect; roll D6 to find the critical
value of the blow.  This is due to the intense cold of her
touch, and does not prevent her from scoring critical hits in
the usual way once her opponent is reduced to zero Wounds.  She
can only be wounded by fire-based attacks and magical weapons.
Cold-based attacks actually cause her to regain lost Wounds.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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4   40    0   5   5  18  60   2    70   95    70   95   80
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++
BAKU__________________________________________________________
__

The Baku is a powerful quadruped unique to the Orient.  It is
called the Eater of Dreams, and people in rural areas sometimes
make offerings so that it will devour their nightmares for them.
Nonetheless the Baku is not a kami but a physical creature -
albeit one with myriad wondrous powers.  Its power is not
restricted to consuming evil dreams, either.  It can devour any
dream, and characters whose dreams are taken can become irrita-
ble or enervated.

If a Baku takes up residence in an area, it may come close to
human habitations by night in order to feed.  It at all time
exudes a narcotic sorcery equivalent to the Kusa spell Sleep of
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the Dead.  Characters visited regularly lose 5 points from Cool
and Fellowship and 1 point from Toughness while the Baku's
visits continue.  If the visitations increase for several
months, characters also start to acquire 1 Insanity point every
1-4 weeks.  If the Baku is slain or prevented from reaching its
victims, depleted characteristics recover with just a few good
nights' sleep but Insanity points or disorders may remain.

Baku are semi-intelligent and have been known to speak in
guttural, half-coherent tones.  It may be that they do not
understand what they say but only regurgitate garbled phrases
from the dreams they have eaten.  Sometimes Baku can be control-
led by magic, so players may encounter one as the steed or
servant of a powerful wizard.

Physique:  The body of a Baku resembles a huge tiger - as large
as a bull in most cases.  Its fur is slick black and patterned
with green circles like staring eyes.  Its head has a long
snout like that of a tapir or elephant, usually crested with
long slender horns.  It has a mane, but its domed forehead is
bald (or even, in some accounts, fleshless).  This is the
appearance of a male Baku.  Females have a completely different
physiognomy, but there are no reliable accounts from which any
description could be attempted here.

Psychological Traits:  Baku fear daylight and will always
return to their lair (usually a burrow, sometimes a deserted
temple in thick woodland) before sunrise.  While powerful, they
are not used to encountering powerful opponents.  Anytime a
Baku takes a Wound it must make a Cool test or flee.  Often
Baku will flee without waiting to be wounded - they are intelli-
gent enough to recognise there is no percentage in fighting
against the odds.

Special Rules:  When a Baku strikes someone in combat it steals
some of the strength of his dream-self.  This has no percepti-
ble effect on most people, but against a mahotsakai it causes
the loss of D6 magic points.  These are recovered normally.
Also, anyone wounded by a Baku must make a Will Power test or
fall into a deep sleep until the Baku leaves the vicinity.  A
Baku given an hour to feast on the dreams of a sleeping mahot-
sakai will drain him of all remaining magic points.

In retreat, this creature can "move like the wind" according to
the description given by Kotei in his Bakemonojin.  Double the
Movement score given below when the Baku is fleeing from combat.
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YUREI_________________________________________________________
__

Yurei is the generic term for ghosts.  Like most terms here, it
is not used as a hard-and-fast classification but as a working
definition for the GamesMaster.  Many people would categorise
Gaki as ghosts, for instance, but they have sufficient unique
traits to be more conveniently dealt with in a category of
their own.

Yurei are not necessarily malicious, but they do not perceive
the world as mortals do and thus cannot easily be reasoned with.
The best way to characterise yurei is as fragmentary personali-
ties dominated by an overriding obsession that usually concerns
the manner of their death.  Many yurei return because of a
desire for vengeance on a person who murdered or betrayed them,
but often are prevented from direct action because of their
limited area of haunting.  Other typical obsessions are for
proper disposal of the spirit's body or the search for a lost
love.  Although a yurei might try to persuade others to take
action on its behalf, the difficulty of sustaining rational
communication is likely to render any appeal confusing or
frightening to mortals.

Yurei are always tormented beings.  Sometimes they act as
though they imagined themselves still alive.  Others appear to
be caught in a recurring nightmare in which they come to a
continual realisation night after night as to the truth of
their ghastly state.  Sometimes it is possible to drive off a
yurei by confronting it with its own reflection in a mirror,
but this is just as likely to send it into a berserk frenzy.

Physique:  No absolute description can be given, as yurei
appear in many different forms.  Yamatese ghosts are often
described as having no legs.  They appear to float through the
air, either trailing long robes or a "tail" of wispy vapour.
(On the other hand, this could be a misconception deriving from
the way popular artists represent phantoms.  More people have
seen pictures of yurei than have met the real thing.)  Some-
times they seem substantial and lifelike, but more frequently
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they are translucent or hideously disfigured - or both.  Some
yurei hideously grow to resemble the decomposition of their
bodies, manifesting as luminous green horrors with leprous skin
and peeling patches of scalp.  This latter sort may be taken to
cause terror in living beings, while all other yurei induce
fear (except when the person meeting them is not aware he is
talking to a dead spirit).

Psychological Traits:  Yurei are immune to most psychological
effects.  They cannot be forced to retreat by a combat result
and are usually unaffected by spells which affect the mind.
They must be considered mad, as there is no other way to de-
scribe them in mortal terms.  All too often their particular
obsession leads them to torment or attack living beings.  The
spirit of a man poisoned by his wife might experience hatred of
women, for example.  A clever adventurer who has to deal with a
yurei will try to find some way to exploit the yurei's insanity.

Special Rules:  Yurei are limited to an area of haunting which
is usually (but not always) the area where they died.  Outside
this area they are subject to instability.  They cannot be
wounded by any blow with a nonmagical weapon unless the attack-
er confirms the damage by rolling under half his Honour score
on percentile dice.  This allows a honourable man to overcome a
yurei - but he will need to be exceptionally honourable, and an
exceptionally good warrior into the bargain.  A yurei "slain"
by physical damage will return to its haunt within one year
unless the final blow was struck with a magic weapon.  The only
way to permanently get rid of a yurei is by Segaki rite, or
else by satisfying the yurei that it has no further need to
remain in the mortal world.

 Shiryo    A Shiryo is a true "dead ghost", which term is used
to distinguish it from the Ikiryo, or "living ghost", described
below.  It is the classic ghost of Yamatese legend.  Its appear-
ance causes fear (or sometimes terror - see notes for Physique
above).  Its touch invariably induces terror and also inflicts
D4 Wounds regardless of its opponent's armour or Toughness.  If
a Shiryo's attack lands on the head or a limb then it will try
to seize its opponent, who can make a Dexterity test to avoid
this.  A seized opponent is almost certainly doomed, as the
Shiryo will tear off his head/limb in the following round!
This has the effect of reducing the character to 0 Wounds
instantly and inflicting instant death (if the head is ripped
off) or Critical Hit no. 14 (if an arm or leg).
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   *  Ld and Int vary according to the phantom's characteristic
scores when alive.

 Sitai    The Sitai is a special form of possession which
occurs when a spirit returns from the dead to reinhabit its own
body.  Obviously this is not possible if the body has been
cremated, but in country districts even Bukyo adherents are
often interred rather than cremated - and a Sitai has enough
strength to burst out of any tomb.  Sometimes the Sitai has
just a single night to exact revenge (or whatever it desires)
and then the motivating spirit is cast back into the Cycle of
Rebirth.  However, particularly willful individuals may be able
to possess a Sitai for weeks or months if need be.
     Daylight robs a Sitai of all motive power, sending the
spirit fleeing back to the shadows of Yomi (the Netherworld)
until the onset of evening.  Usually it will have the sense to
conceal itself at cockcrow so that no-one will come across the
body before the following night - although one particularly
single-minded Sitai that pursued the villainous Tomosana Jamato
up and down the Shokuwado highway for three years apparently
just dropped in its tracks in the middle of the road each
morning.
     Sitai are enormously strong.  They have a strength equal
to their Will Power divided by 10 (and bear in mind that only
someone with very great force of will could return as a Sitai
anyway).  Possession by the spirit often makes the body seem
larger and heavier than in life, also.  They can strike with
anything that comes to hand, and can also attack with their
fists without combat penalty.  Fortunately it is often possible
to evade a Sitai because the creature's senses are much duller
than those of a living being.  However, the only way to perma-
nently get rid of a Sitai (other than Segaki rite) is by a
resolved encounter between it and its target.  In the case of a
Sitai seeking vengeance, "a resolved encounter" means a combat
in which either the monster or its prey is slain.  In the case
of a Sitai animated by unrequited love, it is best not to
imagine what the "resolved encounter" might involve!
     Sitai cause fear in anyone who sees them and recognises
what they are.  Anyone who is the target of a Sitai's attack
must make a terror test.
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 Ikiryo     A type of spectre unique to the Orient.  The Ikiryo
is a "living ghost", a being formed from the raw feelings of a
living person who is gripped by an emotion that cannot be
assuaged.  This emotion might be jealousy, thwarted hatred or
hopeless love.  Ikiryo commonly form when a strong-willed
samurai is prevented by duty from taking revenge on a dear foe.
The originator of the Ikiryo is not aware of its existence as
it is created by the subconscious.  Sometimes simply telling
the originator about the Ikiryo is enough to exorcise it, but
no guarantee can be offered for this method.
     An Ikiryo can only be seen by the person it is haunting.
At first he may not be able to make out its face, since it
begins its manifestations as a half-glimpsed shadow, but with
the passage of time he should eventually recognise it.  By then
it may be too late for action, though, as a haunted victim
loses D3-1 Toughness each week and will die when his Toughness
reaches zero.  This happens whether or not the originator
intends harm to the haunted character.
     Ikiryo do not induce fear or terror.  They can pursue
their target over considerable distances, not becoming subject
to instability until their distance from the originator in
miles exceeds his Will Power x5.  They cannot be physically
combated, and can only be dealt with by Segaki rite if the
originator of the Ikiryo is identified and found.  Once a
Ikiryo is dealt with, its victim recovers 1 Toughness point
each day.

 Funa-Yurei

 Tsuki   Possession

SHURA_________________________________________________________
__

Shura are warrior-revenants.  Sometimes summoned by magic into
the mortal world, they come either from the Time of Myths in
the distant past or from the subterranean fastnesses of Yomi.
They are something like Zombies or Skeletons, though frequently
retaining a degree of human intelligence far beyond that of
such miserable creatures.
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Physique:  Shura can be skeletal, but usually they look like
normal humans.  They could only be mistaken for living beings
at the most casual glance, though.  Anyone examining one close-
ly will soon gag at the charnel stench of the thing's breath,
or gasp in horror on seeing the unearthly pallor of the skin.
Their armour and other accoutrements may seem rusty or covered
in a fine cloaking of grave-dust, and their robes will be
patterned in mauve or light green (colours considered unlucky).

Psychological Traits:  Shura are forced to return to Yomi by
the first rays of the rising sun.  Light-producing spells are a
source of fear, but otherwise they are immune to psychological
effects.  They cause fear in any living creature once the
creature realises they are unliving monsters.  This usually
takes 1-4 rounds after the Shura attacks.

Special Rules:  Shura take half-damage from nonmagical weapons.
Each Shura knows one martial skill such as Kenjutsu or Iaijutsu.
(Dai-Shura, being the shades of heroes, are more powerful than
the "common" variety and will know 2-8 martial skills.)  Shura
are unaffected by Segaki Rite because they are purely creatures
of Shinto.  They are NOT subject to instability or the spells
that induce instability.

Shura
M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
4   36   36   4   4   8  40   1    36   48    30   48   36
2

Dai-Shura
M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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4   60   60   6   6  12  60   3    48   80    30   80   80
1

Footnote:  Anyone slain by a Shura is taken off back to Yomi.
In theory it would be possible to go to Yomi and bring back
characters who suffered such a fate.  This would either require
someone to travel through a Gate of Yomi spell or else seek out
one of the physical routes to Yomi that still exist in our
world: the hidden winding roadway said to begin in Chizen
Province or the underwater abyss off the coast of Shompo Island.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
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SHOYOSEI______________________________________________________
__

Shoyosei are Sea Elves, pure and simple.  They live on an
island called Horai, which must lie just a few days' good
sailing from Yamato but which does not appear on any chart.
This is because the Shoyosei have veiled Horai with magic so
that no intruder should ever find his way to their shores.  All
the same, one or two mariners have stumbled on it by accident
or been taken ashore because their ship was wrecked.  According
to one story, time passes more slowly on Horai - the man tell-
ing the story returned after an idyllic few months there to
find his baby son grown to young manhood.

Shoyosei are very rarely seen by men.  The Shoyosei king, the
Dragon Emperor of the Sons of Mu, has no diplomatic contact
with the lords of Yamato.  Any encounters that do occur between
the two races are on a personal level, such as the blind hermit
of Goto province who traded with Shoyosei once a month when
they came to his anjitsu on the cliffs overlooking the sea.
The hermit did not realise his visitors were nonhuman until
they recoiled from a copy of the sutras that he offered for
sale.

Physique:  Shoyosei are tall and slender, with long blond hair
worn loose.  Their clothing is elaborate and impractical,
resembling the costumes worn by the nobility of Ancient Cathay.
The material used is silk and favourite colours are powder-blue,
dark grey and silver.  Unlike Yamatese they are given to wear-
ing personal jewellery, being especially fond of silver, coral
and sapphires.  The males of the race seem almost androgynously
delicate, and thus conform to the traditional Kugyo ideal of
masculine beauty.  To most Yamatese, though, they would just
seem effete.  Certainly rough-hewn samurai and their wives
would not like the look of them, and insofar as they are aware
of Shoyosei at all they regard them with an equal mixture of
distaste, bafflement and superstitious dread.

Psychological Traits:  Shoyosei are not affected by psychologi-
cal effects, except that they are made uncomfortable by any
powerful symbols of Bukyo.  (Bukyo Priests believe this is
because Shoyosei are just manifestations of the Void - the
embodiment of mankind's delusions, in a sense - whose tenuous
existence is imperiled by the possibility of human Enlighten-
ment.)
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Special Rules:  Shoyosei possess Magical Sense and Magical
Awareness and have Night Vision to a range of 20 yards.  They
abhor military pursuits and prefer to focus their attention on
scholasticism and sorcery.  Esoteric skills like Temmon-gaku,
Surgery, Hypnosis, Shisaijutsu, Shurikenjutsu and Yaken are
particularly favoured.  All Shoyosei have a base 2D6 magic
points and are capable of casting the standard Petty Magic
spells listed in Warhammer.  Many (30% or more) progress as
mahotsukai (Wizards) or various types, and they gain +3D6 magic
points per level.  If meleed, Shoyosei demonstrate skills such
as Acrobatics, Dodge Blow, Unarmed Combat and Flee.  They will
seek to escape from direct physical combat as quickly as possi-
ble so as to use their spells and shuriken.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
4   21   47   3   3   7  60   1    66   43    66   66   47
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�H
{Shoyosei cont'd:}
�G
Footnote:  On Horai, Shoyosei need no ingredients to cast their
spells.  In other places they need a small black pearl for each
spell cast.  Shoyosei encountered at sea or in Yamato will
usually be equipped with a dozen or so pearls for this purpose.
Each is worth about 3 Chugin.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
TENGU_________________________________________________________
__

Tengu are creatures whose appearance suggests a sort of man-
crow hybrid.  They are sometimes called Karasu Tengu (Crow
Tengu) to distinguish them from the much rarer Konoha Tengu,
which have inordinately long noses but are (apart from their
wings) humanlike in form.  They wear costumes woven of leaves
and roots, which is also frequently the practice among Taoist
hermits, and this seems to have promoted the conception that
Tengu use magic based on the wu hsing.  They roost in forested
mountain areas, preferably in pines and cryptomerias, and sally
forth for the occasional bout of mischief-making, snooping or
thievery.
   They claim descent from Sanobu which, though farfetched,
might explain their martial prowess and their delight in mis-
chief.  Not many Tengu become full Priests, but if they do they
will revere Sanobu particularly.  The Tengu king, Kurama Yama
no Sojobo, rules the roost from his throne, a thousand-year old
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lightning-cleft pine cloaked in moss.  He carries a magical fan
of seven feathers and can find out anything that happens in his
forest within the space of seven wingbeats by sending scouts
from his special elite guard, the Leaflet Tengu.  His supernatu-
ral powers are very great.  Effectively he should be treated as
a Kami somewhere between the Local and Privincial rank.

Physique:  Tengu are mostly human in their torso and lower body.
The wings are human arms from which a cape of feathers grows,
and the head is entirely bird-like.  A Tengu's hands sport
viciously sharp claws and it can also peck with its beak.
Usually Tengu only get two attacks a round, however, as they
are expert fencers and prefer to make one sword attack rather
than two claw attacks.

Psychology:  Tengu suffer from Clautrophobia, becoming irrita-
ble and uneasy if they know they cannot take to the air in a
hurry.  They are also incurable Kleptonmaniacs.  They particu-
larly cannot resist hoarding bright shiny objects.  They do not
actually care about the worth of the item, but of course their
eye often alights on such things as jewels, gold coins and
finely worked swords.  They are subject to fear of anyone who
is a better swordsman than they are, but this does not often
occur in practice.  As the original denizens of Yamato's for-
ests since time immemorial, they experience hostility to Oni
and Bukyo Priests.

Special Rules:  Tengu fly as hoverers; the Move given below is
for ground movement.  All Tengu have Acrobatics, Shinobijutsu
(Rural), Kawashi and Kenjutsu.  Some have magical abilities
equivalent to a Ninja of level 0 (ie, Kusa) to 3.  Heroes and
champions (the Leaflet Tengu) will have a range of other mar-
tial skills including Iaijutsu, Shisaijutsu, Haragei and Disarm.
Sometimes they consent to teach these skills to humans (but
player-characters needn't count on it).

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
5   69   49   4   4   9  60   2    60   39    35   25   40
40
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
NUYE__________________________________________________________
__

Occasionally it may be that individual Chaos creatures from
Shompo slip through the ancient magical wards and enter Yamato.
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This seems to be the only explanation for utterly bizarre
monstrosities like the Nuye.  This was a creature that appeared
by night on the roof of the Imperial Palace and seemed to be
linked to a chronic illness suffered by the Emperor Narihito.
It was slain by Minamoto Yorimasa, whose description suggests
it was a unique mutation of Chaos.  On the other hand, since
Chaos has rarely encroached on Yamato and few adventurers have
brought back accounts of Shompo's fauna, who is to say that
such monsters are not rife in other parts of the world?

Physique:  The Nuye's body (according to Yorimasa's descrip-
tion) was vaguely serpentine, but was really more like a large
human backbone over which leprously scaly skin was tautly
stretched.  Its face was macabre, resembling a grinning monkey
with staring mad eyes.  Below its head grew two vestigial arms
ending in talons which it was able to retract as a cat might.
It had no legs.  On the end of its tail it had a sting that
hissed as it dripped poison.

Psychological Traits:  On the existing evidence, the Nuye that
Yorimasa killed had no special psychological traits.  The GM
must make his own ruling on this if any other Nuye exist and
are encountered in the course of the game.

Special Rules:  Nuye appear either to be able to fly or to leap
uncannily far.  While doing this they often trail wisps of
coloured smoke like tendrils or wings.  For game purposes,
treat them as swoopers with the Acrobatics skill.  The Move
score given in the profile is for ground movement.  During
melee they have a choice: either to attack four times a round
using a bite, two claws and the tail sting or to attack twice
using constriction and a bite.  The sting is venomous and
opponents must make a test against Toughness x10 if wounded by
it.  A first failure results in the character becoming drowsy
and a second failure causes death in 2D8 rounds.
   Nuye have very tough skin which gives them an effective
Toughness of 16.  This makes them difficult to kill.  Yorimasa
cleverly used a Sword Point arrow to kill the historical Nuye.
Characters would need the History skill and a successful Intel-
ligence test to know this trick - or they could work it out for
themselves.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
Fel
3   44    0   5  16   2  45  4/2   -    21    21   47   47    -
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
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KAPPA_________________________________________________________
__

Kappa are amphibious goblins that inhabit the rivers, lakes and
ponds of the Ikaido islands.  Honourable but vicious, they prey
on the blood of land dwelling creatures - not just mankind, but
also cattle and horses.  Their favourite sustenance, however,
is the blood of human children.  They drink this through the
rectum, so if a drowned corpse with a distended anus is found
this is always blamed (on the whole justifiably) on the Kappa.
These creatures are ferociously proud of their martial ability.
They will sometimes challenge a person to single combat, and if
the Kappa is bested it will undertake to teach secret skills to
its opponent.  It is important to be very exact about the terms
of a duel, as Kappa are sticklers for the letter of an agree-
ment and if they can gain any advantage (such as by insisting
the duel take place underwater) they will not hestitate to do
so.  Kappa are not communal.  Always encountered singly, they
are really the Oriental equivalent of the kelpie of Albion
folklore: a genius loci, really a water sprite rather than a
simple water dwelling animal.

Physique:  Kappa are spindly beings rather like monkeys, except
that they have no fur but instead are covered with silvery-grey
or yellow-green scales, like those of a fish.  Their hands are
webbed and, in some cases at least, a carapace like a tor-
toise's shell protects the Kappa's upper body.  Kappa have a
bowl-shaped depression in the top of their heads.  This is used
to carry water when the Kappa emerges on to dry land, as other-
wise it would quickly lose its strength.

Psychological Traits:  Kappa fear fire as it dessicates their
bodies.  Any fire-based attack striking a Kappa reduces its
Strength and Toughness by 1 whether or not it actually takes
damage from the attack.

Special Rules:  Kappa can breathe underwater and are excellent
swimmers.  Their Night Vision extends to 30 yards.  Either
through sorcery or stealth, they are seldom seen on their
excursions to human settlements.  Renowned for their fondness
of cucumber, they can be bribed or distracted by offering them
cucumbers - test against twice the Kappa's Will Power to see if
this works.
   They are able to survive for short forays onto land by means
of the hollow on their heads, which holds water to sustain them.
If this water is spilled, the Kappa quickly becomes too weak
even to move.  It is possible to trick a Kappa into spilling
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its water simply by bowing.  Kappa are so polite that they
almost invariably bow back.  To decide this, have the Kappa
test against both Honour and Intelligence.  If it makes its
Intelligence roll by a wider margin, it realises to keep its
head up as it bows.  Otherwise the water spills out and the
Kappa can be caught.  (As with most creature vulnerabilities,
players should not have their characters make use of this ploy
without first checking to see if they know it.  Obviously
anyone can read it here, but the TETSUBO rulebook is unfortu-
nately not available in Yamato!  Instead a character must have
Shinto Doctrine and make a successful Intelligence test to
remember this weakness and exploit it.)
   Kappa invariably know Unarmed Combat, Kawashi, Koppo, Atemi
Waza, Heal Wounds and Surgery.  In most cases they are better
at these skills than humans.  They are also able to cast the
following spells without ingredients as long as they have not
spilled their water: Gain Entry, Curse (as in Warhammer), Marsh
Lights, Zone of Cold, Zone of Silence, Cure Light Injury, Steal
Mind, Mystic Mist, Extinguish Fire, Move Object, Heal Injury
and Part Water.  Each Kappa will have 3D4 magic points.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
ANIMALS

The Yamatese regard nature with the greatest awe.  Their folk-
lore has a prominent place for animals, which have remained
closer and better attuned to nature than mankind.  All sorts of
animals are credited with supernatural powers, and in particu-
lar the people of Yamato believe that such powers increase as
the animal gets older.  It is not considered surprising that
very old toads can lure humans underwater to drown by means of
magical mirages.  Foxes (kitsune) that live in graveyards are
believed to be at least a century old and to have the ability
to assume human form.  These constitute the character race
refered to as Kitsune in this book.  Other shapechangers in-
clude the badger (tanuki), the cat (neko) and the rat (nezume).
They can sometimes grow to human size without taking human
shape; the sorceress Takiyashei lost many of her magical texts
when a giant rat gnawed its way into her scriptorium.  Nikki
Danjo, the notorious Ninja, once caught a hundred-year rat by
the tail and kept it in a bottle until it imparted the secret
of how he could change his shape to that of a rat.  Tigers
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(tora) are particularly feared as, although rare, they are
often man eaters.  Nonetheless the Yamatese see them as brave
and honourable beasts.  By the time a tiger reaches the age of
five hundred it has acquired full human intelligence (while
retaining feline motivations) and is called a Zan Ko.  Such
tigers are bigger than bulls; they have white fur, and on their
brow appears the character      (o, meaning king).
   Cats are a special source of superstitious dread.  It does
not have to be a very old cat; even an innocent domestic cat
can be blamed for strange goings-on.  This is because cats are
supposed to be the reborn forms of evil wizards.  If that
belief is true, then at least some wizards must repent their
former wickedness and be trying to work off the karmic burden.
Among many tales that show cats up to malicious mischief, a few
describe benevolent cats that used their powers to help others.
A cat named Buchi died fighting to save its owner's daughter
from the attentions of an evil Nezume.  Any cat whose coat has
three colours is destined for a career at sea, for sailors
believe they can keep the ghosts of the drowned at bay.  More
typical, though, is the story of an old cat left overnight with
a corpse.  By some craft it caused the body to become a Sitai,
which went on to terrorise the countryside for months until a
wandering Taoist guessed the truth and wrung the cat's neck.
   Each animal has a king which is the archetype of that ani-
mal's species.  These animal kings are Kami in their own right
and control astounding supernatural force.  The hero Ogata
Shumo was taught spells by the Toad King which enabled him to
charm all water-dwelling creatures - although they proved
useless against the giant centipede (mukade) which he died
fighting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

HANNYA________________________________________________________
__

Adventuers in the Old World are never quite sure whether witch-
es are just very old and perverted sorceresses, or demons in
the form of hideous hags.  In Yamato there is no doubt.  Witch-
es (hannya) are evil monsters who wear the guise of human
beings - not very convincingly, on the whole.  Hannya live
alone and practice malign witchery simply for the joy of wreak-
ing unpleasantness in the world.  They are known to steal
infants and drain them of blood, probably for use in concocting
magic brews.
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Physique:  Exact details cannot be given, as Hannya vary so
much.  However, some books such as the Bakemonojin of Kara no
Fushi attempt a classification of types.  Some of these types
are listed below.

Psychological Traits:  All Hannya are hopelessly insane by any
normal standards.  Unfortunately they rarely develop disorders,
since insanity is the "healthy" state for a Hannya mind.  A few
Hannya are subject to hatred, usually of specific families
because of some hurt the Hannya suffered from one of the fami-
ly's ancestors.  One or two very old Hannya (more than six
hundred years) may suffer from senility (dementia) - but these
centuried crones will also be the mightiest spellcasters, of
course.  Hannya are never brave.  They prefer to fight with all
the odds on their side, and if things start to go against them
they will flee - spitting curses and vows of vengeance as they
go.

Special Rules:   Numerous folktales develop a picture of the
typical Hannya.  Dwelling alone in a cave or stone hut in the
hills, she appears by day as a wretchedly wizened old hag and
by night as a semi-human monster.  The nighttime form has the
same general physique as the creature's daytime guise, but
possesses unnatural strength.  Horns sprout from the Hannya's
head and the lips draw back from blackened gums in a leer,
revealing fangs where a human's wisdom teeth would be.  This
true form of the Hannya causes fear in the faint-hearted
(anyone with Will Power 30 or less must make a Fear test).
Hannya are spell-casters of 1st-4th level with 1D10xlevel magic
points.  The Hannya will know 1D3 spells of each level from
both the Necromancer and Illusionist phyla.  Instead of stand-
ard ingredients, she needs one pint of fresh infant's blood
(taken within the last six months) for each spell cast.  Hannya
are also able to prepare
1-6 of the potions listed under the Tenyaku skill, except that
blood is used in place of herbs.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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Other varieties of Hannya are known:

 Kijo   Th e Kijo can appear at all times as a very beautiful
maiden.  She is able to seduce a character who fails his Will
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Power test. (In the case of player-characters no Will Power
test is allowable if the character willingly submits to seduc-
tion.)  Once a character is in her thrall he will follow the
Kijo around in a lovesick daze, only stirring from his reverie
to frenziedly attack anyone who so much as insults her.  The
Will Power of the character is effectively halved until he is
cured of his lovesickness - which usually involves some trauma
such as revealing the Kijo's true form to him.  A very dutiful
character might be able to break free of the Kijo's spell for
himself if asked to do anything treacherous.  This requires him
to succeed in an Honour test by a wider margin than he failed
the Will Power test when he was seduced.
     A Kijo's true form shows in her reflection in an octagonal
mirror at noon (the mirror is the sacred symbol of Nisodera) or
in a river.  She cannot walk through running water.  At cross-
roads where a post to the god Dosojin has been set up, the Kijo
will react with horrorified fascination and be unable to pass
on unless she makes a Will Power test.
     Most Kijo are Maboroshi of level 1-3.  During the day they
must pay double the usual magic points to cast a spell.  At the
beginning of each month (the time of the new moon) their powers
are intensified and they pay half cost.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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 Nanja   T hese are serpent-women.  At most times they can
maintain the form of a normal woman - not wildly beautiful like
a Kijo, but much more tolerable than the hideous, ragged face
of a Hannya!  In situations of stress the Nanja must make a
Cool test to avoid reverting to her true form.  Obviously this
will usually be when she is threatened or in danger of discov-
ery, but she might also let her guard down at other times.
Nikki Danjo, the famous wizard, watched a game of Go between
two court ladies who thought they were alone; as they got
engrossed in play, they gradually took on their true appear-
ance: of giant snakes with the startlingly fanged and golden-
eyed heads of women.  Thus Danjo, who felt loyalty to the
Emperor if to no other, sent a message which warned that two
Nanja had infiltrated the palace.  (The message was interpreted
as a double entendre, Danjo being a famous Ninja himself.  But
that's another story...)
     Nanja can immoblise opponents with their gaze.  One oppo-
nent at a time can be dealt with in this way, and a successful
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Will Power test allows the victim to resist.  A character who
succumbs is rooted to the spot and cannot act under any circum-
stances for the next 2D10 rounds.  In their true, ophidian,
form Nanja can also make two attacks each round (bite and
constriction).  The bite is venomous.  Alternatively the Nanja
can try to spit a gobbet of venomous saliva into an enemy's
eyes.  She can do this in either human or ophidian form; it
counts as sharpshooting (see Warhammer, p129) and a hit causes
permanent blindness.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

THUNDER
BEAST___________________________________________________

The Thunder Beast (Raiju, or kaminari no kemono) is a spirit
creature that is only manifest during thunderstorms, when it
may be seen leaping from tree to tree.  It is fond of eating
human navels, but is rarely troublesome because it can be kept
at bay by various means.  The existence of this creature is the
reason it is unwise to stand under a tree during a thunderstorm.

Physique:   The Thunder Beast will never be clearly seen.  As
it leaps between trees it just looks like a reddish-black
streak through the rain.  Dropping out of a lightning-lit sky
to attack, its muzzle has been described as like a seal or an
earless hound.  (Perhaps it has ears but keeps them folded back
when moving.  Then again, if it really inhabits the thunder
then it must be quite deaf.)  The body is large, sleek and
muscular and carries a damp animal reek.  Those who survive a
Raiju's attack often say that it had no back legs, or that its
forequarters were like a tiger's but disappeared into a blur in
the hind parts.

Psychological Traits:  The Thunder Beast abhors incense, and
will move away from burning incense if it fails a test based on
Will Power.  Its dislike of incense derives from its dislike of
the Bukyo faith - it is another of the primeval inhabitants of
Yamato.  This makes it subject to hatred of Bukyo Priests.

Special Rules:  Thunder Beasts are predators.  They attack to
consume the navel of a victim, who is naturally killed in the
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process.  They have no other interest in combat and are intelli-
gent enough not to attack if heavily outnumbered.  They try to
avoid prolonged combat.  If they cannot kill their opponent
within two or three rounds they will leap away, moving with
dazzling speed from tree to tree until lost from view.  Thunder
Beasts cannot fly, but sometimes give the impression that they
can because of their speed and agility.  Given a round to brace
itself a Raiju can leap up to fifty feet vertically or one
hundred and fifty feet horizontally.
   The Raiju begins its attack with a thunderous roar that
shakes the trees and the ground underfoot.  Characters must
make a Cool test or go rigid with fear for 1-3 rounds.  It then
drops down out of the rain onto its prey.  First contact with a
Raiju discharges a thunderbolt into the victim's body, causing
2D4 Wounds irrespective of Toughness.  Armour still protects as
normal against this.
   Raiju are healed by lightning-spells (the spell does nega-
tive damage) and also have a 75% chance of reflecting such a
spell back on the caster.  They take half-damage from nonmagi-
cal weapons.  If wounded by a weapon with a Kami embodied into
it they are instantly driven off.  Anyone hitting a Raiju in
melee gets a mild electric shock.  Unlike the shock delivered
by the Raiju's initial attack, this is not enough to do the
character any damage but he must make a Toughness x10 test to
avoid dropping his weapon.
   Vulnerabilities of Raiju will be known by anyone with Shinto
Doctrine who succeeds in his Intelligence test.  They cannot
enter mosquito nets, so if you must sleep outside in a storm it
is worth putting up a mosquito net first.  Incense sometimes
drives them off as desribed above.  Carrying a string of cash
(100 Zeni) gives limited protection, reducing the monster's WS
by 20% and damage rolls by 2 against the protected character.
   The victim of a Thunder Beast's attack looks like someone
whose midriff has been charred away by a freak lightning-stroke.
This is, of course, the truth.

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

SKELETON SPEC-
TRE________________________________________________

Skeleton Spectres are giant monsters of Chaos (Ran).  They are
sometimes found entombed in the walls of a kofun, or ancient
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burial mound, trapped by the weight of rocks and history upon
them.  If dug free they can be made to serve for a time, but
this is dangerous because Skeleton Spectres are so chaotic that
they may turn on their masters.  There are also some very
ancient (one-use) scrolls left over from the Ranjidai Period
that can summon Skeleton Spectres directly from Yomi, the plane
of death.  (Such scrolls are rare -two were known to be in the
possession of the sorceress Heike Takiyashi, but she used one
of them against Mitsukune, and the other could easily have been
destroyed in the centuries since Takiyashi's death.)

Physique:   A skeleton at least sixteen feet tall.  Skeleton
Spectres are faintly luminous and move in a hunched posture,
clawing their arms ahead of them to encircle an opponent.  Many
have chaotic features such as multiple arms, blood-sucking
fangs, poisonous breath, or the ability to drain a foe's
strength by touch.

Psychological Traits:  Skeleton Spectres have only a low grade
of intellect, but they can be wily in battle.  Some clue to
this is given by the monster's gleeful fleshless grin - it
fixes its attention on a single foe and then pursues him to the
exclusion of anything else.  They are not affected by psycholo-
gy rules themselves, although they cause terror in inexperi-
enced (Basic Career) characters and fear in experienced
(Advanced Career) adventurers.

Special Rules:  Skeleton Spectres are intensely malign and
chaotic.  They can be controlled by a powerful master for long
periods, but whenever the master gives the Skeleton Spectre a
new directive he must make a test based on his Leadership plus
Intelligence minus the monster's Will Power.  If this fails,
the monster goes wild and attacks him.
   Hits from Skeleton Spectres have a 25% chance of causing
infected wounds.  If they touch a Shinto Priest they cause him
to become defiled (see Religion section) even if he takes no
wounds.  These creatures predate even Shinto, and are unaffect-
ed by Bukyo Segaki Rite.  Although powerful, they can be driven
from the mortal world by a courageous warrior.  Any time a
Skeleton Spectre loses a round of combat it becomes subject to
instability for the following minute (ten rounds).

M   WS   BS   S   T   W   I   A   Dex   Ld   Int   Cl   WP
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UNAI__________________________________________________________
__

Unai is the generic term for the inhabitants of Shompo, the
Chaos-infested island to the north of Yamato.  In fact there
are many different races here, most of which would be only too
familiar to an Old World adventurer:

Oriental name      Literal meaning       Old World name
Nezumi-hito        Rat People            Skaven
Hitodeneshi        Beastmen              Chaos Beastmen
Genyosei           Phantom Elves         Dark Elves
Ranbushi           Chaos Warriors        Chaos Warriors
Atama-tasu         Many-headed
   Rantetsu           Chaos Dragons      Hydrae
Uba Tsubasa        Winged Hags           Harpies
Tokageran          Chaos Lizards         Basilisks
Mushitori          "Decayed beaks"       Carrion
Korosu             "Sneaky killers"      Chaos Goblins
Gamen                 ---                Chaos Orcs
Kaibutsu           "Demon-kin"           rarer Chaos monsters
                                           (Jabberwocks, etc)

As you might suppose, this mixture of fell creatures lives in
uneasy alliance.  They are united only by their twisted hatred
of the inhabitants of Yamato, whom they envy for inhabiting an
idyllic land while the Unai races must scrape the barren, wind
blasted soil of Shompo for their existence.  Fortunately they
are prevented from invading by two factors.  Firstly, they
engage in constant bickering and inter-tribal warfare despite
being notionally unified under a single king, Ranriu the Dragon
Prince.  Secondly, even when an army of Unai can be assembled
it is next to impossible to invade Yamato because of the mighty
barrier-spells of the Asahikawa Shrine.  Ranriu knows that if
he could weaken the barrier-spells and launch an invasion fleet
he could unite his fragmentary kingdom.  He dreams of taking
Yamato after a great and bloody war against the samurai clans,
and re establishing his Unholy Court at Koto.  The Yamatese
have a saying: "The dreams of dragons (are) the clouds before a
storm."

GUIDE TO YAMATO

[Most of this section MISSING.]

MONEY
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Money is a subject dear to the heart of every Old World adven-
turer, but it is looked on with a certain scorn by most Ya-
matese.  When a craftsman makes something, payment for the work
is as likely to be in the form of gifts as in hard currency.
The coins in general use are

the Zeni: one copper piece, about sufficient for one day's food.
Many people would subsist on one Zeni a day.

the Chugin: a silver piece, equal in value to twenty Zeni.

the Oban: an elliptical gold coin worth twenty Chugin.

The Buke have as little to do with money as possible.  They
dislike carrying coins with them, and become impatient with
merchants who insist on immediate cash payments.  ("Apply to
the castle - you'll be paid," is their usual haughty retort.)
The income of a member of the Buke is measured in Koku, which
is the amount of rice needed to feed one man for a year.  The
stipend system means that Buke receive all their income at one
time, usually a couple of months after the harvest when the
Daimyo's officials complete their audit.  Buke often borrow
money from merchants in advance of the harvest, and if the
harvest turns out to be good they may get into debt.

The value of one Koku varies.  In a year with an excellent
harvest, when rice is plentiful, it might be worth only 300
Chugin; in times of scarcity, a Koku could be worth 500 Chugin
or more.  Buke who receive their income from land holdings
rather than a stipend are not affected by fluctuations in the
harvest - a poor rice crop means they have less, but what they
do have is worth more.  However, retainers must still be paid
their normal stipend even when there is not much rice to go
round, so land-holding lords have a strong interest in getting
good harvests.  If the GamesMaster cannot be bothered with
determining the status of the rice harvest each year, it can
just be assumed that one Koku equals one Oban.  Player charac-
ters on a stipend receive their Koku in the month of Gencho.

PRICES

* GOODS AND SERVICES
*__________________________________________
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Characters do not buy their weapons and armour in the market.
Availability of such items is taken to indicate that an artisan
has been found who is able to supply the character.  The will-
ingness of the artisan to do so must be decided by an Influence
test (unless the character is a high-ranking samurai of the
local lord and able to command the artisan's obedience).

Artisans have a chance (decided by a second availability roll)
of having a requested weapon or piece of armour in stock.  If
not, it will take 1-3 months to produce the item to order.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Melee Weapons               Cost              Encum    Avail

Aikuchi                    10 Chugin            10     Scarce
Bo staff                    4 Chugin            50     Average
Jo staff                    3 Chugin            30     Average
Jitte                       4 Chugin            20     Average
Kama                        3 Chugin            40     Average
Katana (ordinary)        6-10 Oban              60     Average
Katana (superior)       20-50 Oban              60     Rare
Katana (master)           100 Oban +            60     Very
Rare
Kiseru                     10 Chugin            10     Very
Rare
Kusari *                    3 Chugin            60     Average
Kyotetsu-shoge              2 Chugin            30     Very
Rare
Masakari (ordinary)         3 Oban              65     Scarce
Masakari (superior)        25 Oban              65     Very
Rare
Naginata (ordinary)         5 Oban             100     Scarce
Naginata (superior)        20 Oban             100     Rare
Naginata (master)          80 Oban +           100     Very
Rare
Nekode (pair)               4 Chugin             4     Rare
Nodachi (ordinary)         10 Oban             100     Scarce
Nodachi (superior)         50 Oban             100     Rare
Nodachi (master)          150 Oban +           100     Very
Rare
Nunchaku                    2 Chugin            50     Plenti-
ful
Ono (ordinary)              4 Oban             110     Rare
Ono (superior)             25 Oban             110     Very
Rare
Sai                         2 Chugin            20     Average
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Sodegarami                  6 Chugin           110     Scarce
Tanto (ordinary)           12 Chugin            10     Average
Tanto (superior)           15 Oban              10     Rare
Tessen                     10 Chugin            15     Very
Rare
Tetsubo                     1 Oban             200     Rare
Tonfa                       1 Chugin            30     Scarce
Wakizashi (ordinary)     6-10 Oban              40     Average
Wakizashi (superior)    20-50 Oban              40     Rare
Wakizashi (master)        100 Oban +            40     Very
Rare
Yari                       10 Chugin            50     Common
Yawara                      8 Chugin             5     Scare

�M
   *  The Kusari is a length of chain; it is usually attached
to the hilt of a sickle to form a combined weapon.
�P
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Missile Weapons             Cost              Encum    Avail

Arrow (standard)           12 Zeni               2     Common
Arrow (Flesh Render)       12 Zeni               2     Scarce
Arrow (Sword Point)         1 Chugin             2     Average
Arrow (Screeching Bulb)    15 Zeni               3     Scarce
Dai Kyu                     1 Oban             100     Scarce
Han Kyu                     6 Chugin            75     Average
Shuriken (each)            10 Zeni               1     Very
Rare
Yari-nage                   8 Chugin            45     Average
Yatsubo  (quiver
   for 12 arrows)           5 Chugin            15     Average

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Firearms                    Cost              Encum    Avail

Blunderbuss *             100 Oban              50     Very
Rare
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Gunpowder (per shot)        1 Oban               1     Very
Rare
Kakae Ozutsu                6 Oban             300     Very
Rare
Pistol *                  200 Oban              25     Very
Rare
�M
   * These firearms are available only from Old World merchants.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Armour                      Cost              Encum    Avail

Full helm (kabuto)          5 Oban              40     Scarce
Open helm (jingasa)        12 Chugin            30     Average
Face-mask (mempo)           5 Oban              20     Rare

Breastplate (se-ita)        5 Oban              40     Rare
Cuirass (do)               15 Oban             100     Scarce
Mail vest (hara-ate)        1 Oban              50     Average

Shoulder plates (sode)     15 Oban (pair)       50     Scarce
Combined mail sleeves
          (tetsu-gote)      4 Oban (pair)       40     Scarce
Vambraces (hansho)          1 Oban (pair)       10     Average

Armour skirts (koshi-ate)  15 Oban              50     Rare
Greaves (sune-ate)          1 Oban (pair)       20     Scarce

summary of totals for full "suit":
Great Armour               65 Oban             360     Very
Rare
Full Harness               52 Oban             270     Rare
Medium Harness             18 Oban             160     Scarce
Light Harness              52 Chugin            90     Average

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

General Items

The prices given below are for average quality goods. Modifiers
are applied to cost depending on qualtiy.

Best quality x10
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Good quality x3
Poor quality divide by 2

Rice (per days supply)     1 zeni               1     Plentiful
Fish,cooked, raw or stewed 1 zeni               1      common
Fish stew                  1 zeni               1      Common
General foodstuffs:        1 zeni per serving
vegetables, pickles,
dumplings, fruit, eggs
bean curd, rice cakes etc

Bottle of Sake (average)   5 zeni               2     Plentiful
Clerical robes             3 zeni               20     Average
Loincloth                  1 zeni               2      Plenti-
ful
Kimono                     4 Chugin             10     Average
Hakama                     2 Chugin             5      Average
Sash (obi)                 10 zeni               2      Average
Tabi and Geta (socks       4 zeni               5      Plenti-
ful
and clogs)
Hat, straw                 1 zeni               1      Plenti-
ful
Hat for buke               2 Chugin             5      Average

Lodging at a ryokan       10 zeni               -    Common on
                          20 with bed                  roads
                          2 chugin with
                          separate room

Stabling for horse        1 zeni               -       As
ryokan
Fodder for horse          5 zeni               50      Plenti-
ful
Overcoat                  1 chugin             15      Common
Peasants overcoat (straw) 5 zeni               10      Plenti-
ful
Chopsticks (lacqured)     5 zeni                1      Common
Lantern                   1 Chugin              20     Average
Pouch for obi             2 zeni                1      Plenti-
ful

Horse, riding             300 Chugin            -      Average
Horse, war                1 Oban                -      Rare
Saddle, etc               5 chugin              150    Average
Ox                        10 chugin              -      Common
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Rope 50 foot             10 zeni                30     Common
Tea set                  1 chugin               10     Common
Tea (per pound)          5 zeni                  1     Average
Backpack                 1 chugin               50     Common

CALENDAR

THE YAMATESE CALENDAR
The calendar is complex, adhering as it does to the ancient
lunar system imported from Cathay.  This calendar is really
more suited to the lifestyle of nomads and fishermen than to
the predominantly agricultural society of Yamato.  Nonetheless,
the Yamatese insist on sticking to it because of its antiquity.
Traditionalists to the core, they would never contemplate a
change to the West's more sensible solar calendar.  Players who
do not want this degree of Oriental spice in their games are
free to ignore this section and just use the standard calendar
system of January, February, etc.

Hours of the day
The day is divided into twelve watches: six equal divisions of
daytime and six equal divisions of the night.  This means that
the watches vary in length throughout the year, nighttime
watches being longer in winter and daytime watches longer in
summer.  Since Yamato is closer to the equator than the coun-
tries of the Old World, such variations are not greatly signifi-
cant.  You may find it convenient to regard each watch as
simply correponding to two Western hours.
   At midsummer, when day and night are equal, the watches are:

   Oriental                   Occidental equivalent
   The watch of the Rat       midnight to 2am
   The watch of the Ox        2am to 4am
   The watch of the Tiger     4am to 6am
   The watch of the Hare      6am to 8am
   The watch of the Dragon    8am to 10am
   The watch of the Snake     10am to noon
   The watch of the Horse     noon to 2pm
   The watch of the Sheep     2pm to 4pm
   The watch of the Monkey    4pm to 6pm
   The watch of the Bird      6pm to 8pm
   The watch of the Dog       8pm to 10pm
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   The watch of the Boar      10pm to midnight

Days of the month
Bukyo uses a seven-day week for purposes of religious observ-
ance.  Other than this there is no division of the month into
weeks, except for a kind of loose recognition of ten-day peri-
ods.  Some shopkeepers close their shops every tenth day, for
example.  The day chosen aligns with the "ruling element" of
the shopkeeper's profession as expressed on a sixty-day cycle
derived from the twelve Zodiacal branches (Rat, Ox, etc) com-
bined with the yin and yang aspects of the five elements.  This
Sexageneray Cycle also forms the basis for year-periods and is
illustrated below.

THE SEXAGENERAY CYCLE

           Rat  Ox  Tiger  Hare Dragon Snake Horse Sheep Monkey  Bird  Dog Boar
yo Wood      1        51           41          31           21          11
in Wood          2           52          42          32            22        12
yo Fire     13         3           53          43           33          23
in Fire         14            4          54          44            34        24
yo Earth    25        15            5          55           45          35
in Earth        26           16           6          56            46        36
yo Metal    37        27           17           7           57          47
in Metal        38           28          18           8            58        48
yo Water    49        39           29          19            9          59
in Water        50           40          30          20            10        60

For instance, a carpenter would close his business on the 1st,
11th, 21st, 31st, 41st and 51st day of each sixty-day cycle.
These are the days that correspond to the ascendant aspect of
the Wood element.

Players do not need to worry about the intricacies of the
Sexageneray Cycle.  It is used in astrological predictions, but
such details are already abstractified into the rules for the
Temmon-gaku skill.  In practice, characters will simply refer
to a day as "the 20th of Frost Month" or whatever.

Months of the year
Months are either twenty-nine or thirty days long.  Yamato uses
a calendar based on the phases of the moon, in contrast to the
solar calendar of the Old World.  This requires the insertion
of an extra month every three years to bring the calendar back
in line with the seasons.  Months begin with the dark of the
moon.  The middle of the month, when the moon is full, is the
time for moon-viewing excursions - a favourite pasttime of
cultured Yamatese.  The eighth month is considered the time
when the full moon is at its most breathtaking; this is the
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harvest moon, often alluded to in a haiku poem to indicate the
time of year.

month     colloquial name              Courtly name
  1st     Sprouting Month              Shihohai
  2nd     Sun-waiting Month            Kinensai
  3rd     Ever-growing Month           Jomi
  4th     Cherry Blossom Month         Koromogei
  5th     Rice Month                   Shinko
  6th     Rain Month                   Oharai
  7th     Poetry Month                 Urabon
  8th     Red Leaves Month             Chushu
  9th     Night-lengthening Month      Fukandenden
 10th     Kami-absent Month            Gencho
 11th     Frost Month                  Matsuri
 12th     Year-ending Month            Iatsamyo no En

These are literal translations of the Yamatese month names.
(Players may prefer to just use the month's number if they
cannot remember the names.)
   Some events of the year will have a bearing on the life of
player-characters.  The major festivals are New Year's Day
(first day of Sprouting Month), the Peach Festival (third day
of Ever-Growing Month), the Iris Festival (fifth day of Rice
Month), the Weaver Festival (seventh day of Poetry Month) and
the Chrysanthemum Festival (ninth day of Ninth Month).  Other
subsidiary festivals are shown below.

7th Shihohai
The Festival of Young Herbs, when a porridge made of various
herbs should be eaten to ensure that spirits of ill health are
kept at bay over the coming year.  Also the Festival of Blue
Horse, when twenty-one white horses are paraded before the
Emperor and the Shogun.

18th Shihohei
The Bowmen's Wager.  Officers of the Shogun's Guard hold an
archery contest, emulated by clans throughout the land.  The
contests are followed by banquets, where losers must drink a
sconce.

1st-4th Kinensai
Over a period of four days, a group of Bukyo monks give continu-
ous readings from the sutras at the Imperial Palace in Koto.

Jomi, second day of the Horse
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Special Shinto festival: priests perform music and dance before
the great shrine of Iwashimizu no Juntoku.

Koromogei, second day of the Bird
The Kamo Festival.  This is the primary Shinto celebration of
the year, observed throughout Yamato.  Devout worshippers
achieve rapport with the Kami.  Priests attending the festival
can add +5 to a petition for a boon made on this day.  Boons
granted on this day are doubly effective.

13th-16th Urabon
The Bon Rituals of the Dead begin with the lighting of tapers
or sticks of peeled hemp so that departed spirits can find
their way back to the mortal world.  Families hang lanterns on
the doors of their home.  On the 15th, Bukyo services are held
for spirits which have been reborn as monsters.  The festival
ends with the lighting of small paper cones which are set
afloat on the river or sea, to guide the ghosts on their jour-
ney back.

1st-4th Chusu
Second Bukyo ceremony of the year at the Palace, identical in
form to that held in Kinensai.  High-ranking priests from all
provinces are summoned to attend - including (possibly) some
player-characters.

15th Chusu
The Ritual of Liberation, in which hundreds of birds are set
free from the Juntoku Shrine of Iwashimizu while priests chant
the sutras.  This is a prime example of Ryobushinto, the inter-
marriage of the two faiths of Bukyo and Shinto, in that a holy
place of the latter religion is used for a ritual of the former.
The ceremony is followed by a day of martial dance and sumo
contests.  After nightfall the revellers gradually trickle away
for quieter observance of the Festival of Contemplation of the
Moon.

throughout Gencho
On this month, all the Kami of Yamato are called to the shrine
on Asahikawa Island.  The purpose of this is for the Kami to
threaten the evil spirits of Shompo, warning them not to tres-
pass on the sacred soil of Yamato in the long winter nights.
The effect is that Shinto Priests cannot call on boons during
this time, and their magic points will not regenerate once used
until the Kami return at the end of the month.  Items with
embodied Kami similarly become inert, their innate spirits gone
to the gathering.
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2nd Matsuri
Rice offerings are made to the Kami of Sky and Earth.

Matsuri, first day of IN metal
Festival of the Forge.  Swordsmiths scatter rice around their
forges in honour of their patron Kami, Chikayo.  This is a good
time for embodying lesser Kami into a blade.

19th-22nd of Iatsamyo no En
The Naming of the Enlightened One is a series of Bukyo rituals
taking place on three successive nights.  Lamps are set up
behind painted screens, giving the ceremony an eerie feel.
Bukyo characters attending these ceremonies can reduce accumu-
lated On by 2D6.

last day of the year
The festival known as the Expulsion of Demons (Oninazu no
Hososhi) is held on the Shokowado highway.  A Shinto Priest
from the Imperial Court dons a red kilt and a golden face-mask
depicting Ranryu, the evil Dragon King.  The ritual consists of
a mime or dance in which this "scapegoat" is driven north by
twenty attendant priests, who twang bowstrings and beat gongs
to frighten off the forces of evil.
In addition to the main festival, most villages and towns have
minor Oninazu no Hososhi of their own.

'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''

Sixty-year Periods
Groups of years are collectively termed an ataido.  This is the
nearest Yamatese equivalent to the Western century, but is in
fact sixty years long.  Each year within an ataido corresponds
to one of the signs of the Sexageneray Cycle.  Thus the first
year of any ataido will be the Year of the Rat, the next the
Year of the Ox, etc.  By also knowing the elemental aspect of
someone's birth you can date them precisely.  For instance, it
is now the Year of the Dragon under the condition of yo Fire:
the 53rd year of the ataido.  Someone tells you he was born in
the Year of the Dragon under the condition of yo Water, which
is the 29th year of each ataido.  Assuming the man is not a
Taoist Master born in a previous ataido, it is safe to declare
that he must be twenty-four years old.
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SCENARIO

----------------------------------------------------------------
(This adventure is based on the affair of the Forty-Seven Ronin. I guess we
could use the townhouse map I prepared for the 47 Ronin write-up. The stone
lanterns used to light Yamatese gardens at night would give about a 5 yard
radius of illumination. -Dave.)
MISSING: plan of the townhouse
----------------------------------------------------------------
                     ONE NIGHT IN IDO

The scenario is set in the city of Ido, which is the Shogunate
capital of Yamato.  Most of the action takes place over the
course of a single night, and provides players with the opportu-
nity to set up a party containing a mixture of Yamatese and Old
World characters.

The gajin-oji, or Westerners' Quarter, of Ido is an area along
the harbour-front.  The merchants and seamen there are subject
to their own laws, not those of Ido, and are allowed to run
their own affairs as long as they keep to their own area.  To
enter Ido proper, an Old Worlder needs to be in the company of
samurai or to have a letter of free passage, which can be
expensive.

Many samurai hang around the Westerners' Quarter because they
are curious about life in the Old World.  In particular they
are curious about Western fighting techniques.  Teach a samurai
the Old Worlder language or a few rapier tricks, and in return
you can pick up some tips on kenjutsu or get a tour of Ido's
taverns.  This is the basis for players to meet at the start of
the game: a group of samurai have become drinking-companions
with some Old Worlders just off a Tilean ship.  Players can
belong to either group.

After a night on the town, one of the samurai suggests they all
go back to his liege's townhouse.  The liege is Yamatake Fushin-
go, a hatamoto of the Kagamori Clan, who maintains this town-
house so as to be on hand for the Daimyo's visits to Ido.  He
is also interested in the presence of Old Worlders in Yamato
(in his case because of the political ramifications) and has
made it clear to his men that he'd like to meet some.

They have a short audience with Yamatake, who then retires to
his private chamber with his three principal guards.  The
others remain in the parlour/dining-room (see map) drinking
sake and chatting.  Being summer, the shoji screen onto the
veranda is open, and at some point one of the Old World charac-
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ters glances out across the garden.  A bent old man is waddling
between the stone lanterns with a taper.  One of the samurai
mentions that this is Oishi Chizaken, and proceeds to tell his
tale:

Five years before, Yamatake and another hatamoto, Tsunehida,
were summoned to Ido by Lord Kagamori.  As both were rather
rough-&-ready warriors whose demeanour was ill suited to the
Shogunate Court, etiquette lessons were arranged.  Naturally
the two hatamoto began to chafe at the slow pace of court life
and the indignity of being given lessons in correct behaviour.
During one lesson tempers became frayed.  Tsunehida later
claimed he had been insulted.  At any rate, he drew his shorts-
word and attacked Yamatake.  Fury made him strike wildly, but
he gashed open Yamatake's cheek (characters will have noticed
the scar).  The latter then fled.  This incident was very
serious because it is forbidden to draw any weapon in the
precincts of the Shogun's palace.  Yamatake was absolved of any
taint of cowardice for having fled, and in fact was personally
commended by the Shogun for his self-control.  Tsunehida was
ordered to perform seppuku and his wife a child were also
executed.  Afterwards, many of Tsunehida's retainers found
places with other lords of the clan.  His twelve closest follow-
ers, however, seemed disillusioned by their master's death and
began a life of drunken debauchery around the gambling houses
of Ido.  Oishi Chikazen was one of these twelve.  He finally
came to Yamatake a broken man, pleading for a position among
his guards.  In the name of his ancestors, he denounced his
former master as a fool who had brought about the ruination of
the Tsunehida household without a thought for his family and
loyal retainers.  Impressed to see Oishi recant, Yamatake took
him on as a gate-guard.

Having completed his patrol of the garden, Oishi comes to the
veranda to report before returning to the rear gate.  Yama-
take's samurai treat him with slight superiority (though a
Samurai in Tsunehida's household, he is only a Go-kenin now).
As he returns to the rear gate, one of the Old World characters
remembers having seen him before: "He came to our ship a couple
of days ago, wanting to buy a pistol off the captain."

Further developments depend on the characters' actions.  Tsuneh-
ida's twelve loyal retainers have been planning this night of
revenge for five years.  Their plan is for Oishi to let four
men in through the rear gate while the remaining seven storm in
the front entrance.  Oishi did indeed buy a pistol of the Old
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Worlders' captain, but he will not use it during the battle -
it is intended specifically for Yamatake, whom the twelve
Tsunehida retainers consider too dishonourable for death by the
sword.

Stats and combat plans are given for both sides.  Things are
balanced so that Yamatake's men would normally have a slight
edge, not least because one of his principal guards is actually
a ninja who should be able to turn the tables on the attackers.
The presence of the Old Worlders (assuming they join in on the
side of their host) tips the balance so that Yamatake's men win
an easy victory.  It will be even easier if they apprehend
Oishi as soon as he is recognised - if he isn't there to open
the rear gate, the second group of attackers will be split off
from the others and their battle plan will be thrown into
confusion.

This scenario is envisaged as giving a good basis for character
interaction in the early stages, and then culminating in a
spectacular battle-royal.  Afterwards, events will have firmly
cemented a friendship between the oriental and occidental
characters.  Options provide for the party as a whole either to
remain in Yamato (with the Old World characters embarking on
careers as samurai in Yamatake's service) or to return to the
Tilean city-states as Yamatake's envoy.


